I.1. INTRODUCTION

For many of us, the experience of driving along an interstate highway in Texas can be a thoroughly modern experience – with traffic, ongoing construction, and views of large-scale new development along the roadside. Perusing historic maps, though, shows us that the routes traversed by today’s modern interstate highways closely extend along routes of the some of the earliest paved highways in the United States and date from the 1910s and 1920s. In some locations, the heritage of our modern highways dates back even further, following railroad lines, stagecoach routes, and sometimes even trails from the Spanish Colonial era and earlier. The following report, *The Development of Highways in Texas: A Historic Context of the Bankhead Highway and Other Historic Named Highways*, seeks to clarify the links between our modern highways and their antecedents, explaining the evolution of our roadways over time.

Although today we think of highways as permanent and fixed in a single alignment, highways historically have been a patchwork of zigzagging roads, with multiple routes all using the same name. Trails and early roads typically fluctuated depending on the location of river fords and ferries, or depending on the political relationships between county officials and roadway organizations. The dynamic quality of the road network—established long before the introduction and widespread use of automobiles—endured well into the twentieth century and characterized the highway experience. Indeed, at the outset of this project, this study sought to determine the “exact” alignment of the Bankhead Highway in Texas. However, research quickly revealed that such an effort was not only elusive and subject to interpretation, but it also ignored the reality of highway evolution that historically has been subject to constant change and improvement.

The report also aims to strengthen our understanding of the truly remarkable transformation of selected highways/routes in Texas over the past century as the dirt trails from the pre-railroad era evolved into paved highways and freeways that supported a colorful array of tourist attractions and roadside resources. This transformation required vision, political will, financing, and technological know-how, all of which are explored within the historic context.

For the purposes of this report, the name “Bankhead Highway” refers to a historic roadway that generally follows a path designated by the Bankhead National Highway Association in 1916, re-affirmed in 1919, and disseminated to the public by way of a published tour guide in 1922. Despite the perceived certainty of this seemingly static route, the
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alignment generated controversy among members of the organization, especially among competing interests in Texas and neighboring states, as explored in the context. Moreover, the route changed and evolved over time with the establishment of the Texas Highway Department in 1917, the incorporation of previously established intrastate highways (Fort Worth–El Paso and Dallas–Texarkana) into the national highway, the adoption of the federal highway designation system in 1926, and the creation of Interstate Highway System in 1956. The physical alignment also shifted over time, as desires for increased safety, higher speed, and new road-building techniques and technologies brought about many changes and improvements. Despite these changes, some segments dating back to the late 1910s and 1920s still exist in much the same state and condition and convey a strong sense of the past.

PROJECT BACKGROUND

The completion of The Development of Highways in Texas: A Historic Context of the Bankhead Highway and Other Historic Named Highways represents the inaugural effort of the larger Texas Historic Roads and Highways Program. The Texas Historical Commission (THC) and the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) jointly administer the program, which was established in 2009 by House Bill 2642 with the goals of identifying and commemorating historic highways in Texas, and producing a series of interpretive publications and materials to encourage heritage tourism. Project deliverables include an upgraded version of the THC’s online Historic Sites Atlas and the development of an online portal to distribute information to tourists. Funding for this multi-phase project was made possible by Federal Transportation Enhancement funds from the United States Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and is administered by TxDOT.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This document describes the general development of historic highways in Texas and targets a wide variety of audiences that includes, among others, governmental agencies and cultural resource management professionals seeking to comply with a variety of federal and state regulations. The report also aims to support local preservation organizations working to designate historic resources, heritage tourism organizations interested in promoting and marketing historic highways, tourists looking for maps of historic routes and highlights along the road, and property owners and developers considering rehabilitation of roadside resources. To assist with future cultural resource management, the report describes the contextual development of highways in Texas at a statewide level. The report also presents specific information regarding six historic named highways of varying degrees of importance and that represent different parts of the state. The registration
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The requirements section of the report examines the types of properties that are tangible links to the events, trends, and patterns associated with this important theme in history. Together, these narratives provide a framework for evaluating the significance and physical integrity of the historic highways and associated historic roadside resources in Texas for possible listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).

To support the application of the historic context and registration requirements, the project also entailed surveying and evaluating the NRHP eligibility of the historic-age (pre-1971) highway-related buildings and structures constructed along the various alignments of the Texas segment of the Bankhead Highway/State Highway (SH) 1 – the first all-weather transcontinental highway in the United States. To aid local preservation efforts, the report provides much of the information required for the completion of future National Register nominations, including historic district nominations or a potential Multiple Property Submission (MPS). Within municipalities that participate in the Certified Local Government (CLG) program with the THC, the information also may be used to complete local landmark designations. Heritage tourism efforts may take advantage of the rich historic maps and images compiled within the report, as well as electronic map files that are compatible with smart phones to provide easy navigation on the road. Lastly, the report provides future recommendations for promoting and rehabilitating roadside resources and includes a list of buildings that are prime candidates for rehabilitation.

REPORT ORGANIZATION

The story of highway development in Texas is a complex layering of history that relies on a multitude of factors, themes, and topics, each of which could be the subject of a separate book or publication. Project historians undertook research at various repositories throughout the state including libraries and archives in Austin, College Station, Fort Worth, Dallas, San Antonio, Lubbock, and Denton. In addition, historians reviewed materials at the National Archives and Records Administration in College Park, Maryland, and at the Department of Archives and Manuscripts at the Birmingham Public Library in Alabama, which maintains the papers and files of John Asa Rountree, Sr., the long-time secretary of the Bankhead Highway Association.

The challenge for this effort, however, has been the process of distilling the vast amount of information from the myriad of primary source materials gathered and reviewed for the project and the subsequent preparation of the historic context. This document highlights the most critical events and trends that trace the development, construction, and operation of the highway system in Texas. To that end, the document is organized to include a statewide overview of historic highway
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development, detailed information about a sampling of six representative historic named highways, the results of the survey of the Bankhead Highway, and future recommendations.

I. STATEWIDE HISTORIC CONTEXT

The statewide historic context is divided into six distinct time periods that track the underlying historical foundations on which the highway system was built, the early visionaries who anticipated how and why such a system should be built, the economic forces involved, and the important role that all levels of government played while planning, implementing and maintaining the highway system. Finally, the statewide context discusses how new ideas about highway planning and design rendered older segments of these historic highways obsolete as a primary means of interstate travel. Within each time period, the statewide overview of highway development trends is followed by a discussion of broad development patterns that emerged along the roadside during the period. The following are the six distinct time periods tracing the historical development of the highway system in Texas:

- I.1. Early Texas Roads and Trails: 1700–1880
- I.2. County Roads and the Good Roads Movement: 1880–1916
- I.4. Depression, Mobilization, and War: 1933–1944
- I.5. Postwar Road Expansion: 1945–1956

Although this report views highway development through the lens of the named highways that were developed during the 1917–1932 period, the trends and themes presented in all of the time periods have significance in their own right. Moreover, it often is difficult or impossible to isolate these trends from one another. Historic highways are best understood as part of a fluid and evolving highway system.

II. EVOLUTION OF NAMED HIGHWAYS

Following this overview of statewide historical trends, the report then highlights the Bankhead Highway and five of the other named highways that played important roles in the early development of the state’s highway network. These highway-specific narratives illustrate the fluidity that is at the essence of highway development. Each highway’s nomenclature, route, and physical character constantly were in flux. Even the Bankhead Highway, for example, was never referred to exclusively as the “Bankhead Highway.” As the context will detail, the Texas Highway Department was referring to the route as State Highway (SH) 1 as early as 1917. The route itself also constantly was realigned, as
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The roadway evolved from a state highway into a U.S. highway, then into the Interstate Highway System.

The representative examples of historic named highways were selected because the Texas Highway Department (the state agency in charge of the highway program and predecessor to the Texas Department of Transportation) deemed them to be among the most important and of the highest priority when the agency initially conceptualized the state highway network in the late 1910s and early 1920s. These highways also present a good cross-section and geographic distribution of highway development within the expansive territory of Texas, extending through differing climatic, demographic, and economic regions. The selected representative named highways include the following:


Other significant historic named highways also exist from the establishment of the state highway department; however, their proximity to or affiliation with the subject highways often overlap or share a common history and were not included. The King of Trails Highway, for instance, which extends over portions of the Meridian Highway, is one such example.

III. NATIONAL REGISTER EVALUATION CRITERIA, PROPERTY TYPES, AND REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS

Following the discussion of the evolution of named highways, the report presents National Register Evaluation Methods, along with Property Types and Registration Requirements. This section of the document sets forth a framework that will help evaluate the significance and integrity of historic resources identified during field survey for NRHP eligibility. The Evaluation Methods section isolates the themes presented within each time period in the historic context and evaluates the significance of each in relation to National Register Bulletin No. 15, How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation. Next, each highway-related property type or subtype is described and includes graphic documentation to identify its character-defining physical features. Each property type is linked to relevant significant themes identified in the previous Evaluation Methods section. In addition, the Registration Requirements establish integrity thresholds for each property type by interpreting the National Register’s Seven Aspects of Integrity.
IV. SURVEY RESULTS

This section of the report summarizes the findings of the field survey of the Bankhead Highway, discussing trends in the survey data. This section of the report also analyzes how the historic context and survey methods were applied to this test case in the field. (Refer to the list of Appendices below for detailed survey results.)

Data Gaps

This section discusses areas that could be flushed out more fully with additional research, both in the historic context and in the survey results detailed in the appendices.

Future Recommendations

To conclude, the final chapter of the report explores future ideas and initiatives that may advance our understanding of the historic development of Texas’ highways, as well as to recognize and preserve the legacy of the historic highways for the future. By no means an exhaustive discussion, this narrative serves as the basis for work to be completed in subsequent phases and is intended to function as catalyst or starting point for other recommendations. It can and should be amended in the future.

V. REFERENCES CITED

This report subsequently provides a list of references cited in the historic context, formatted according to the sixteenth edition of the Chicago Manual of Style.

APPENDICES

A series of appendices supplement the report by providing additional technical information and detailed field survey data. Appendices include:

- Appendix A – The physical evolution of highway construction techniques, materials, and methods;
- Appendix B – Maps showing how the various alignments of the Bankhead Highway/SH 1 changed over time;
- Appendix C – An inventory table providing reconnaissance-level survey data regarding all properties surveyed; and
- Appendix D – Full-page survey forms providing more detailed information and additional photographs for resources listed in the NRHP or recommended either individually eligible or contributing to an eligible historic district.
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1 Details regarding the field survey are included in the final Field Survey Methodology, which was submitted to the Texas Historical Commission on July 31, 2013.
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I.2. EARLY TEXAS ROADS AND TRAILS 1680–1880

STATEWIDE HISTORIC CONTEXT

INTRODUCTION

The six historic named and numbered highways examined in this study—the Bankhead Highway, the Meridian Highway, the Old Spanish Trail/Southern National Highway, the Del Rio Canadian Highway, the North Texas Highway, and the East Texas Highway—trace their origins and development to early roads and trails, some of which are based on routes established by Spanish colonists and even Native American tribes. While these historic paths did not always follow the exact alignments as the named highways investigated herein, they largely fulfilled similar purposes in linking Texas regions with each other and with neighboring states and Mexico. Many nineteenth-century roads, stage and mail routes, and railroads followed portions of these early roads and trails, and sections of some evolved into segments of the six twentieth-century highways. Until Anglo-American settlement began in the late eighteenth century, most roads and trails were pedestrian, equestrian, and pack-animal routes. Wagons traveling on narrow dirt paths created ruts, but also led to the widening of many routes. Railroads frequently were built parallel to wagon roads, and the historic named highways continued this trend, often incorporating sections of earlier routes. When bridge construction on rail and wagon roads became widespread, solid footing on each side of a river or creek determined placement that sometimes changed older alignments. Upon entering towns and cities, regional routes connected with what often were narrower city streets.

TEXAS UNDER SPANISH COLONIAL RULE, 1680–1821

The earliest trails and roads in Texas were animal paths leading through forests and across prairies and dry lands to springs, streams, and rivers, following routes with the fewest obstacles. Native Americans expanded such routes to incorporate seasonal camp sites, hunting areas, and villages. Prior to and following 1700, Spanish explorers and settlers traveled some of these existing trails, widening them as they moved on horseback with pack trains and soldiers. Spanish-era roads were created through use and brush and tree removal. Among the many journeys were those led by Antonio de Otermin, Alonso de León, Domingo Terán de los Ríos, the Espinosa–Olivares–Aguirre group, Pedro Vial, and José Mares. Portions of routes taken by these entradas appear to follow general alignments, or are within a few miles of, sections of the historic Texas roads examined in this study.
Spain’s presence in Texas was limited by the size of the territory and its distance from settled areas of Mexico, the absence of economic incentives (significant quantities of gold and other minerals), and the successful defensive efforts of its native peoples. The quest to maintain its empire and to defend against French incursions drove Spain to continue its colonization of Texas. Although such efforts yielded little in expected or hoped for material wealth, Spanish colonists nonetheless created a network of primitive roads linking far-flung missions, presidios, and a few settlements with each other and Mexico. Many of the first missions, like those built in East Texas in 1690 and 1691, were on El Camino Real de los Tejas – the royal road connecting East Texas with Mexico City. (See Figure 1.)

After 1700, expanding settlement forged an increasingly complex system of local and regional roads among ranchos, missions, presidios, settlements, and river crossings. Some routes, such as El Camino Real and the roads from the Rio Grande near present-day Eagle Pass and Laredo to San Antonio, had multiple alignments known by several names and used different river crossings and intersections with other roads, depending on the seasons and water availability. Among the more significant roads of the Spanish Colonial era were El Camino Real de los Tejas, El Paso del Norte to Ysleta Road, the San Antonio–Laredo Road, La Bahía Road, and the Atascosito–Opelousas Road. Between 1700 and 1703, Spain created a supply station called San Juan Bautista, about 35 miles south of present-day Eagle Pass, to support reoccupation of Texas in defense of renewed French presence. San Antonio was founded in 1718, as was an associated mission and presidio, to function as a way station between San Juan Bautista and the East Texas missions. San Antonio quickly assumed significance as a major hub within the evolving road network. Between 1682 and 1793, Spain built 21 missions

In 1790, Texas was one of the least populated provinces of New Spain with fewer than two inhabitants per square league, and the settled areas had a total population of just 3,169 people. That changed with the steady expansion of the United States between 1790 and 1810, the transfer of Louisiana from Spain to France in 1800, the Louisiana Purchase of 1803, and the United States' quest for more territory, all of which brought more Anglo-Americans into East Texas. They forged trails and built homesteads, trading posts, and buffalo camps along the Red River, and also moved across the Sabine River, establishing homesteads and small settlements along the lower Trinity and San Jacinto rivers. 

These immigrants were the vanguard of an unstoppable migration that populated East Texas and created local and regional networks of primitive roads linking to the northeast–southwest El Camino Real and the east–west Atascosito–Opelousas Road. One of the earliest north–south roads in East Texas was Trammel’s Trace, an important route blazed about 1820 between Arkansas and Nacogdoches. At the end of the Spanish period, local and regional roads in Texas connected with routes into Louisiana, Arkansas, New Mexico, and northern Mexico. (See Figure 2.)

TEXAS UNDER MEXICO AND THE REPUBLIC OF TEXAS, 1821–1845

When New Spain won its independence after 300 years of Spanish rule and established the Republic of Mexico, it lacked funds for colonization, for defense, and for roads. Understanding it needed to populate Texas, and perhaps hoping in vain to maintain control through legal immigration, Mexico continued the Spanish empresario land grant program. Between 1821 and 1835, a flood of Anglo-Americans settled on 41 grants in the southeastern and south–central portions of Texas. As they traveled, built farms, plantations, and communities, Anglo-Americans used existing Spanish-era roads but created new networks of local and regional roads connecting their settlements with existing major routes. Immigrants to Stephen F. Austin’s grant between the San Jacinto and Lavaca rivers in 1821 were mostly southerners who traveled in wagons, or down the Mississippi River and up the Red River to Natchitoches and then by land on El Camino Real. Others came from New Orleans to Natchitoches by land on El Camino Real. Some journeyed by ship from New Orleans to the mouth of the Brazos River. Still others followed the Opelousas Road from Louisiana. The settlers founded at least 16 communities within the Austin grant, including the colony’s headquarters, San Felipe de Austin (1823), at the Atascosito Road crossing of the Brazos River.
Figure 2. Map of Texas with Parts of Adjoining States, 1833. Compiled by Stephen F. Austin. Published by H. S. Tanner, Philadelphia. Major Spanish and Mexican-era roads. Source: Map 409a Historic Map Collection, Texas State Library and Archives Commission, Austin, Texas.
After Texas gained independence from Mexico in 1836, the Republic aggressively sought colonists from the United States through land contracts similar to *empresario* grants. To support settlement and commerce, improve defense, and establish mail service within Texas and with the United States, the Republic planned improved transportation and communication systems, but was only able to fund road surveys. As settlement quickly pushed west and north from East Texas, networks of local and regional roads evolved, and new mail routes provided communication. As in the Spanish period, though, the relative absence of funding ensured they were primitive dirt tracks, most suitable for dry weather travel. New civilian and military roads incorporated previously established trails and paths, and identified new routes to defend an advancing frontier. Some roads defined grant and county boundaries, but they generally avoided obstacles such as water sources, capitalized on level ground, and incorporated year-round river and stream fords. Multiple alignments occurred where natural conditions changed with the seasons, and new settlements fostered alteration of existing routes.

In 1835, Anglo-Americans established a mail system with 15 routes, seven of which merged from the north, northeast, and south–southwest in San Felipe de Austin. In the absence of bridges, ferries operated at many strategic river crossings, and steamboats transported cotton for limited distances on the Trinity, Sabine, and Neches rivers and on the Rio Grande to gulf ports. (See Figure 3.) In the late 1830s, a few stage lines moved passengers and mail between Houston and area communities, and by 1839, a stage linked Houston with Washington-on-the-Brazos and Austin. A few wealthy citizens traveled by carriage on selected routes including the Opelousas Road, but in general, existing road conditions were inadequate for the needs of a new nation striving to profit in U.S. markets. The Republic was unable to provide much financial help, and initially assigned responsibility to county courts for roads. The county courts used, with limited success, crews of adult men and convicts to build and maintain roads. But by 1837, the Republic transferred road responsibilities to a Commissioner of Roads.

The Republic chartered its first railroad, the Texas Railroad, Navigation and Banking Company, on December 16, 1836. Other railroad charters followed, but lack of government financing prevented both railroad and waterway construction. Similarly, the Texas Congress approved the surveys of new roads, but typically lacked the financial resources to build and construct many. Among the new roads approved during this era included the Military Road from San Patricio to the community of Preston on the Red River via San Antonio and Austin, the Chihuahua Trail from Presidio to northeast Texas, and the Central National Road between the Red River and Dallas County.
TEXAS ANNEXATION AND STATEHOOD, 1846–1860

The United States annexed Texas on December 29, 1845, as the 28th state. However, Texas continued to struggle to fund, build, and service its road network. At the time of annexation, the state had no identified graded, graveled, or paved roads, and just one bridge. Nonetheless, Texas’ statehood encouraged yet another wave of migration from the southern United States, as well as immigration from across Europe. In 1848, Texas adopted standards governing road construction, and gave control to the counties. Despite this policy shift, little changed from Republic days, and by the 1850s, businessmen’s groups and communities were financing toll bridges because of the lack of government funding. Although neither the State of Texas nor the counties had sufficient funds to construct and build roads, the U.S. Army invested heavily in Texas roads and, between 1846 and 1860, created a web of military routes that supported defense, settlement, and commerce and developed new links with neighboring states and territories. A network of routes opened between 1849 and 1855 in the Rio Grande Valley west of Laredo, in Southwest Texas, and west of Preston in North Texas. Three major wagon routes resulted: one from San Antonio through Del Rio to Fort Stockton and El Paso – the Lower Military Road; another from San Antonio to Fredericksburg to Fort Lancaster and west to El Paso – the Upper Military Road; and the third from Preston to Big Spring, Fort Stockton, and on to El Paso – the Military Stage Route.

Following annexation, the U.S. Army sought to defend settlements from attacks by Comanche and other tribes and built the first line of forts manned by Federal troops in 1849. In the 1850s, a second line of 14 forts was constructed farther west. New roads linked these posts, serving commercial and military traffic and civilian mail delivery. (See Figure 4.) Meanwhile, Americans in California demanded mail service from the United States, and in 1851 a mail stage route connected San...
Antonio to New Mexico through El Paso. The 1857 Post Office Appropriations Act funded the Butterfield Overland Mail and the San Antonio–El Paso Mail route, linking Texas with Missouri and California.

Railroad construction began near Houston in 1852, and as building progressed, the need for stronger and more stable bridges resulted in the use of new design, materials, and technologies. Texas counties and cities issued bonds for railroad construction, and the State offered incentives such as land grants and loans. The Buffalo Bayou, Brazos and Colorado Railway Co., the first railroad in Texas, ran from Harrisburg to Galveston, and by 1860, five lines that originated in the Houston area served cities along and near the coast. Another line ran from Victoria to Lavaca. These railroads offered passenger service and transport of agricultural products to coastal shipping points. In 1853, the U.S. Congress passed the Pacific Railroad Survey Bill, which provided $150,000 for a survey of the best routes from the Mississippi Valley to the Pacific. Routes across the Panhandle and from Preston to El Paso were identified. In the 1852 Rivers and Harbors Act, Congress appropriated funds for harbor surveys at coastal ports, but achievements were limited as the shallow bays along the Gulf Coast quickly re-silted.

With Texas’ statehood, immigration surged and settlement pushed west. Between 1846 and 1860, hundreds of new towns developed, and many new counties formed. By 1860, settlement extended as far northwest as the new counties of Cooke and Montague and south to Corpus Christi Bay, and the state’s population exceeded 600,000 people. Houston and Galveston joined San Antonio as the primary trading centers of the period. The business of freight hauling with wagons linked interior areas to coastal ports. Primary freighting hubs were Galveston, Houston, Matagorda, Indianola, Port Lavaca, Corpus Christi, and Jefferson. By 1860, stage and mail coaches linked Houston with most of the state and connected north Texas with San Antonio and El Paso. Stage lines also moved passengers to such out-of-state locations as Vicksburg, Memphis, and Saint Louis; a coastal steamer also offered weekly passenger service from Galveston to New Orleans.

CONFEDERACY AND POST-CIVIL WAR ERA, 1861–CA. 1880

At the start of the Civil War, U.S. troops withdrew from Texas, leaving civilians with little protection from Native American attacks. Road building halted during the Civil War, and economic stagnation set in as the civilian population largely focused on supporting the Confederacy. Texas had no major battles and thus sustained little war-related damage to its roads and railroads. With Texas’ re-entry into the Union, the U.S. Army reoccupied the frontier forts and reestablished and expanded the pre-war military road network. Military exploration and road building focused on the Panhandle and the Trans-Pecos regions, where infantry
and cavalry combat commands mapped territory during Indian campaigns. Between 1846 and 1879, the U.S. Army had an enormous impact on Texas transportation systems and its economy, and was the largest investor in the state. The U.S. Army Topographical Engineers and the U.S. Army Geographical Engineers brought $13 million to the Texas economy through pay and logistical operations including road surveys and construction, and harbor and waterway improvements. The Quartermaster’s Department had an approximate budget of $20 million for transportation-related activities in Texas.37 Many of the original Army routes in the Trans-Pecos region and Southwest Texas laid the foundation for modern highways.

In the pre-Civil War era, cattle taken to markets followed a number of routes including the East Texas Beef Trail through San Augustine County, and the Atascosito–Opelousas Road. The Civil War produced an abundance of cattle in Texas and a limited supply elsewhere. In 1865 and 1866, drives again moved cattle into Louisiana. However, when that market became glutted, cattlemen turned north and west.38 Drives increased both in number and in the quantity of animals moved to lucrative markets available through the Kansas railheads. Early north–south routes39 included the 1866 Goodnight-Loving Trail in West Texas and the Driskill-Day, Chisholm, and Shawnee trails, which ran from South and Central Texas north to the Red River.40 (See Figure 5.) The Dodge City Trail, also called the Western Trail or the Tascosa Trail, was the standard cattle route through the Panhandle after 1876. Millions of cattle used these trails, but once railroads arrived and the invention of barbed-wire fences limited open-range ranching, cattlemen moved their livestock shorter distances from ranches to towns with rail service.41

Between 1867 and 1873, the Houston and Texas Central Railroad built lines north from Houston to Denison, and the Missouri, Kansas, and Texas (MK&T) Railway built lines south to Denison. The lines met there in 1873, and Texas had its first connection to the national rail network.42
By the mid-1870s, rail lines linked older settlements and the state’s major towns and cities, and as the rail network expanded, railroad companies created new towns through surveys and land sales.

The Houston & Texas Central Railroad reached Dallas in 1872, and the Texas & Pacific Railway extended service to the city a year later, making Dallas into an important rail and commercial hub in that region. San Antonio, an important Army administrative center and agricultural service hub for South Texas, was aided by the 1877 arrival of the Galveston, Harrisburg and San Antonio Railway, and later, the Southern Pacific Line. Roads converged in Houston, Dallas, and San Antonio, and with the coming of railroad service, the separate geographic foci of each furthered growth in each city. Throughout settled areas, towns with rail stops became shipping points, and communities with rail service grew faster than those without.

Despite advancing railroad lines in the post-Civil War era, improvements to harbors, and some use of steamboats, transportation largely remained the domain of wagons and stagecoaches, which moved agricultural products, mail, and passengers to railheads and to locations without rail service. As in the pre-war era, existing non-military roads were poorly maintained, if at all, and permanent bridges were rare. A few groundbreaking examples of iron road bridges were built, including the landmark 1869 Waco Suspension Bridge. (See Figure 6.) It and other permanent bridges transformed small- and medium-sized towns into bustling commercial centers, and cities into regional market hubs. In 1873, the state authorized counties to provide for roads through poll taxes and direct taxes on property, but little improvement resulted. Often described as wide, muddy quagmires in wet weather and deeply rutted, dust-choked routes in dry weather, Texas roads were more of a vexation than a boon to commerce and travelers. Without a centralized road department to provide financing, set standards, and oversee construction and maintenance, Texas roads remained fragmented and unreliable routes in varying conditions.
DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS ALONG ROADS AND TRAILS

RESPONSE TO SETTLEMENT PATTERNS

Early Texas settlements were closely linked to the development of early roads and trails. In turn, the development of roads and trails was closely linked to settlements. For example, San Antonio de Bexar became the most prominent settlement in Texas during the eighteenth century largely because of its location at the juncture of El Camino Real and the Old San Antonio Road. Many other early settlements were located along these key roads, such as Stephen F. Austin’s colony along El Camino Real. In the 1820s, the newly independent Mexican government issued land grants to encourage additional American settlements in East Texas, which fostered an expansion of trails and stagecoach lines. Similarly, the establishment of missions and forts further out along the Texas frontier contributed to greater development of the road network linking these important nodes of activity and settlement.

Beginning in the 1830s, the Republic of Texas encouraged immigration from Europe and the United States by providing large land grants to groups of settlers. However, these land grants often were not yet accessed by roads or trails. As a result, rather than following existing roads, these pioneers often settled where fertile land was available for farming, even if it was difficult to access. Settlers in East Texas often forged their own trails, often following rivers. Similarly, during the 1840s and 1850s, German immigrants often arrived at the port at Indianola, then traveled westward to New Braunfels, Fredericksburg, and beyond. An 1856 map entitled Jacob, J. De Cordova’s Map Of The State Of Texas shows no established road along this route, but a rough road had developed by 1863 according to Colton’s Map of the Southern States. Even today, no major highway provides a direct route between New Braunfels and Fredericksburg, the two major hubs of German settlement of mid-nineteenth-century Texas.

By the 1860s and 1870s, the development of rail transportation and ports also was integrally linked to the preexisting road network. For example, some of the earliest railroad lines in Texas, such as one segment of the MK&T, closely followed the alignment of the Old Spanish Trail. The growth of the port in Galveston in the 1860s and 1870s likewise benefited from its proximity to the Old Spanish Trail and its link to the MK&T via the Galveston, Houston, and Henderson rail line.

TRANSPORTATION OF PEOPLE AND GOODS

Mineral Resources

From ca. 1700 until ca. 1820, the Spanish government’s main incentive for the construction of roads in Texas was the extraction of mineral
resources. Beginning ca. 1680, silver mines operated near El Paso, and minerals were transported into the interior of Mexico along the Old Spanish Trail and Camino Real. When the Spanish government realized that Texas’ mineral potential failed to meet expectations, the incentive to improve roads waned.

### Agricultural Production

Texas’ potential for abundant agricultural production was evident to the state’s earliest settlers, but the relative lack of improved and reliable transportation routes to markets inhibited the growth of the agricultural economy. In the 1830s, New Orleans was the main market for Texas’ agricultural products, but the overland journey via the Old Spanish Trail was long and difficult. Settlers in Stephen F. Austin’s colony would even drive cattle overland to New Orleans, despite the numerous waterways, swamps, and other obstacles along their path, so that they could obtain higher prices than they could in Texas. Overland cattle drives along rough, loosely defined trails were the primary means of transporting cattle to market through the 1860s and into the 1870s, although the destinations to the north, such as Abilene, Kansas, supplanted New Orleans as the main market for cattle because of the rapidly expanding transcontinental railroad infrastructure. In fact, the need for a more efficient means of bringing cotton (the state’s leading cash crop) and cattle to market was a primary motivator for the construction of railroads in Texas in the 1870s. This development placed greater demands for a road network allowing farmers and ranchers to bring their goods and livestock to locales with rail service.

### LAND DEVELOPMENT ALONG ROADS AND TRAILS

During Texas’ early history, development was very sparse, even along roads and trails. From ca. 1700 through ca. 1820, roads were rough with few travelers and very few road-related buildings or even roadway features – just markings on trees to provide directions. The primary developments in the era were missions, which were oriented inward rather than toward the roadway in order to provide security. In the mid-nineteenth century, forts were constructed using a similar, inward-facing plan. Increased settlement during the second and third quarters of the nineteenth century contributed to a more complex and intricate road system that served a growing population. County courthouses, rather than missions, became hubs of activity in the evolving democratic society, and this trend affected land-use patterns. The establishment of stores, inns, livery stables, blacksmith shops, and other businesses along the roads that extended to courthouses catered to both local citizens and travelers and set the stage for subsequent development during the automobile era many years later. By the 1870s, maps began to illustrate important civic buildings such as county courthouses along roadways, especially in locations where roadways and railroads intersected.
Greater concentration and more dense development in urban settings led to the publication of detailed fire insurance maps that provide insightful glimpses into land-use pattern and graphic documentation of the kinds of buildings and businesses in the state’s larger communities. For example, Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps of Austin from 1877 illustrate road-related properties such as wagon shops, saddlers, hotels, and warehouses along East Avenue, which later was widened and improved as part of an inter-regional highway in the 1940s and 1950s and later incorporated into the interstate highway system as IH 35. (See Figure 7.)
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Statewide Historic Context | 1680–1880
I.3. COUNTY ROADS AND THE GOOD ROADS MOVEMENT: 1880–1916

STATEWIDE HISTORIC CONTEXT

INTRODUCTION

On February 19, 1895, Captain J. S. Daugherty, Texas’ representative on the central committee of the National Good Roads Association, addressed the Good Roads Convention in Houston. (See Figure 8.) His powerful opening statement identified the “great question” of the time as “annihilating space by improved methods in the transmission of thought and power and the transportation of material.” The first, through telegraphy, immediately communicated the need for material from the production centers of the world, where costs depended on “climatic conditions, fertility of soil, the use of machinery, the quality of seed, methods in production, methods in preparing for market, mediums of exchange, and transportation facilities.”

Daugherty then turned the attention of the conventioneers to the subject of transportation as he argued persuasively that railroads, waterways, and harbors were insufficient to keep the United States from being driven from world markets. In the South, farmers were being urged to destroy their cotton crops and produce for home consumption. Daugherty believed that if the South cut down its cotton crops and produced what it consumed at home, it would become closed to the western world as a market. Railroads also would suffer as a result. Dependence on railroads alone would not bring farmers prosperity. He then concluded, based on data provided by the National Farmers’ Congress and Roy Stone of the Office of Road Inquiry in the U.S. Department of Agriculture, that “good public roads” had the potential to offer relief to agriculturists, make the United States competitive in the world, and help create the wealth necessary to build the roads.

Daugherty’s message, an address at the meeting by Stone (who remarked on the state’s failure to make headway in highway construction), and the opinions of local individuals who had concerned themselves with road funding and construction in Texas, resulted in passage of a series of resolutions at the convention. The most notable of them urged the State of Texas to establish a commission to be known as the State Road Board. The board would identify materials in Texas that were available for permanent roads and “exercise general supervision over plans for road construction conducted with State aid.”
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The Good Roads Movement
As bicyclists began advocating for better-quality paved roads ca. 1880, a loosely structured movement coalesced around the cause of "Good Roads." One grassroots cyclists’ organization, the National League for Good Roads, was founded in 1892. In the same year, the League of American Wheelmen began publishing a magazine called Good Roads, which continued to be published until ca. 1926. After the turn of the twentieth century, as automobile ownership increased, the movement began to shift its focus from cycling to driving. The American Automobile Association (AAA) was founded in 1902. The National Good Roads Association—arguably the movement’s most politically influential organization—was organized ca. 1907. John Asa Rountree became secretary in 1911, and he appointed Senator John Hollis Bankhead as president in 1913. (Rountree and Bankhead will be discussed in further detail in the next section.) The Association was instrumental in delineating the Bankhead Highway and securing its funding. Around the same time, the Texas Chapter of the Good Road Association was organized officially. Prior to the establishment of the Texas Highway Department in 1917, the Texas Good Roads Association led the way in planning for road construction in Texas and lobbying for county road bonds to finance construction.

The Good Roads Movement

The balance of the resolutions dealt with acquisition and transportation of road materials, use of convict labor for road construction, a requirement that state aid to counties be dependent on submission and approval of plans for the proposed work by the State Road Board, and coordination with the governor, state penitentiary board, and legislature. Finally, a resolutions committee recommended immediate organization of a State League for Good Roads.58

Embedded in the convention’s resolutions were visionary but pragmatic solutions to what had become a major problem for the state’s rural and urban populations. Road building and transportation by road in late-nineteenth-century Texas were fundamentally local phenomena – locally conceived, planned, and funded, and dependent on local materials. The state’s economy, on the other hand, was experiencing phenomenal growth, thanks to agricultural production and increasing commercial integration with the rest of the United States. The resulting tension, and the lack of political will to resolve it, eventually led between 1880 and 1916 to the establishment of county-level relationships with the United States Bureau of Agriculture’s Office of Road Inquiry, development of university road engineering programs, explosion in the number of Good Roads organizations, and formation of numerous lobbying groups. Those groups continued as a powerful force in road building as late as the 1920s.

1880–1910

Texas, in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, had a railroad-dependent, dynamic economy whose agricultural base was shifting from self-contained production to commercialized agriculture that encouraged industrial development. Money and markets became indispensable, and a widespread reliable transportation system was essential.59 As in much of the rest of the United States, where state and

federal interest and knowledge regarding highway improvement had all but disappeared, roads in Texas were the responsibility of counties.60

At the same time that public and government support for roads was “in the doldrums,” railroads entered a quarter century of unparalleled expansion. By 1890, United States trackage totaled 161,171 miles.61 In Texas, where railroads laid 4,548 miles of track between 1875 and 1885, trackage increased another 50 percent between 1885 and 1890, when Texas had the seventh largest population and the third greatest amount of railroad mileage (Figure 9). By the opening years of the twentieth century, Texas ranked first in railroad mileage.62 As a result, Texans relied almost entirely on railroads, which Article X of the 1876 Constitution had declared to be “public highways and common carriers.”63

Indeed, railroad technology in the late nineteenth century was so dominant that there were no authoritative textbooks about highway engineering. Instead, the science of railroad engineering dominated the

Figure 9. Bissell’s Railway Junction-Point Map of Texas. Bissell’s map depicts rail lines in Texas in 1891. After about 1910, roads such as the Fort Worth–El Paso (Bankhead), Meridian, North Texas, and southern route of the Old Spanish Trail generally followed a number of the lines. Source: Copied from Texas Department of Transportation historic maps.
educational field. As a result, “the foundations for many of the early professional concepts and content of highway engineering science came from railway engineering origins . . . particularly in the areas of design and construction of structures.”

A burgeoning population that almost tripled and cotton production that increased fourfold between 1870 and 1890 (Figure 10), in addition to a transportation network that largely failed to touch rural areas where 80 percent of Texans lived, eventually drew the attention of legislators, educators, and proponents of agricultural interests. A legislative act in 1883 authorized counties to levy a road tax on property owners of 15 cents per $100 valuation. However, property owners proved resistant to a tax for road purposes, even though they had passed constitutional amendments to that effect.

In 1887, legislation permitted counties to issue bonds for bridge construction. Within two years, however, it was clear that the funding was insufficient, and a constitutional amendment was submitted to voters that would allow counties to levy an ad valorem road tax of up to 15 cents per $100 valuation after a majority of qualified property tax-paying individuals voted to approve the tax. The amendment, which passed in 1890 by a vote of 129,391 to 71,637, also “authorized the legislature to pass local laws for maintenance of roads.” In the 1880s and early 1890s, some of the support for legislative change in Texas and elsewhere stemmed from public concern about the perceived social and commercial isolation of agriculturists. But economic concerns took precedence over social ones because everyone agreed that poor country roads added to the costs of agricultural production.
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The impact that practical road building technology might have on local, state, and national economies drew the attention of prominent academicians in Texas at a relatively early period. In 1889, shortly before Vanderbilt, MIT, and Harvard began to offer courses in highway engineering, two professors at The University of Texas wrote and spoke about road-building technology. The first of these was Robert Hill, a geologist who had spent much of his career mapping Central Texas geology, and was responsible for two geological surveys of Texas and significant publications on the Blackland and Grand prairies. His careful examination of the Blackland Prairie led him to conclude that it was “one of the most extensive continuous agricultural regions in the United States.” If there was an adequate transportation system in place that could overcome the drawbacks of the clay soil that impeded travel, the region would soon become one of the leading areas in Texas. Hill systematically listed the reasons roads were a necessity, including their role in providing transportation alternatives to railroads, and he referred to experiments that had yielded information about the effects of different road materials on the force required to draw a one-ton load. He then defined what constituted a good road—drainage, cross section, foundation, and surface—and he pointed to the importance of maintenance, comparing a road to “an expensive machine, which is subjected to constant exposure and very rough usage.”

Hill noted that the current Texas laws governing road construction were founded in the “pioneer stage” and were completely insufficient to address current needs (Figure 11). In his opinion, the legislature needed to determine a classification of highways based on each natural region of the state and the road building materials available there. The legislature also needed to develop an equitable system of obtaining revenues for road construction, and Hill recommended road bonds, since it was future generations that would most benefit from work done in the present. Finally, Hill emphasized the absolute necessity of involving engineers who had the necessary technical education to design roads. He then recommended setting up appropriate programs.
within states’ agricultural and mechanical colleges that were supported by the federal government.\textsuperscript{72}

Hill’s colleague at The University of Texas, T. U. Taylor, also spoke out on the topic of roads in Texas in 1889. A preeminent civil engineer, Taylor delivered an address that was published by the University, reiterating Hill’s assertions about the economic necessity of adequate county roads. He described the various methods then used to support road construction throughout the United States and described in detail two of the most commonly used road types: Telford and Macadam.\textsuperscript{73} Although they were the results of different academic backgrounds, the similarities between Hill’s and Taylor’s treatises suggest that they were familiar with general road-building technology and the shortcomings of U.S. highway construction. As Frank M. Stewart wrote in 1934, “Roads and highways in the United States were so thoroughly neglected from about 1830 to 1890 that they rightfully earned universal recognition as the worst roads in the world. . . .” Emphasis had been placed, instead, on railroad construction, and until the decade of the 1890s the necessity for roads “had been neither particularly pressing nor evident to Americans.”\textsuperscript{74,75}

What tipped the balance in favor of investment in road construction was a combination of three factors: first, a nearly universal understanding that the expensiveness of transporting agricultural goods to market was rooted in a lack of good roads to link remote agricultural regions to railroads; second, the commercial manufacture of bicycles by Bostonian Albert Pope, who helped start the League of American Wheelmen (Figure 12); and third, the inauguration of free delivery by the federal Post Office Department to rural areas that were reachable by road.\textsuperscript{76} Pope’s efforts created and served a burgeoning population of city dwellers who loved the freedom the bicycle gave them in their leisure time. He underwrote the opening of the nation’s first specialized highway engineering program at MIT in 1890, and he nurtured the League of American Wheelmen, its Good Roads magazine, which started publication in 1892, and the National League for Good Roads, which was founded in 1892.\textsuperscript{77} (See the Good Roads sidebar earlier.)

Most importantly, Pope and the League of American Wheelmen lobbied Congressmen and other influential public servants who were advocating for Good Roads legislation. Their efforts bore fruit in 1893, the year Charles E. and J. Frank Duryea demonstrated America’s first horseless buggy (see Figure 13), and Rural Free Delivery (RFD) of mail was authorized by an Act of Congress.\textsuperscript{78} On March 3, 1893, a Congressional Act was approved that appropriated $10,000 “to enable the Secretary [of Agriculture] ‘to make inquiries in regard to the systems of road management throughout the United States, to make investigations in regard to the best methods of roadmaking, to prepare publications on the subject suitable for distribution and to enable him to assist the
agricultural colleges and experiment stations in disseminating information on this subject.” The Secretary of Agriculture subsequently created the Office of Road Inquiry, which consisted of a special agent, an engineer, and a small clerical force.79

Congressional appropriations of only $10,000 between 1893 and 1896 and $8,000 between 1896 and 190080 assured that the Office’s activities would be limited. For this and other reasons, the activities of the National Good Roads Association and its growing number of affiliates throughout the United States became increasingly important. The Office of Road Inquiry published proceedings of many of the Association’s meetings and often sent representatives to their programs. The Association kept the topic of Good Roads front and center for the general public by promoting “Good Roads trains.” These trains “carried speakers, road machinery, samples of road material,” and other educational items (see Figure 14). The Association also encouraged and nurtured the formation of innumerable city- and county-level organizations interested in roads, as well as formal Good Roads associations, including many in Texas.81 Increasingly, these associations that were devoted to the cause of road construction generally, and the Good Roads associations that promoted construction of specific named highways assumed leadership roles within each of the states and across state lines.
The focus of the Office of Road Inquiry on investigation and education aided several states in their efforts to resurrect principles of sound highway engineering and to create foundations for modern scientific highway construction. Interaction of the Office with the few states that had created state highway departments also convinced the Office at a very early date that state control, rather than federal, was the better model for efficient highway administration.82

As part of its investigations into the specifics of road construction, the Office of Road Inquiry disseminated information to the various states and road associations and then, in 1897, constructed what it called an object-lesson road. (See Figure 15.) Operating under the “seeing is believing” principle, the Office oversaw construction of a road in front of the New Jersey Agricultural College and Experiment Station. General Roy Stone, who had spoken at the 1895 Good Roads Convention in Houston and was in charge of the Office of Road Inquiry, initiated the object-lesson road program because he believed that it would stimulate interest in road building generally.83

In 1900, the Office of Public Roads Inquiry (formerly the Bureau of Public Roads) supplemented the object-lesson road program by establishing a laboratory for testing road-making materials in cooperation with the Bureau of Chemistry.84 It also created educational exhibits at all the great national and international expositions, road conventions, and state and interstate fairs. Materials the office generated were used to instruct highway engineering students.85

Despite all the activity on a national level by the end of the nineteenth century, there is little evidence of direct contact between the Bureau of Public Roads or Office of Public Roads Inquiry in Washington, D.C., and local officials and Good Roads promoters in Texas. The reasons for the
delay are not clear. On a positive note, professors at the University of Texas lectured and published on road engineering as early as 1889, and by 1899 the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas faculty included a Professor of Engineering who was knowledgeable about road and bridge construction.86 Automobiles arrived in Texas as early as October 1899, and auto races became a featured attraction at the heavily attended State Fair of Texas in Dallas by 1902. (See Figure 16 and Table 1.) The first tentative steps were taken to organize the Dallas Automobile Club two years later.87 The 1903 state legislative session resulted in passage of an act that empowered counties to issue bonds for roads and other specified internal improvements. A constitutional amendment favorable to highway bonds passed in the 1903 election.88 Furthermore, even though Texas lagged in road construction from a national perspective, by 1904 the state was ranked first among 14 southern states with 121,409 miles of highway; it was ranked fourth with 2,128 miles of improved surfaced roads.89

Not all counties embraced the idea of issuing road bonds (the Dallas County commissioners did not call the county’s first bond election until 1903). The small amount of revenue from bond issues in 1904, when expenditures for roads by agencies of the state totaled $4,138,395.79 of which $1,594,545.00 were labor taxes and $936,395.79 were from bond issues, also highlighted the reluctance of county governments to raise funds by this method or for citizens to vote in favor of bonds.90 On a state level, bills to establish a Bureau of Highways or Texas Highway Department were considered in 1903, 1909, and 1911, but failed, while creation of the office of a state highway engineer was considered in 1905 and 1907, but rejected.91
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**Figure 16. Photograph of an early automobile race [no location, no date]. Source: The Portal to Texas History, crediting Hardin-Simmons University Library, Abilene, Texas, http://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metaphot55305/?q=car%20race (accessed February 13, 2013).**

---

**Table 1. Road Statistics and Events**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>October 5, 1899</td>
<td>Edward Green and George Dorris drove first motorized horseless carriage into Dallas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902</td>
<td>Auto races held at the State Fair of Texas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1903</td>
<td>Approximately forty automobiles were in Dallas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Texas road mileage = 121,409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Texas surfaced road mileage = 2,128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Texas road mileage = 128,871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Texas improved road mileage = 4,896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>860 automobiles were in Dallas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>14,286 vehicles were in the 180 counties that registered cars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 in 542.7 individuals owned a registered motor vehicle in Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(36th in the U.S.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$8,915,500.00 in bonds was approved by vote.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>2,900+ automobiles were in Dallas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$4,776,900.03 county road and bridge bonds were approved by vote; Tarrant County accounted for $1,600,000.00 of the total. Texas had $16,939,592.00 in outstanding county road bonds (fourth in the U.S. behind Indiana, Ohio, and Pennsylvania).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>Approx. 32,000 motor vehicles were in Texas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913–1914</td>
<td>$6,598,819.00 in road bonds was approved by vote. A total of 138 counties had voted for road or bridge bonds; five largest amounts approved were in Tarrant, Harris, Galveston, Dallas, and Bexar counties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>Approx. 40,000 motor vehicles were in Texas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Texas improved road mileage = 10,526.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$9,920,079.11 was applied to the roads and bridges total in Texas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1, 1916</td>
<td>138,866 registered motor vehicles were in Texas; 1 automobile per 25 people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roads and streets expenditures in Texas were approx. $18,000,000.00.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The pattern in Texas began to change slowly after 1900. Some of the earliest interest in the services offered by the Office of Public Roads Inquiries appears to have come from a Good Roads committee in Beaumont affiliated with the local Chamber of Commerce. In 1904, the committee informed the director of the Office about an upcoming Good Roads convention in Beaumont and local efforts to test various types of road materials. The committee representative requested that the Office send a representative and pointed out that shell was abundantly available as a road material (Figure 17). The Office of Public Roads apparently sent a “Special Agent and Expert” immediately, and he remarked on the great interest that existed in the Beaumont area because of the work. In early November, the agent reported that he had completed a 16-foot-wide road using equipment provided by the Austin–Western Company. He would be moving on to Baton Rouge, where he would be instructing students, presumably at the state’s experiment station, using the “Clemson College plan.”

The Beaumont work, which resulted in construction of a 3,154-foot-long, graded shell road, was followed in 1905, 1908, 1909, and 1910 by projects that appear to have been initiated by the counties or by local Good Roads committees. In 1905, for example, Washington County citizens already had voted for road bonds. At the request of Congressman A. S. Burleson, a representative of the Office of Public Roads inspected the area and inventoried the materials that were available for road construction (sand, gravel, and rock) as far as 82 miles away. He recommended that the County could avoid wasting valuable bond money on poorly designed roads that would deteriorate quickly by hiring a skilled road engineer to develop plans prior to road construction.
Other projects near Mexia (1908–1910), Taylor (1908), Nacogdoches (1908), Paris (1909), Hallsville (1909), and Colorado City (1909) also were built under the direction of the Office of Public Roads and called Object Lesson Road projects. The project near Mexia on the Tehuacana Road involved construction of a 1,200-foot-long road with grading that varied from 30 to 40 feet. It had a 16-foot-wide strip of limestone macadam that was approximately eight inches thick in the center; culverts were of the wood floor stringer and dirt abutment type. The inspector from the Office of Public Roads reported that the people in the county were sufficiently pleased with the road to talk about a bond issue that was large enough to build 100 miles of road in and around Mexia. However, the inspector noted, a bond election would not occur until the dry weather conditions associated with a two-year drought ceased. The inspector’s comment highlighted the very pragmatic relationship that prevailed among weather, agriculture, and the financial capacity of counties to plan for and carry out successful bond elections. It also suggested fundamental and practical reasons why states that relied solely on county-level funding never would succeed at carrying out integrated, large-scale road or highway construction projects.

In all, a total of 15 such roads were built in Texas by the end of 1909 (Table 2). Details from Object Lesson Road projects in various counties show that the lengths of the roads varied from 600 feet to 15,700 feet. Surfaced width varied from 12 to 27.4 feet, with 15 to 18 feet being the most common. Road surfaces included shell, chert gravel, limestone gravel, earth, and sand-clay. A wide variety of machinery and other equipment was used, but the construction work was labor-intensive nonetheless (Figure 18). In some areas, road materials were readily available; in other areas, such as that around Paris, surfacing material had to be brought from up to 100 miles away, a drawback that documented the ongoing importance of rail transportation to early road
building. Public response to the Object Lesson Roads appears to have been uniformly positive, and some county commissioners moved ahead to build plants that produced road materials as well as in road building equipment. In some counties, citizens were sufficiently impressed to move ahead with bond elections, but persistent drought that impacted agricultural production and the willingness of citizens to tax themselves was a more accurate prediction of whether county road building actually occurred.

While most county officials were only lukewarm in their support for the Good Roads initiative and state legislators could not be convinced to go further than debate about its merits, private individuals and organizations moved ahead with increasing momentum after 1900. In 1906, the Associated Secretaries of Commercial Clubs of Dallas appointed a committee whose job it was to arouse interest in Good Roads, not just in Dallas, but throughout Texas. Two years later, the executive committee of the Texas Commercial Secretaries met, also in Dallas, and appointed a committee to promote formation of “county, district, and state good roads associations.” The work of that committee is sometimes credited with the passage of a 1909 Texas law that built on the 1905 constitutional amendment and provided for the creation of county road districts. The road districts could be independent of any other county-level subdivision. This new independence and resulting flexibility “cleared the field for the good road crusade” and made it possible for counties to gerrymander to create districts that were favorable to the passage of road bonds.
Beginning in 1910, the Good Roads crusade in Texas leaped ahead, fueled by the work and campaigns of numerous Good Roads associations, the complementary efforts of chambers of commerce and automobile clubs in small towns and large cities, the organizational prowess of state-wide clubs such as the Federation of Women’s Clubs, and strengthening ties with national Good Roads associations. The role of Good Roads associations was crucial to the formation and passing of road bonds and the maintenance of relationships with the Office of Public Roads. Their intensive lobbying efforts, with those of the Federation of Women’s Clubs, tipped the balance in the state-wide effort to create a highway department in Texas. The growing visibility of motorized vehicles on Texas roads aided the crusade, as well, as did the development of departments, engineering courses, and testing laboratories at the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas and the University of Texas.

The Good Roads crusade in Texas had a pragmatic, governmental face. It also had a cultural face as the movement slowly metamorphosed from one seeking to serve the needs of agricultural communities to one promoting travel and tourism. Between 1910 and 1916, the aims of the movement broadened to reflect the visions and cultural values of organizations and individuals. Among the new emphases were visions of great transcontinental highways running both east and west, and north and south; promotion of memory and history through the naming of specific roads; and identification of issues that were tied to the scenic value of the Texas landscape (Figure 19). These included access to the out-of-doors and integration of roadside landscaping. After 1916, they included access to public parks and efforts to eradicate billboards and...
other signage that impaired the public’s enjoyment of the roadscape. All of this work occurred within the context of a national push to upgrade the Office of Public Roads Inquiry in Washington, D.C., and to pass a law in Congress that would support highway construction. Until 1908, that effort was spearheaded by Representative A. C. Latimer of South Carolina. Thereafter, senators Dorsey W. Shackleford of Missouri and John Hollis Bankhead of Alabama became the primary advocates for federal spending to build the country’s transportation infrastructure through the funding of roads (Figure 20).111

Beginning around 1910, the general public began to recognize that professional engineers were essential to planning and executing road work. In that year, the board of directors of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas created a chair of highway engineering. Faculty member James Nagle had been a proponent of Good Roads for more than a decade; he was joined by Robert J. Potts, who held the highway engineering chair for four years. Potts’s duties went far beyond teaching a new generation of civil engineers. He was charged with “arous[ing] interest in the construction of improved highways by lectures, conferences, and articles.” In addition, if requested to do so, he was to advise county commissioners and officials associated with Good Roads organizations about “the best methods of location, construction, and maintenance of highways and furnish general estimates of cost.”112

Potts got to work immediately on the promotional aspects of his job and wrote in August 1910 to L. W. Page, Director of the Office of Public Roads. Realizing that the State Fair in Dallas was an excellent venue for educating the public about roads, Potts and the College’s Division of Highway Engineering proposed laying out a Good Roads Park, which would consist of streets and roads 30-feet wide. Samples of pavements and county roads would be installed by contracting firms as a way of advertising their work and showing road materials. Potts hoped that Page would send one of his engineers to lay out an “ordinary earth road,” and Page responded favorably.113

A year later, Potts undertook a high visibility road trip. Leaving from Denison and driving through Dallas County, Waco, Bryan, and Houston, he used the event to map and log a north–south route from the Red River to the Gulf.114 The route corresponded to some parts of what would eventually become a branch of the Meridian Highway, in particular the segments from Waco southeast through Marlin, Calvert, Hearne, Bryan, Navasota, and Hempstead to Houston and Galveston. (See Figure 21.)

Potts also published studies, including one about the benefits associated with construction of good roads, and he probably was associated with the organization of the Texas Engineering Experiment Station. In 1913,
he and six other prominent Texas civil engineers (Terrell Bartlett of San Antonio, John B. Hawley of Fort Worth, J. Milton Howe of Houston, James Nagle from College Station, Julian C. Field of Denison, and J. F. Witt of Dallas) spoke at a meeting of the Texas Good Roads Association. Energized by what they had heard from other participants, they resolved to form a Texas Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers. Soon after, they formalized the organization at the State Fair in Dallas.115

The University of Texas, where Robert Hill and T. U. Taylor had written about the need for good roads and the availability of road-building materials in the late 1880s, opened a road material testing laboratory in 1914 as a division of the Bureau of Economic Geology and Technology. (See Figure 22.) The University equipped the laboratory with “the latest types of testing apparatus” and hired former Office of Public Roads employee James P. Nash to take charge of the laboratory.116 Nash began his work in September 1914, focusing on an inventory of road materials in Texas. He collected and tested gravels, limestone, dolomites, sandstones, syenites and granites, gabbro, basalt, chalky limestone, and
conglomerates. He concluded that there were 11 types of road building rocks in Texas. His purpose in conducting the study reflected the challenges road builders faced due to lack of transportation capacity: Nash sought to “aid the road builder in the selection of the proper material for each locality.” In some cases, builders might choose to select other suitable materials such as granite and wood blocks, brick, concrete, and bituminous materials, but each of these involved some amount of manufacturing.

Nash, the Dean of Engineering, Taylor, and other professional engineers such as those who had formed the Texas Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers, produced and distributed publications that were helpful to counties, associations, and road builders. They also spoke frequently at road association meetings about the practical and technical aspects of road construction. The Texas Good Roads Association annual meeting for 1915, for example, included presentations of technical papers about road construction. Attendees recommended “that county commissioners’ courts create highway engineering departments to have authority over the construction and maintenance of highways in the county. This department should be in charge of a competent man trained in highway construction.”

Not only were these meetings helpful to neophytes; they also created and strengthened ties among the professional communities of professors and practicing engineers, members of Good Roads associations, and the lay persons responsible for road bonding, planning, and construction on a county level. Increasingly, counties understood the value of receiving the assistance of professional engineers in the planning and oversight of specific projects. While a number of the largest cities had engineers on staff, counties tended to seek necessary engineering help from the Office of Public Roads. For example, employees of the Office conducted detailed studies of a
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Figure 23. Highway and bridge bond elections in the United States until January 1, 1914, by county. Tables accompanying the map show that Texas had voted the fourth largest amount of bonds up to January 1, 1914; two of the four states that issued greater amounts of bonds derived the greatest amount from state-issued bonds. They also show that Texas voted by far the greatest dollar value of bonds during 1912–1913. Approximately 28 percent of Texas counties voted for bonds in 1912–1913; as of January 1, 1914, a cumulative total of over half of Texas counties had voted for bonds. Proceeds of the 1912–1913 bonds built 856.5 miles of sand-clay roads; 1,014.5 miles of gravel roads; 114 miles of macadam roads; and 60 miles of bituminous macadam roads.


proposed highway route from San Antonio to Corpus Christi in 1910. They also assisted with a road improvement project in Montague County, involving a system of roads and bridges; road improvements in the city of Crockett, where the County had employed a civil engineer; a project to build 60 miles of new road in Wichita County; a proposed project in Orange County, where $200,000 worth of road bonds had been approved by a vote of five to one; and McCulloch County, where $75,000 worth of bonds had been passed.\textsuperscript{119}

In McCulloch County, at the recommendation of an Office of Public Roads employee, the County paid an engineer $500 to prepare surveys, plans, and estimates, and the commissioners’ court hired a superintendent to oversee the project. The process was orderly and logical, a significant improvement over earlier practices in Texas. But some members of the commissioners’ court opposed the advice of the representative from the Office of Public Roads because the “modern methods of construction” he advocated involved what they judged to be “excessive costs.”\textsuperscript{120} That concern was widespread. As a result, concerns about cost that were associated with standards and activities the Office and local professionals considered to be necessary for adequate engineering, together with a lack of interest in regular road maintenance, continued to stand in the way of construction of comprehensive road systems on county and state levels.

Outreach from the Office of Public Roads to county officials greatly assisted progress, beginning in 1912 when Congress passed the Post Office Appropriation Act. The Office’s budget of approximately $200,000 that was intended to underwrite experimental and education work was supplemented by an appropriation of $500,000. This
significant legislation, which was a forerunner of the 1916 Federal Aid Road Act, got the federal government directly involved in public road building on a local level. The Secretary of Agriculture and Postmaster General were charged with selecting post roads for improvement. In turn, the state or local subdivision where the improvement was planned was responsible for matching the federal funding at a ratio of two to one.  

Passage of the Post Office Appropriation Act; the commitment of Texas’ universities to train road engineers and disseminate reliable information to counties and Good Roads organizations; and the willingness of certain segments of the Texas population to tax themselves in order to fund road projects all helped to increase the mileage of improved roads beginning in 1912. (See preceding Figure 23.) An official log book for the principal automobile routes depicted the maze of connected roads across Texas that invariably met in and radiated from the largest cities – Fort Worth, Dallas, Austin, San Antonio, and Houston (Figure 24).

Road engineering, the development of road materials and equipment, and the dissemination of information improved considerably after 1910. But the federal government and Texas legislature were reluctant to initiate far-reaching legislation or a series of governors to sign it. That reluctance meant that in Texas, a state with no state-level highway commission, funding and planning remained at a county and, sometimes, at a precinct level. At the same time, individuals and organizations that understood the economic and social benefits of good roads were motivated by grand schemes for road networks that, as Captain J. S. Daugherty had expressed it in 1895, “annihilate[ed] space.” Good Roads advocates of all types conceptualized on a grand scale,
whether it was a road that reknitted North with South or even joined continents, or others that celebrated America’s grand scenery, memorialized historical figures, or romanticized the distant past. The tools they used to promote the cause of Good Roads included promotional auto tours, clubs, high-profile meetings, publications of road logs and maps, lobbying of county- and state-level officials, and outreach to local citizenry. They all were focused on convincing the state legislature to create a highway department or lobbying counties to pass bond issues to fund segments of what the Good Roads associations hoped would someday form great transcontinental highways. Importantly, the Good Roads advocates recognized and strongly supported the roles of trained highway engineers.

In twentieth-century Texas, the earliest organized proponents for Good Roads were automobile clubs, such as the San Antonio Automobile Club, which was formed at the Phoenix Club in 1903 and started with 13 members. Club outings went to local landmarks and places of scenic beauty such as the Medina River and New Braunfels. A similar San Antonio organization was the Rockhill Club, which was active by about 1910. The Dallas Automobile Club, initially founded in 1904, re-formed in 1910 when it merged with the Dallas Automobile Owners Club. Such clubs worked in concert with high profile automobile tours, such as the Glidden Tour, which were widely advertised public spectacles. Dallas was on the seventh annual Glidden Tour in 1910, when the participants entered Texas at Texarkana and drove through Clarksville, Paris, Bonham, and McKinney. This route eventually would become the North Texas Highway (State Highway No. 5).

Also in 1910, a representative from the Ohio Pathfinder organization named Guy Finney drove from New York to San Francisco by way of Texas, where he followed the earlier Glidden Tour route from Texarkana to Dallas. The party then drove to Abilene and El Paso, covering approximately the route that later would be designated the Southern National Highway (see Figure 25), Fort Worth-to-El Paso Highway, and Bankhead Highway. In 1912, a national publication, The Automobile, reported the “first road run for farmers and ranchmen ever held in the world.” It would be a history-making event that would tour to all the main cities in Texas and cover about 1,000 miles. Similar attention-getting events included trips for the American Automobile Association (AAA) by “pathfinder” A. L. Westgard, described as the “Man Who Maps Trails.” Among the organizations within the Good Roads movement, the AAA was known for publishing maps and tourist directories to share with motorists. To this end, Westgard’s trip in the summer of 1913 would include several routes through Texas, where Westgard would map both a route from Waco to Austin and San Antonio, and from Waco to Houston and Galveston. (See Figure 26.)
Figure 25. Section of the Southern National Highway Through the Sweetwater Country. Source: Here and There Around Sweetwater, p. B. R. C. Crane Collection, Box 35, Folder 5, Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas.
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Figure 26. Coast-to-coast travel mapped by A. L. Westgard in 1913. Original caption read: “This map shows in dotted line the four lines of coast-to-coast travel mapped by A. L. Westgard for the American Automobile Association. The unbroken black line shows the route which he will follow this Summer [sic] in mapping the ‘Oregon Trail’ and ‘Southern Route.’ Arrows indicate the directions of the new running, which will aggregate twelve thousand miles.” Source: The New York Times, May 4, 1913.
Yet another effective promotional tool to draw attention to good roads was the innumerable, colorful, and imaginative maps and guides issued by such organizations as the AAA and individual named highway associations. Such guides and maps provided much-needed information to motorists about highway routes, road conditions, and the various businesses along the routes, such as those selling gasoline, tires, and other auto-related services. Hotels, restaurants, and campgrounds also advertised in guides that identified areas of scenic and historic interests for tourists. The guides also served a promotional purpose for the highway associations that published them, an opportunity for the association to inform the public about its work and to tout the assets of its particular long-distance route (Figure 27).

One of the earliest maps published in Texas was the Big 4 Good Roads Map that depicted a segment of southeast Texas and roads linking Port Arthur, Orange, Houston, and Galveston. In 1913, the Dallas Automobile Club published the Official Red Book and Guide, which depicted roads leading into Dallas and other Texas cities. The Bexar County Highway League published an Official Log Book for Texas, 1914–1915, a tour handbook designed to show “the Principal Automobile Routes in the State of Texas,” but which notably ignored all roads in the northwestern quadrant of the state. It also failed to depict the already well-traveled major route from Fort Worth to El Paso, the Fort Worth-to-El Paso Highway. The Kansas–Oklahoma–Texas & Gulf Highway Association published a road log in 1914 for the highway that ran from Herington, Kansas, south through Fort Worth to Waco. In 1916, premier highway mapper Harry Locke toured the roads from El Paso to Shreveport and Denison to Galveston. The work was sponsored by the Dallas Automobile Club and published in 1916 as “Texas Automobile Tours.” The same year, Good Roads advocate David E. Colp directed the logging of the Meridian Road on its route through Texas. The log was created by engineer Lake Robertson and accompanied a text written G. A. McNaughton, editor of the Texas Good Roads Magazine in San Marcos. The publication was lavishly illustrated and filled with promotional text.

A combination of state and national Good Roads associations, together with numerous specifically named highway associations, proved to be highly effective proponents for Good Roads. According to Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) historian Richard F. Weingroff, named trails could be traced to the 1890s, but “the movement began in earnest in the early 1910s, with the National Old Trails Road (Baltimore to Los Angeles) and the Lincoln Highway setting the pattern.” Backed by the support of the National Good Roads Association (organized in 1900) and the AAA (founded in 1902), numerous smaller associations forged ahead to promote highway construction. In Texas, an umbrella organization called the Texas Good Roads Association was in existence by 1910. A permanent version of the association was formally organized at the

Figure 27. Log Book Old Spanish Trail. Source: Highways: Related/Joining Folder, Old Spanish Trail Association Archives, Louis J. Blume Library, St. Mary’s University, San Antonio, Texas.
State Fair in Dallas in 1911 for the purpose of carrying on “a general campaign of education in the interest of road improvement and furnish[ing] engineering advice and assistance to counties and local road clubs.”

A national group, the Old Trails Road of America, triggered the beginnings of what probably was the earliest interest in Texas in a historic trail. A claim made in 1911 for the Santa Fe Trail as the oldest trail in America drew the attention and disapproval of Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR) leader Claudia W. Norvell from Texas. Norvell subsequently spent almost a decade documenting and marking El Camino Real in Texas with the assistance of an engineer, the DAR organization, and some funding from the state legislature. By the end of 1911, there were several named highway associations that were either based in Texas or had plans for highways that would cross the state (Table 3). These included the Gulf Coast Good Roads Association, which envisioned building a road from the Gulf to the Red River and may have been another name for the Red River to Gulf Highway Association, and the Meridian Road or Highway Association. The Texas Trans-State Highway Association was mentioned in connection with the Red River to Gulf Highway and Meridian Highway, suggesting the likelihood of a physical linkage. At least an additional three named
highway associations were in operation by 1912 and included the Puget South-to-Gulf, Gulf-to-Colorado, and Fort Worth–El Paso highway associations. The last association envisioned a route that later was overlaid in part by the Southern National Highway by 1913, the Dixie Overland Highway in 1914, and almost entirely by the Bankhead Highway beginning after 1916.

Table 3. Named Highway Associations in Texas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Formation</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Purposes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>By 1911</td>
<td>Red River to the Gulf Highway Association; possibly the road promoted by Gulf Coast Good Roads Association, J. H. Hawley, Galveston.</td>
<td>Gulf Coast Good Roads Association promoted a road from the Gulf to the Red River with a width of 20 feet and 100-foot right-of-way to include roadway and double-tracked electric railway; auto traffic to be on a “speedway.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>El Camino Real Association, promoted by Claudia W. Norvell.</td>
<td>To identify and mark the route of El Camino Real.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1911</td>
<td>Meridian Road/Highway Association (Kansas), promoted by John C. Nicholson, Newton, Kansas.</td>
<td>To establish a north-south auto route, promoting a road north to Canada, south to Gulf of Mexico, and adopting signage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>Meridian Highway Association-Texas; in three divisions: North Texas, San Antonio, and Gulf.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By 1912</td>
<td>Puget South-to-Gulf Highway Association.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gulf-to-Colorado Highway Association.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 1913</td>
<td>Southern National Highway Association.</td>
<td>“To establish a transcontinental highway from Washington, D.C., to San Diego, California, by a route sufficiently far south to avoid the snows of the Rocky Mountains.” Intended to connect with the San Diego–El Paso Road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1913</td>
<td>Jefferson Davis National Highway Association.</td>
<td>To secure a route from Washington, D.C., to San Diego, beautify the road, and mark historic places on it. In 1917, the route entered Orange; it also went to Austin, San Antonio, Brownsville, and El Paso.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 3. Named Highway Associations in Texas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Formation</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Purposes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>By 1914</td>
<td>• Kansas–Oklahoma–Texas &amp; Gulf Highway Association.</td>
<td>To build a road from Herington, Kansas, south to Fort Worth and Waco. 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• San Antonio–Atascosa and Gulf Highway Association.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• San Antonio–Port O’Connor Highway Association.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• San Antonio–Laredo Highway Association.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• San Antonio–Blanco and Granite Highway Association.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Alamo–Victoria–San Jacinto Highway Association.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca. 1914</td>
<td>Dixie Overland Highway Association.</td>
<td>To promote construction and use of a highway through Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and California; the shortest, straightest, only year-round ocean-to-ocean highway; for use by tourists, freight, military assets. 144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>• Old Spanish Trail Association (eastern end).</td>
<td>International route from Winnipeg, Canada, to Gulf of Mexico by way of Denison, Dallas, Waco, Austin, San Antonio, Corpus Christi, and Brownsville. Proposed military highway along Mexican border. 145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• King of Trails Association.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Military Road Association.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916</td>
<td>Military Road Association.</td>
<td>Military highway along Mexican border. 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By October 1916</td>
<td>El Paso–Fort Worth Airline Association.</td>
<td>Airline pike road. 147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fort Worth–Roswell Highway Association.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>Henry Exall Memorial Highway Association.</td>
<td>Promoted a route from Boulder and Denver, Colorado, to Galveston, Texas. 149</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notable named highway associations affiliated with Texas routes supplemented the list. Between 1913 and 1916, additional organizations included the Southern National Highway and Jefferson Davis National Highways (1913), Kansas–Oklahoma–Texas & Gulf, Dixie Overland, San Antonio–Atascosa and Gulf, San Antonio–Port O’Connor, San Antonio–Laredo, San Antonio–Blanco and Granite, and Alamo–Victoria–San Jacinto highway associations (by 1914); and the Old Spanish Trail and King of Trails (in 1915). Plans for a highway called the Military Road were discussed in 1915 and became more feasible in
An El Paso–Fort Worth Airline Association appears to have formed in 1916, when forward progress by the Dixie and Fort Worth–El Paso highway associations may have failed to occur at a pace that met the expectations of West Texans. A Dallas–Texarkana Highway Association was contemporaneous with the Fort Worth–El Paso Highway Association, but attempts to consolidate the two groups under the name El Paso–Texarkana Highway Association apparently failed, despite the benefit to a trans-state highway that an amalgamation would have meant.

The Official Good Roads Year Book for 1914 listed numerous named highway associations and general Good Roads associations that were not necessarily affiliated with any one particular road. In addition, a note mentioned that “[p]ractically every town of 5,000 inhabitants or over has an active commercial club, and in every case these organizations act as Good Roads clubs and make the road propaganda one of their chief departments of work.” In general, the clubs, associations, and named highway associations were headed by a president, who tended to be a high profile member of the local community. A secretary acted as the manager and ran the organization. Depending on the enthusiasm of the president and secretary, such individuals sometimes served on more than one organization. David E. Colp, for example, was at one time the secretary of the Texas Good Roads Association, various Texas divisions of the Meridian Highway, the San Antonio–Laredo Highway, Alamo–Victoria–San Jacinto Highway, Bexar County Highway Division of the San Antonio Chamber of Commerce and, eventually, the Old Spanish Trail Association. Larger and more complex association organizations usually included a board of directors and full slate of officers. Depending on the length of the sponsored road, there would be a number of different geographical divisions, each with its own slate of officers who reported back to a central office.

Differentiation of one association from all others, particularly if named routes overlapped, was considered essential to the success of a named road association and its efforts to finalize routes and see completion of the actual road. They all aspired to be recognized by the National Highways Association and the AAA. To distinguish themselves, each association developed distinctive trail markers with particular shapes and colors. They published promotional materials that highlighted particular historical or scenic attributes associated with the trails, and they published maps that noted intersections with other national highways. In the textual map information, the association highlighted the numbers of states and counties the road traversed; the numbers of cities, towns, and hamlets it touched; and the county seats and state capitals on the route. If a printed guide was available, it contained promotional material about the road and association, advertising from road-related businesses along the road, and a detailed written and

Figure 29. Photograph of David E. Colp (1867–1936), who served as secretary of the Texas Good Roads Association for eight years between 1910 and 1920. He also was an influential member of the Old Spanish Trail Highway Association from ca. 1919 to 1923, the Meridian Highway Association from ca. 1920 to 1923, and the Glacier to Gulf Highway Association from ca. 1924 to 1925. The breadth of his commitments sometimes was interpreted as a lack of loyalty to any single route, but he was recognized by all accounts as a consummate supporter of funding for Good Roads in Texas. Colp additionally served as chairman of the Texas State Parks Board from ca. 1923 to 1934, where he advocated for connectivity between highways and state parks to accommodate the motoring tourist. The David E. Colp Papers are archived at the Dolph Briscoe Center for American History at the University of Texas at Austin. Source: American Academy for Park & Recreation Administration, http://www.aapra.org/Pugsley/ColpDavid.html (accessed February 4, 2014).
point-to-point description and map of the route. The interested public was given an opportunity to purchase membership in the association. Promotional materials typically were distributed through local businesses, lodgings, and the AAA.

The involvement of constituents along the route was key to the success of a named road association. Prior to 1917, it is not clear how sophisticated the association systems were, but it is likely that some aspects of the post-World War I era system were in place. Operations of an association were dependent to a great extent on the willingness of citizens, businesses, and local Good Roads associations to purchase memberships at various levels. Ideally, communities along a proposed route could be convinced that, if they purchased enough memberships, the association would take that financial support into consideration when promoting the specifics of a route. However, even an enthusiastically supported association could not count on memberships for 100 percent of its support. As a result, association secretaries, the people who did most of the work, often supplemented association operations out of their own funds. Enthusiasm for the trail, then, was essential for successful association leadership, as was marked capacity for organization.

With all road construction funded locally in Texas prior to 1917, and no government-based state-wide organization to provide structure, the work of the numerous Good Roads associations and of the Texas Good Roads Association was essential to continuing road construction. In the first half of 1914 alone, the Association “helped to carry fifty-one out of the seventy-three road and bridge bond elections that were held.” In addition, the Association helped counties “place the bonds to the best advantage, insisting that competent engineers be employed to superintend the expenditure of the money, and urging that maintenance be adequately cared for.” In 1916, the Texas Good Roads Association helped with 186 Good Roads meetings and the formation of 84 local Good Roads organizations. In addition, the Association assisted with road bond campaigns that raised over $10 million. It also “furnished engineers to prepare estimates for roads in many counties and cooperated with a Federal highway engineer. . . .” The organization’s own engineer, Lake Robertson, visited counties to assist them with estimates for road projects and, in 1916, he logged the entire Meridian Highway.

The Texas Good Roads Association was assisted in its promotion of Good Roads on both local and state levels by the Texas Federation of Women’s Clubs. Beginning in 1912, the Federation began to express its support for the movement at annual meetings, where members discussed the positive impacts improved roads could have on rural families. In addition, they broadened the focus of the Good Roads movement by beginning a discussion about improvements to the
roadscape that paralleled the work being done by the national Federation. A resolution passed at the statewide meeting in Fort Worth in November 1912 pertained to tree planting adjacent to highways. By 1914, the Federation had formed a Good Roads Committee, and the next year the president posited that it would be “a splendid thing” if Texas roadscapes were beautified with native trees and flowers. At the approaches to bridges, for example, clusters of silvery maple would act as “signals of approach,” while the roadway borders could be planted with “the beautiful blue bonnet and Spanish dagger, and the golden yellow daisies.”

By 1916, the Texas Federation of Women’s Clubs could boast that their efforts had assisted the beautification of roads, complementing the work of the better roads crusade. Their purpose was to make the highways across Texas “so attractive that tourists will gladly linger here to enjoy the rich scenery, helpful and delightful climate, [and] incidentally leaving coins in the vicinities through which they pass.” More ambitious plans included establishment of “many artistic but inexpensive Tea Houses along . . . highways of travel, where the weary autoist could rest and be refreshed.” Members planned for beautification of the highways by “planting native trees, shrubs and hardy plants along the sections, thus giving an almost geographical aspect to the tourist speeding along them.”

The preponderance of the work of the Texas Federation of Women’s Clubs would not occur until after World War I. But the county-level efforts of the Federation to improve local roads assisted the very organized efforts of the many Good Roads associations before and during the war. Both categories of Good Road advocates appear to have been energized by passage of the Federal Aid Road Act in 1916, which appropriated $75 million for road construction in the United States. The funds were to be spent over five years by the Secretary of Agriculture in cooperation with state highway departments on constructing, reconstructing, or improving public roads over which U.S. mails were or might be carried. Federal aid would be apportioned to the states based on a mathematical formula that was based on area, population, and mileage of rural post roads and star routes. Disbursement of funds was dependent on each recipient state’s having a highway department in place that could work with Office of Public Roads Districts. By this system, state highway departments would submit all road documents to the federal district offices (construction programs, project statements, plans, specifications and estimates, contracts, and final construction reports), and the district office would have to give its approval before work could proceed. The federal contribution for any road was limited to $10,000 per mile, and maintenance remained the responsibility of each state or its civil subdivisions, such as counties.
The 1916 Act appeared to be far-reaching. In fact, it had the effect of extending powers granted by the 1912 Post Office Appropriation Act by requiring that each state have a highway department, that any road on which federal funds were spent would be properly and continuously maintained, that control would remain with the states, and that each state would have multiple district offices and professional engineers with which it could coordinate. In retrospect, the Act established principles of highway administration and engineering and laid the foundation for subsequent acts pertaining to planning and funding. In reality, the $75 million appropriation that appeared so large in 1916 “was not sufficiently large to serve a real constructive purpose.” In addition, the process outlined by the Act was interrupted by World War I, when highway construction was impacted by “the denial of materials, transportation and labor for new construction and even for road maintenance, except under a non-workable permit system.” Finally, the greatest burden of road construction funding continued to rest with the counties.163

Despite the drawbacks of the 1916 Federal Aid Road Act, however, its passage energized Good Roads advocates in Texas, which would receive the largest allotment of all the states.164 Good Roads associations and their partners lobbied furiously in Texas throughout 1916 as they kept their eyes on the federal bill moving through Congress. They communicated with one another about formulation of a bill creating a state highway department that they could introduce during the 1917 legislative session, and they were in touch with the National Highways Association. The Association sent a representative to tour the state, organizing local support and encouraging citizens to adopt resolutions in favor of a Texas highway department.165

The Texas Good Roads Congress that met in San Antonio in August 1916 unanimously endorsed the provisions of a draft bill, which included creation of the Texas Highway Commission, employment of a chief road engineer, establishment of a close union among the counties, and levying a tax on vehicles, notably automobiles.166 In October, with the advice of George D. Marshall, U.S. engineer and superintendent of road construction in Texas, the legislative committee of the Texas Good Roads Association drafted its own bill.167 J. D. Fauntleroy, who would act in the coming years as U.S. district engineer for Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Louisiana, also emphasized the federal requirement for creation of a state highway department.168 Finally, Texas Good Roads Association members descended on the legislature en masse, exerting all the lobbying power they could assemble.169

On the eve of 1917, Good Roads advocates in Texas were organized and hopeful that the state would, at last, pass legislation to enable participation in a federal system. Their efforts up to that point had operated within the limitations of a county-based system that was,
nonetheless, on the verge of significant development. A look at principal road contracts actually under construction in Texas late in 1916 reveals that there was no uniformity to road building materials used (they tended to be highly localized and included gravel, oiled adobe gravel, rock asphalt macadam, sheet asphalt, asphalitic concrete, concrete, bitulithic, sand clay, shell, and dirt). However, the same contracts reveal elements that could be used once a state highway department was formed. Out of 47 projects throughout the state, all were in the hands of engineers such as Abney & McCormick of Bryan and Charles S. Henning of El Paso. Some of the engineers were responsible for projects distant from their head offices. Some construction was done by the counties or sublet in small contracts. But by far, the greatest number of projects was done by contracting companies that were sufficiently large to handle jobs that involved construction of roads as long as 85 miles. Examples of such companies were W. D. Haden & William Bates of Galveston and Cobb & Gregory of Dallas. With more than $5.6 million worth of bonds and warrants paying for the projects, it was apparent that counties remained committed to road building. Key elements of a system—engineers, experienced road building companies, county- and state-level organizations, and funding—were in place. All that was needed to move Good Roads construction ahead in Texas was the enabling legislation that would integrate the state with the system envisioned by the Federal Aid Road Act of 1916.

DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS ALONG HIGHWAYS

Response to Demographic Patterns

During the 1880s and 1890s, railroad lines were completed across Texas, and a plethora of new towns arose along the lines. In the early twentieth century, many of these towns were platted by railroad companies, which then constructed model homes and farms to attract new residents to move to Texas from elsewhere in the United States. This was especially true in the temperate climate of South Texas, where the founders of towns like Mission advertised for settlers from the colder climates of the Midwest.

Around the same time, a new wave of European immigrants arrived in Texas, establishing farms and building communities with businesses and civic institutions to support them. Altogether, the population of Texas grew from 1,591,749 in 1880 to 4,444,000 in 1916. While earlier European immigrants had blazed new roads and trails, immigrants arriving in the late 1890s and early 1900s typically settled closer to existing roads and railroad lines. For example, Czech immigrants settled in or near the town of West due to its proximity to roads and the MK&T railroad line, in addition to the availability of fertile farm land.
TRANSPORTATION OF PEOPLE AND GOODS

Agricultural Production

During the period from 1880 to 1916, Texas’ economy remained largely agricultural. Railroads provided the primary means of transporting agricultural products—especially cotton and cattle—to market.\textsuperscript{174} Cotton gins, mills, and other industrial buildings for processing agricultural products were constructed in railroad towns because it was more efficient and profitable to transport processed crops. Similarly, the meat processing industry developed in Fort Worth because of its access to the railroad. However, even though rail lines had been constructed across much of the state, farmers and ranchers still had to transport their goods to the rail line. Through the 1880s, ranchers still drove cattle overland on rough trails to reach the railroad. Even ca. 1900, despite the availability of the automobile, agricultural goods still were shipped via rail because roadways were undeveloped. The lack of a trucking industry during this period is documented by motor vehicle registration figures from 1900 through 1916, which indicate that trucks only accounted for between zero percent and five percent of all motor vehicles.\textsuperscript{175} Consequently, in the 1890s and early 1900s, farmers were major proponents of the Good Roads movement because they hoped that road development would provide a more efficient means of transporting their goods to markets and processing facilities located along the railroads (\textit{Figure 30}).\textsuperscript{176}
Tourism

During the 1880s and 1890s, the tourism industry in Texas began to grow, encouraged by promotions from railroad companies. Because roadways were largely undeveloped, travel for tourism was primarily via rail. Sites with supposed health-giving properties—especially mineral springs—were especially popular during this era. Examples included Mineral Wells and Arlington along the T&P railroad line, and the Hot Wells health resort on the MK&T line in San Antonio (Figure 31).  

As planners selected the routes of the Bankhead Highway and the Meridian Highway, they made sure that they provided connections to existing tourist attractions like these, envisioning a time when the automobile would supplant the train as the main means of tourist travel. The exponential increase in the number of automobiles on the road in the early twentieth century made auto tourism seem like a real possibility. Between 1900 and 1916, the number of motor vehicles registered in Texas increased from 180 to 125,000, and personal automobiles accounted for the vast majority of these motor vehicles (between 95 percent and 100 percent). Automobile owners often used their cars for pleasure expeditions, but they seldom ventured very far because of the poor condition of the roads and the scarcity of highway tourism infrastructure. Until about 1910, gas stations were scarce, and motorists had to carry gas with them. Even if motorists had enough gas supply to make an overnight trip, and enough stamina to weather bumpy roads, hotels typically were located in downtowns, across from the railroad depot, with no parking for cars.

In addition, as in other parts of society, legalized, institutionalized segregation in Texas extended to travel. Segregation on railroad cars in
Texas became widespread practice after the Civil War. The Texas Legislature passed a law requiring railroad companies to have separate passenger coaches for black and white patrons; 10 years later, they mandated separate waiting rooms in railroad stations.\(^\text{180}\) The U.S. Supreme Court declared the constitutionality of “separate but equal” public facilities in \textit{Plessy v. Ferguson} in 1896. While the Texas government did not formalize any Jim Crow laws related to highway travel, many of the formalized laws related to railroad travel extended to other modes of transportation. In addition, black car owners traveling the nation’s roads in the early decades of automobile travel might suffer repercussions for passing white drivers or be required to yield right-of-way to non-white drivers “chauffeuring white passengers” in other instances.\(^\text{181}\)

\section*{Land Development along Roads and Railroads}

In existing urban areas, the railroad line typically was constructed at the periphery of town, where land was available for right-of-way. Cities then expanded toward the railroad, and rail spurs, streetcar lines, and city streets were constructed to connect the railroad to the older urban center. Many new towns also sprung up along railroad lines in Texas from 1880 to 1916, and these towns typically followed similar urban patterns and included similar types of properties. The commercial center of town often was on one side of the tracks, while industrial development was on the opposite side. Most commercial downtowns followed a grid pattern, and, if the town was the county seat, the courthouse typically was located within a square at the center of the downtown district. Roadside services like gas pumps typically were located outside existing commercial buildings (\textit{Figure 32}). Industrial development, on the other hand, often was linear, running parallel to
the railroad tracks. Railroad depots typically were located on the industrial side of the tracks, and hotels typically were located immediately across the tracks within the commercial downtown. Residential areas typically surrounded the industrial and commercial core of a town on all sides. (See Figure 33.) In larger cities, the emergence of streetcar lines in the early 1900s made the construction of outlying residential suburbs possible. In some cases, small, secondary neighborhood commercial nodes were constructed within these early suburbs. Both commercial and residential buildings typically were constructed using nationally popular styles and prefabricated building materials that could be transported via the railroad.

Cities located at the juncture of several train lines grew rapidly during this era, as did cities with access to both railroad lines and ports. Between 1880 and 1900, the population of El Paso grew 20 times larger (2,051 percent), the populations of both Fort Worth and Dallas quadrupled (400 and 410 percent, respectively), and the population of Houston nearly tripled (270 percent). This rapid growth caused congestion and pollution. In response, many cities implemented urban plans that aimed to organize and beautify the city in the early twentieth century. For example, the City of El Paso hired George Kessler to help develop a plan in 1907, and the City of Dallas did the same in 1909. Kessler’s plans for both cities were influenced by the Garden City and City Beautiful movements, introducing additional parks, monuments, and civic institutions. However, his plans fundamentally were practical, focusing on resolving cities’ functional issues such as dangerous at-grade railroad crossings and flooding. In Dallas, Kessler recommended that railroad lines and the accompanying industry should be situated in the lowest topographical areas, just beyond the flood plain, so that higher land could be reserved for residences. In the decades to come, this tenet would be applied to the location of new highways as well.
Figure 33. Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps of Sweetwater, 1908. Note the Nolan County Courthouse and surrounding downtown located north of the railroad tracks, the Orient Hotel located across from the railroad depot, industrial properties like the Sweetwater Milling Co. and Burton Lumber Yard located south of the railroad tracks, and residential properties fanning out on all sides. Later, ca. 1920, the Bankhead Highway/SH 1 would be routed through Sweetwater along N. Third Street. In 1934, SH 1 would be re-routed to continue along N. Second Street. Source: Dolph Briscoe Center for American History, University of Texas at Austin, http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/sanborn/s.html (accessed February 6, 2014).
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I.4. INITIATION OF THE HIGHWAY SYSTEM: 1917–1932

STATEWIDE HISTORIC CONTEXT

INTRODUCTION

The years 1880 to 1916 had seen a slow but persistent realization of the importance of roads to the economic development of Texas and an appreciation of the contributions that the Good Roads movement and professional engineers could make to road funding and construction. The next decade and a half was marked by important state legislation that created a Texas Highway Commission and Department and slowly turned highway construction and maintenance from a county-based activity to a state-run endeavor, funded by state and federal funds. U.S. involvement in World War I and the subsequent transition from a war to peacetime economy delayed full implementation of the Federal Aid Highway of 1916. However, the pace of road construction quickened beginning around 1920. Good Roads advocates, named highway associations, and the Texas Federation of Women’s Clubs continued to play important roles in public education, passage of local road bonds and state legislation, and construction of roadside infrastructure. These groups advertised to the tourists to promote the experiences and amenities that could be found along the highways, and private businesses responded by constructing new amenities that catered to the increasingly lucrative tourist trade.

1917–1921

The 35th Texas legislative session opened in January 1917, and took up scores of bills just months before the United States broke off diplomatic relations with Germany and then declared war. Shortly after, the financial demands of the war effort stalled highway work associated with the 1916 Federal Aid Road Act. Highway work was delayed despite the government’s growing awareness of the strategic significance of good roads and of oil, the development of which depended on the existence of highways that could hold up to heavy use in rural locations. (See Figure 34.) Texas, itself, was hampered by a drought from 1917 to 1918 that crippled the agricultural economy and made it difficult to pass county road bonds. A return of rain in late 1918 through 1919 caused floods and damaged roads in many parts of the state, where highway builders soon realized the drawbacks of earthen and gravel roads. Economic conditions continued to be unstable until 1921. At that point, passage of road-related acts in Texas and a Congressional bill modifying the Federal Aid Road Act of 1916 set Texas on a trajectory of road building.
The activities of Good Roads associations, which had played such a pivotal role in the early years of highway development, continued after 1916. Their role in lobbying for road bonds remained an important function in assuring that counties acted as financial partners with the state and federal governments. The activities of named highway associations continued, as well. Three of those associations—the Bankhead, Meridian, and Old Spanish Trail—particularly began to develop identities as they sought to promote their names, routes, and constituencies. By 1921, they all had strong organizational structures that sought to interact with local communities and defend their routes against other associations. By 1921, when new federal requirements were passed, the Texas Highway Commission designated 29 highways in the “Major State Highway System” – and the Bankhead Highway, Meridian Highway, and Old Spanish Trail all were part of this system.

The opening of the 1917 legislative session began with an address by Governor James Ferguson, who called attention to the absolute need for a highway department in Texas. The measure sponsored by the Texas Good Roads Association was introduced as House Bill 2, and members of the Association testified on its behalf. It was steered rapidly through both houses, and the governor signed it on April 4, 1917.\textsuperscript{185}

The provisions of the law created a state highway department and the Office of State Engineer. The Texas Highway Commission consisted of three members appointed by the governor. Their responsibility was to formulate policies and plans for the location, construction, and maintenance of a comprehensive system of state highways and public roads. They were to cooperate with the counties; the work was to be under the direction, supervision, and control of the Highway Department.\textsuperscript{186}

The Commissioners also were responsible for appointing the State Highway Engineer, who was to prepare plans for the location and construction of state highways, with the oversight and approval of the Commission. (See Figure 35.) The Commission was to collect...
Figure 35. "Map Showing Proposed System of State Highways," 1917. This is the earliest known map prepared by the Texas Highway Department. It was published soon after the agency’s creation, and depicts the proposed plan for the state highway system. The map also shows the boundaries of the six regional divisions/offices that supported the agency’s operation. The map provides insights into the intent of the agency and the hierarchy of the highway network. Note that State Highway 1 is listed in the top left-hand corner as the Texarkana, Dallas, Fort Worth, and El Paso Highway. The Texas Highway Commission later adopted the Bankhead Highway name. Source: Texas State Library and Archives, Map Collection, https://www.tsl.texas.gov/cgi-bin/aris/maplookup.php?mapnum=6254 (accessed February 21, 2014).
data about Texas public roads, decide what were the construction methods best adapted to each area, and establish construction and maintenance standards for highways, bridges, and ferries. County commissioner’s courts were charged with obtaining information and advice from the Commission about the type of road construction that was best for their counties before spending any bond money. Commissioners also were to have county road maps made within 12 months. Information on the maps had to state the importance of their roads as they related to a system of state highways and to the market and traffic centers. Some funding for the work came from automobile registration fees that the Commission collected. (See Table 4.) However, those fees were not sufficient to provide the match that was required by the Federal Aid Road Act, and so the greatest part of the financial burden remained with the counties. In addition, the funds given in aid to the counties could not exceed 25 percent of the total project costs, and there could be no more than 10 miles of road per county per year. Counties unable to raise the match could receive as much as 50 percent of a project’s cost. The legislation enabled Texas to avail itself of federal funding. In addition, it required adjoining counties whose public roads were part of the state highway system to connect. But the very limited mileage that the state could underwrite in one year, together with the county-based funding and emphasis on local construction materials, almost guaranteed that it would be difficult for Texas to build an integrated, homogeneous highway system in the near future.

Table 4. Important Road Statistics and Events in Texas Between 1917 and 1932.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>First statewide registration of almost 200,000 vehicles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July-December 1917</td>
<td>Money collected from automobile registrations: $853,987.00.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1, 1917 - August 31, 1918</td>
<td>State highway projects let: 250.33 miles @ $1,582,446.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structures: $4,442.84.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917-1920</td>
<td>County and road district bonds voted: $95,244,799.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal aid allotted to counties: $15,618,462.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>Money collected from automobile registrations: $1,939,415.00.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1, 1918 - August 31, 1919</td>
<td>State highway projects let: 887.46 miles @ $5,611,386.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structures: $20,050.34.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919-1920</td>
<td>Federal aid allotted to counties: $11,294,481.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State aid allotted to counties: $1,681,382.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1, 1919 - August 31, 1920</td>
<td>State highway projects let: 1,222.74 miles @ $15,106,735.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1 in 10.9 Texans per registered motor vehicle (21st in the United States)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1, 1920 - August 31, 1921</td>
<td>State highway projects let: 1,138.54 miles @ $16,415,239.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structures: $771,387.82.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1, 1921 - August 31, 1922</td>
<td>State highway projects let: 1,150.35 miles @ $14,580,550.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 4. Important Road Statistics and Events in Texas Between 1917 and 1932.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>September 1, 1922-</td>
<td>State highway projects let: 1,025.62 miles @ $14,479,469.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 31, 1922</td>
<td>Structures: $601,043.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1, 1923-</td>
<td>State highway projects let: 1,134.91 miles @ $12,988,454.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 31, 1924</td>
<td>Structures: $601,043.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1, 1924-</td>
<td>State highway projects let: 1,207.63 miles @ $12,558,258.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 31, 1925</td>
<td>Structures: $780,662.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1, 1925-</td>
<td>State highway projects let: 1,059.15 miles @ $13,367,887.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 31, 1926</td>
<td>Structures: $1,094,354.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1, 1926-</td>
<td>State highway projects let: 670.13 miles @ $8,688,558.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 31, 1927</td>
<td>Structures: $367,492.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1, 1927-</td>
<td>State highway projects let: 1,363.5 miles @ $16,173,183.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 31, 1928</td>
<td>Structures: $1,398,624.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>Committee on Standards, American Association of State Highway Officials, establishes U.S. engineering standards that &quot;made mandatory ten-foot traffic lanes, eight-foot shoulders, a minimum concrete surface thickness of six inches, and a one-inch crown on a two-lane concrete highway.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>Highways in Texas by type: Concrete - 96 miles; Asphalt - 1,060 miles; Gravel, shell, stone - 5,000 miles; Dirt - 10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928-1930</td>
<td>Approx. 1,100 miles of gravel roads received asphalt surface treatments. Approx. 800 miles of roadway were widened.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 31, 1930</td>
<td>Texas highway system: 18,928 miles of road, including 8,167 miles of dirt roads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 6, 1931</td>
<td>18,539 total state highway miles (most in U.S.) 15,558 miles surfaced = 84% of total (national average = 72%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiscal year ending</td>
<td>Federal aid: $7,366,218.00 (most in U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 30, 1931</td>
<td>1931-1932 2,305.14 miles completed @ $24,693,519.61 Bridges, underpasses, overpasses @ $3,75,235.17 Federal funds = 28.38% County funds = 29.95% State funds = 41.15% Other funds = 0.52%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In mid-1917, the Texas Highway Commission took over approximately 12,000 miles of roads. The three Commission members (Curtis Hancock, a Dallas lawyer; Thomas R. McLean, a Mount Pleasant banker and farmer; and H. C. Odle, a Meridian farmer and stockman) appointed George A. Duren to serve as State Highway Engineer. Duren was a civil engineering graduate of the University of Texas who had worked for railroad and interurban companies. From the beginning, all four men worked closely with J. D. Fauntleroy, who was district engineer for the Sixth Federal Aid Department of the Office of Good Roads, which included Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Louisiana. Secretary of the Commission was David E. Colp, who had played leading roles in Bexar County and Texas Good Roads associations.

While the Legislature was conferring and the Texas Highway Commission and its engineer subsequently were busy organizing and
responding to the requirements of the new legislation during the first half of 1917, named road associations continued with their work. One of the most noteworthy associations was the Fort Worth–El Paso Highway Association, whose members had worked since at least 1912 with counties on the route to build “a great permanent highway connecting Fort Worth and El Paso.” Their efforts had caught the attention of Captain Fauntleroy, and he made a trip over the road from El Paso to Palo Pinto County with the secretary of the association, W. B. Starr of Midland, and its engineer, John B. Merriweather of Big Spring, in February 1917.213

Fauntleroy’s trip was interrupted by a summons to give testimony to the Legislature, but the Fort Worth Star–Telegram opined that he was familiar enough with the route to recommend it “for the very first work to be done under government supervision.” The Star–Telegram stated that one of the first roads for which federal aid would be requested was the Fort Worth–El Paso Highway, which the Texas Good Roads Association promised to endorse because it believed the road had importance to the entire state. The road already was “a part—the big part—of a road that would traverse the state at its greatest breadth, with a 900-mile stretch from Texarkana in one corner to El Paso in another.” It would be the main conduit for tourists from the North, who traveled to Texas in the winter, and it would facilitate travel between Texas towns on its route.214

Plans to promote the “new state highway” developed further in March, when the Dallas Automobile Club invited 14 men from counties east of Dallas to discuss plans to secure a state highway through northeast Texas. The Dallas Morning News hoped that the group would formally organize and become part of the El Paso–Texarkana Highway Association. That umbrella organization could then get recognition for a state route through Texarkana, Atlanta, Mount Pleasant, Sulphur Springs, Greenville, Rockwall, Dallas, Fort Worth, Mineral Wells, Weatherford, Abilene, and other cities, ending in El Paso. The plan was to log and map the route, cooperate with county authorities, and get their agreement to cooperate with state and federal governments in building and maintaining the road. The association then would make its presentation and argument to the Texas Highway Commission.215

The work of the Highway Commission and State Engineer was of great interest to the Fort Worth–El Paso and Dallas–Texarkana Highway Associations and to the Texas Good Roads Association, which coordinated with the Texas Highway Department to have a convention in Mineral Wells in June 1917. The recently formed Dallas–Texarkana group was urged to join with the older Fort Worth–El Paso Highway Association and then work to build a trans-state road, but no such amalgamation occurred before the Mineral Wells meeting.216
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Figure 36. Photograph of a convention of the West Texas Chamber of Commerce in Mineral Wells in May 1905, illustrating the popularity of Mineral Wells as a convention destination at the time. The city of Mineral Wells was a popular destination for early Good Roads advocates who held several conventions there because of its abundant supply of restaurants, lodging and hotel accommodations that developed around the naturally occurring mineral water and springs in the area. The Texas Highway Commission held one of its earliest official meetings in Mineral Wells on June 21, 1917 when it designated the state’s first official highways. The Bankhead National Highway Association also met in Mineral Wells in 1919, and finalized the route through Texas at that time. Source: The Portal to Texas History, crediting Boyce Ditto Public Library, Mineral Wells, Texas, http://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth20344/ (accessed February 21, 2014).

The logic and importance of the connected route also seems to have occurred to the Commission and was reflected in the minutes of their meeting on June 21, 1917, in Mineral Wells, which was popular for both tourists and conventions at the time (Figure 36). They tentatively selected 25 roads that were described by their terminal or intermediate points; exact locations would be established by the State Highway Engineer. They designated the Texarkana, Dallas, Fort Worth, and El Paso Highway as State Highway No. 1, and described its tentative route as Texarkana, Mount Pleasant, Mount Vernon, Sulphur Springs, Greenville, Rockwall, Dallas, Fort Worth, Mineral Wells, Abilene, Sweetwater, Colorado [City], Big Springs, Midland, Pecos, Van Horn, and El Paso (the same route as that promoted by the Bankhead National Highway Association). One member of the Mineral Wells conference offered a resolution that was accepted to create two branches out of the Mineral Wells to Abilene segment, the southern branch going by Palo Pinto, Strawn, Ranger, Eastland, Cisco, Putnam, Baird, Clyde, and Abilene; and the northern branch going by Palo Pinto, Caddo, Brackenridge, Albany, and Abilene. (See Figure 35 earlier in this section.) A second resolution offered and accepted created two branches between Sulphur Springs and Texarkana, the southern route going from Texarkana to Atlanta, Linden, Hughes Springs, Daingerfield, Pittsburg, Winnisboro, and Sulphur Springs; and the northern branch going by way of Atlanta, Douglassville, Bryan Mill, Naples, Mount Pleasant, Mount Vernon, and Sulphur Springs. Although the southern route was initially part of SH 1, it was never considered to be part of the Bankhead Highway as promoted by the Bankhead Highway Association. The Texas Highway Commission designated the southern route between Texarkana and Sulphur Springs as “1A,” as noted on State Highway maps from 1919 and 1922. By 1923, this segment’s designation would change from SH 1 to SH 11.

Other named highways that achieved recognition by the Texas Highway Commission were the Meridian (SH 2), Southern National (SH 3, later named Old Spanish Trail), North Texas (SH 5), King of Trails (SH 6),
Central Texas (SH 7), East Texas (SH 8), Puget Sound to Gulf (SH 9), Jefferson (SH 11), Jeff Davis (SH 12), Ozark Trails (SH 13, referred to by the Commission as Ozark Trail), and Southwest Trail (SH 24). (See aforementioned Figure 35.) The balance of the highways derived their names from terminal points. In the meantime, highways whose associations perhaps hoped they would be designated as part of the highway system, such as the Colorado-to-the-Gulf, carried out inspections and pronounced their roads to be drivable. The Commission agreed within a few days of their meeting in Mineral Wells to approve a state highway named for Henry Exall, former president of the Texas Industrial Congress. Segments of the Henry Exall would overlay the King of Trails and Meridian Highways.

Following the recommendation of Department Engineer George Duren, the Commission partitioned the state into six engineering divisions districts (see aforementioned Figure 35), but only three division engineers were hired. The Commission itself and its engineer then spent the remaining summer months becoming familiar with the routes they had designated. They focused heavily on State Highway No. 1, beginning with the segment between Dallas and Texarkana, and were accompanied by Captain Fauntleroy, George Duren, and Dallas County Engineer J. F. Witt. They then conducted an inspection of the El Paso to Fort Worth segment and conferred with the Meridian Road, East Texas, Puget Sound to Gulf, and Colorado to Gulf highway associations at a number of meetings. Subsequent trips inspected or laid out the Del Rio–Canadian, Houston and San Antonio, Meridian, Colorado to Gulf, Fort Worth to Vernon, Austin to Temple, and San Antonio to Corpus Christi highways.

The field trips by the department’s commissioners and engineer uncovered considerable rivalry along the Dallas to Texarkana segment between counties that lay on the southern and northern routes defined by the Commission in June. In addition, residents in Cass County had seen the rivalry as an opportunity to propose a third, or middle, route that would go by way of Redwater, Maude, Douglasville, and Naples. Duren predicted that the rivalry would be productive because it would result in quicker completion of the northern and southern routes. But no amount of funding would rapidly cure the serious defects Duren found. Because of soil conditions, existing road locations would have to be moved in Rockwall and Morris counties. Numerous segments of road needed to be rebuilt in almost all the counties. The Sulphur River was a serious impediment because its rate of flow often led to persistent flooding.
Finally, Duren remarked on the persistence of “crooks,” probably alignments that followed property lines and would need straightening. His description of the route through a portion of Bowie County would have been typical of many Texas roads in 1917 (Figure 37). The county was in the process of improving a roadway leading from Texarkana and parallel to a rail line. But it traversed country not previously used as a highway. It had to cross several creeks where expensive fills and openings were necessary. “At present the road following this route is a crooked, winding trail through the timber, unimproved in any way except that trees have been cut down in sufficient number to enable vehicles to follow a beaten path.”224
The variety of existing road types along the proposed route was noteworthy and included dirt, gravel, asphalt macadam (a type of road construction made of crushed stone bound with another material, such as asphalt; named for its Scottish inventor John McAdam), first-class concrete, sand and sand-clay. Similar conditions existed along the El Paso–Fort Worth segment of State Highway No. 1, where deep sand was an impediment in the Monahans area. Department Engineer Duren encountered other problems created by sand in Ector County and cloudbursts that resulted in arroyo cutting. Road types on this stretch of State Highway No. 1 included asphaltic macadam, gravel, gravel surfaced with asphaltic oil, dirt, sand, and a rock, gravel, and caliche mix. The very best road was encountered in El Paso County, where a large cement plant and supplies of limestone and shale had supplied material to build an 18-foot-wide, 20-mile-long concrete road from the New Mexico–Texas state line to the City of El Paso (Figure 38). The highway east of the city was asphaltic macadam and comprised part of what Duren considered to be a modern system of highways that needed no state or federal aid.225

Descriptions of the road types along State Highway No. 1 also were descriptive of road materials across the state that J. D. Fauntleroy had written about in October 1917. The presence of blackland and sand meant that some areas were naturally impassable some or all of the time and would have to be modified before traffic could pass. But Texas also had as great a variety of materials suitable for road building as existed anywhere in the United States. As a result, Fauntleroy believed the road building problem in the state could be resolved only if communities understood that they had to first select the best location possible for a road. Then, during construction, contractors had to grade, provide for proper drainage structures, preferably of concrete, and then provide for a suitable surface to stand up to the prevailing traffic. To ensure surface durability, he recommended conducting traffic counts and analysis of the types of traffic using the roads.226

Figure 38. Photograph of an abandoned segment of concrete road located west of Doniphan Drive in El Paso, as it appears today. Historically, this roadway continued for 20 miles, stretching from the New Mexico-Texas state line into the City of El Paso. This segment may be among the state’s oldest examples of concrete highway construction and reflects the importance of locally available Portland cement as a road building material. The abundant supply of cretaceous limestone in the area fostered the development of El Paso as one of the state’s leading producers of Portland cement. Early experiments with the material demonstrated its effective use as a road-building material. Photo by HHM.
The Commission spent much of the summer and fall of 1917 making highway inspections, approving federal aid projects brought to them by the counties, making location modifications to existing routes, and approving entirely new ones. The department worked aggressively on surveying, assessing, planning, and funding, but not everyone was in agreement with the direction the agency was going. In mid-October, the Dallas Automobile Club called for a meeting after Dallas County District Attorney Mike T. Lively stated that he believed that the federal money controlled by the Highway Department was being wasted. The Department was “dribble[ing] [the money] out over the State.” He believed that the funds would be better used by completing one trans-state road at a time instead of improving small stretches that start nowhere and go nowhere. Other cities stated that the general population wanted “continuous highways on which they can travel from one prominent city to another.” Furthermore, it was completion of the main arteries from state line to state line that would bring the tourists.

Chairman Hancock responded immediately, pointing to the appropriations made, in particular, to counties through which State Highways Nos. 1 and 2 ran. He stated that the Commission was working with a plan and had adopted a system of 26 state-designated highways comprising about 9,000 miles. The highways had been numbered according to their relative importance. While the Commission was, indeed, operating within a plan as required by federal and state laws, the criticisms and concerns levied had some merit. The 1916 federal law had brought some supervision of local authorities by the State Commission, but its role remained that of “guide, counselor, and friend” to local officials who retained the initiative in road building. According to a report of the Joint Legislative Committee on Organization and Economy, the results of such an approach were failure to systematically develop state highways into a coordinated system, creating “a hodge-podge of roads of varying degrees of importance,” and this pattern persisted until 1932, largely as a consequence of “compliance with federal legislation,” resulting in a state highway system built “according to the standards of a system of county roads.”

Although the availability of non-local road materials became worse, the Commission’s work during the fall and winter of 1917–1918 continued much as before. The Railroad War Board, concerned about shipments of war-related material, denied railroads the use of gondola or open-top freight cars to ship materials for building and maintaining public and private highways during the war. The Highway Commission conveyed to Washington that it understood the policy, but the Commission wanted the Board to understand the impact the policy was having on highway construction and to appreciate the role highways played as military assets capable of transporting food and fuel. In Texas, the issue was particularly pertinent, since the state was the location of more existing
and new cantonments, military air fields, training facilities, and depots than any other state in the United States.\textsuperscript{232}

The concern with military transportation continued, carrying forward an earlier sentiment expressed by the Texas Legislature. Members petitioned Congress to make a provision for a national military highway through the Southwest, including through Texas.\textsuperscript{233} In January, Chairman Hancock delivered a complete report on the work of the Texas Highway Commission, one part of which focused on road construction in the vicinity of military facilities. Hancock noted that the Commission intended to facilitate travel into and out of cantonment points such as Fort Worth, Waco, San Antonio, and Houston. State Highway Engineer Duren would work to have the federal government modify its order forbidding freight cars from carrying road materials. A change in policy was necessary, he said, so that work could concentrate on military highways, more auto trucks could transport materials, and railroad traffic would be relieved.\textsuperscript{234} The balance of the Commission’s report consisted of reports and maps that gave a complete record of the Commission’s work up to December 1, 1917. It also identified the stretches of highway within the system that had received state and federal aid. Soon after, numerous projects on State Highway No. 1 were initiated, with plans and specifications for work in Titus, Dallas, Tarrant, Morris, and El Paso counties being approved.\textsuperscript{235}

The Commission’s focus on State Highway No. 1 was repeated early in 1918 by John Asa Rountree, a Birmingham, Alabama, publisher who formed an early alliance with Good Roads promoter John H. Bankhead in 1898. (See preceding Figure 20 in Section I.3. for more information regarding Bankhead.) The two men organized the North Alabama Good Roads Association, and Rountree cultivated his friendship with Bankhead, who eventually became a leading proponent of the Good Roads cause in Congress. In 1913, Rountree convinced Senator Bankhead to accept the National Good Roads Association’s presidency. (Refer to preceding Figure 8 in Section I.3. for a summary of the Good Roads movement.) Three years later, Rountree conceived the idea for a 4,000-mile transcontinental highway from Washington, D.C., to California to be named the John Hollis Bankhead National Highway.\textsuperscript{236} (See Figure 39.)

It is not clear when Rountree first made connection with officials in Texas, but once engaged, he was relentless in his promotion of the Bankhead Highway. He scheduled a meeting with Curtis Hancock in mid-February 1918, communicating that he would be in Dallas to confer with Hancock about the route the Bankhead National Highway would take through Texas. He also introduced the idea that an alternate route through Oklahoma instead of Texas might be selected by the Bankhead Association.\textsuperscript{237}
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Figure 39. Map of transcontinental auto trails, published by the American Automobile Association (AAA), ca. 1919. The images show some of the most important named highways that extended through Texas, including the Dixie Overland Highway (4), Old Spanish Trail (12), Colorado to Gulf Highway (13), and Bankhead Highway (14). These and the other highways represented the earliest and most significant roadways for motorists at the time. Many of these same highways later were incorporated into the interstate highway system and remain a vital part of the nation’s transportation network and infrastructure. Source: American Roads, crediting “Here Are the Motor Trails from Atlantic to Pacific – and All Points Between,” by A. L. Westgard, published in The Independent, June 7, 1919, http://www.americanroads.us/articles/The_Independent_1919_6_7_360.html (accessed February 24, 2014).
Rountree’s meeting with officials and prominent citizens in Dallas was a study in salesmanship. He represented first that the highway was complete from Washington, D.C., to Little Rock and was headed towards Los Angeles, California, with the Little Rock–Los Angeles route pending. He failed to acknowledge earlier designations of the proposed route through Texas other than making the statement that “county officials and others are anxious for the highway to extend through Texas and take up the Texarkana–El Paso roadway now being provided.” He alleged that the federal government eventually would take over the road and its maintenance, and that the next step would be to designate it a military highway. Rountree then informed the group that government road engineers would be at a meeting at Little Rock in April, when a route would be selected.

Hancock pledged the support of the Texas Highway Commission, and Rountree averred that the road “would be arranged for” by the Bankhead National Highway Association. He then re-identified the highway as a military road, and he differentiated it from every other road as being “essentially a Government proposition.” It was “in a class by itself,” not in “opposition or competition with any other national highway.” He then stated that “the Government authorities in Washington, D.C., had given assurance that when the survey of the highway is completed and everything is in readiness to begin its construction, the [federal] Government will go ‘fifty-fifty’ on the expense attached to making the highway an actual accomplishment.” He also maintained that a bill had already been introduced in Congress for that purpose.

Rountree had created a manic environment in North Texas, where proponents of the Texas route perceived that they were in direct competition with Oklahoma. Hubbard returned to Austin, where the Texas Highway Commission voted to designate State Highway No. 1 as the Bankhead Highway, replacing the name Texarkana, Dallas, Fort Worth, and El Paso Highway. The Dallas Automobile Club planned to send a large delegation to Little Rock to show support for the Texas route, as did towns in West Texas, while newspapers began to refer to the Bankhead as “the great military highway.”

The Little Rock meeting resolved nothing about the route, except a decision that pathfinders along the various routes would present their findings to the highway directors by January 1, 1919, and a final decision would be made at an upcoming 1919 convention in Mineral Wells. (See Figure 40.) Rountree then assured continued interest in Texas by appointing Arthur P. Dyer, manager of the Dallas Automobile Club as secretary-treasurer of the Texas Division of the Bankhead. Specifics about the operations of the Association relative to the actions and responsibilities of the Texas Highway Commission continued to develop.
as it occurred to some observers that the counties on the route and the
Commission had already financed much of the length of the road
through Texas. The responsibilities of the Bankhead National Highway
Association, then, were somewhat less clear, although there was
consensus that its work would have to be financed “by memberships
secured along the line of the proposed route.”

Highway associations such as the Ozark Trails, Meridian, and King of
Trails supported the endeavors of the Bankhead-affiliated organizations,
joining in their Good Roads conventions and working to make highway
routes more readily visible to motorists. County representatives at a
Good Roads meeting in Abilene in May 1918, pledged to mark the
Bankhead with distinguishing signs at the expense of each county. The
Dallas Automobile Club similarly announced plans to mark the
Bankhead through Dallas as well as the King of Trails Highway, which ran
from Corpus Christi and Galveston to Winnipeg, Manitoba. By May,
every telephone and electric pole on the route through Dallas had been
painted with the letters “K-T” on a yellow band. Outside the city limits,
the club intended to paint three poles per mile as well as three poles at
every turn and intersection. (See Figure 41.)

The drumbeat of publicity appears to have encouraged counties and
road districts to vote favorably for bonds to work on State Highway No.
1. All the counties were encouraged to improve their part of
the route sufficiently to make the Texas route the obvious choice for the
pathfinders. The Highway Commission moved ahead with funding for
segments of State Highway No. 1, among others. In particular, the
Commission approved funding for the south (SH 1 through
Strawn/Ranger/Cisco) and north (SH 1A through Palo
Pinto/Breckenridge/Albany) loops in West Texas because they would
serve “an oil producing section necessary to increase fuel production at
this [war] time.” The need for such improvements was reflected in a
humorous letter written by the secretary of the Cisco Chamber of
Commerce to Rountree after the visit of the pathfinders: “Here[,]s to
the Good road ? between Ranger and Strawn. I hope you boys have
survived the shock and are not resting upon flowery beds of ease. Let
your conscience be your guide and not the present condition of this

Figure 40. Photograph showing the attendees of the annual
Good Roads convention in Mineral Wells from April 14–19,
1919. The Bankhead National Highway Association likewise
held its annual meeting in Mineral Wells on April 18–19,
1919. Among the attendees were Senator John H. Bankhead
and John Asa Rountree of the Bankhead National Highway
Association. This meeting was critical in the history of the
Bankhead Highway in Texas. Members voted to support the
“All Texas Route” over a competing alignment that
extended through, Arkansas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, and
Texas, known as the “Four State Route.” Courtesy of the Old Jail
Museum, Palo Pinto.
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Figure 41. Details of the legends of Clason’s Touring Atlases from the 1920s, showing the pole markings for various named roads. In an era before the federal government imposed a standardized system of designating and marking roads, signage from highway associations provided a primary means of informing motorists of highway routes. These signs created a visual clue to assure travelers that they were following the correct path. Sources: "US Highway Systems: Present, Past, and Present," by Donald Dale Milne, Roadtrip 62, http://www.roadtrip62.com/Post021411.htm#.UwuQqvldWBB (accessed February 24, 2014); "1925-26 Oklahoma Map from Clason’s Touring Atlas," http://historicroadmaps.com/OklahomaPage/1926ClasonsOklahomaPage/image1.html (accessed February 24, 2014).

road, for you know all tourists will want to come thru the oil belt for there are lots of ‘Ginks’ in the world that have never seen an oil well.”

The path-finding effort in the fall of 1918 began in Memphis, Tennessee, and made a loop through Arkansas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, and Texas, where the convoy began in El Paso and traveled eastward to exit the state at Texarkana. (See Figure 42.) The months between the survey and meeting in Mineral Wells were filled with lobbying on the part of road proponents in Oklahoma, New Mexico, and Texas, and analysis of collected information by Bankhead officials. There were strong arguments in favor of two routes in West Texas and New Mexico, one of which would make a scenic loop through Roswell and the White Mountains. Other decision-makers dismissed a route through Oklahoma City as well as a late bid from Sherman. Perhaps one of the most important observations was expressed by S. M. Johnson of the AAA in Washington, D.C., who stated that there had been “no show for any special appropriation by Congress to build the B[ank] H[ead]” despite considerable lobbying on the part of the Bankhead Association. Therefore, the Texas route seems to be the most logical, given the money the state had pledged to its construction.

The exact route of the Bankhead was in question, and Congress demonstrated little will to assume responsibility for funding any transcontinental military routes. But the end of World War I brought a rearrangement of priorities that promised to benefit Good Roads advocates. Perhaps inspired by the roads War Department personnel had seen in Europe, Congress voted at the end of February to appropriate an additional $200 million in federal aid to be spent in line
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The legislation also broadened the definition of rural post roads and doubled the federal contribution per mile to $20,000.00. S. M. Johnson, after witnessing the event from the gallery at the Capitol, crowed to Rountree about the final vote of 268 to 71 and advised him that the states could go ahead to provide their end “of the 50–50.” Apparently inspired by the events in Washington, D.C., the Texas Legislature considered and passed the Laney Bill, which called for a constitutional amendment. If it passed, voters would decide whether to empower the state to issue road bonds up to $75 million. Finally, the requirement in the 1917 Texas law that successful road bond votes required a two-thirds majority to pass, by 1919, required only a majority vote.

All of these events advanced the cause of Good Roads in Texas. They likely were topics of discussion at the seventh annual convention of the United States Good Roads Association and the third annual convention of the Bankhead National Highway Association. During the meeting, the Del Rio–Canadian Highway Association was formed, and Decca Lamar West, who had been a prime mover for Good Roads in the Texas Federation of Women’s Clubs, made a plea for a national highway named for Jefferson Davis. (See Figure 43.) Fellow Federation member Mrs. J. L. Landrum of Austin spoke on behalf of beautifying the national highways. In addition, an organization was formed “to promote and cause to be constructed a transcontinental highway along an All-Southern Route” from Washington, D.C., to San Diego to be known as the Robert E. Lee Highway. The event at Mineral Wells was packed with proponents of the various routes proposed for the Bankhead Highway. The pathfinders’ report was presented to the directors of the Bankhead National Highway Association and read by them, after which...
The “all-Texas” route was selected. That route followed the Highway Department’s 1917 proposal for State Highway No. 1, leading from Texarkana to Naples, Mount Pleasant, Mount Vernon, Sulphur Springs, Greenville, Rockwall, Garland, Dallas, Fort Worth, Weatherford, and Mineral Wells. From Mineral Wells, the highway would go to El Paso by way of Palo Pinto, Strawn, Ranger, Eastland, Baird, Abilene, Merkel, Sweetwater, Roscoe, Colorado [City], Big Spring, Stanton, Midland, Odessa, Pyote, Barstow, Pecos, Toyah, Wild Horse, Van Horn, and Sierra Blanca. The report acknowledged that State Highway No. 1, as identified by the Highway Commission, included an alternative route between Texarkana and Sulphur Springs and another between Mineral Wells and Abilene. But the pathfinders and committee chose not to include them.255

Immediately following the Mineral Wells meeting, the Bankhead National Highway Association signed a contract with the National Highway Marking Association of Chicago to mark the highway along the officially designed route. The markers were to be of reinforced concrete 24 inches long, 13.5 inches wide, and 1.5 inches thick. The slab would contain the word “Bankhead” in blue capital letters, “the letter ‘H’ in red and the signal mark in black.” (Refer to aforementioned Figure 41.) Posts for the markers were to be concrete also, with slots or shoulders. They were to be 6.5 feet long, four inches square at the top, six inches square at the bottom, and tapered to be sunk at least two feet in the ground. Other poles, 10 feet long, would provide information that local authorities thought was important on concrete asbestos strips.256 The significance of the contract was not lost on Arthur P. Dyer, manager of the Dallas Automobile Club, who noted that the secretary of the association was “instructed not to receive any applications for membership from Oklahoma, thus assuring beyond all doubt” that the highway would be routed through Texas and not Oklahoma.257 The markers would serve as visual affirmation of the route selection made at Mineral Wells.

The choice of routes for the Bankhead was only superficially final, and identification continued to be a bone of contention. An influential supporter of the Oklahoma route was overheard by another delegate on a train after the Mineral Wells convention, saying that the money the Oklahoma contingent had raised to secure delegates ought to be used to put up Bankhead Highway markers on the Oklahoma route. There was “no power on earth to prevent it and if the Bankhead Highway or anyone else wanted to go into the courts they could do so.”258 The Oklahoma proponents subsequently restyled themselves as the Scenic Route and began holding annual conventions.259

Earlier in 1919, the sometimes chaotic politics that accompanied interactions between highway associations and state highway commissions became a topic of concern for the United States Bureau of...
In addition, it seemed that the 1916 federal legislation modified in 1919 by the increase in the highway-dedicated budget still was not achieving the goal of creating a national highway system for which some had hoped. A revised Townsend Bill had been introduced in Congress in June 1919 that called for creation of a federal highway commission. The duty of the commission would be to “select the highways to be included in the national highway system” within two years of enactment of the legislation.

The bill was reintroduced, but was not successful, and another version was introduced in the House of Representatives in December 1919. The purpose of the bill was to create a National Department of Highways to be known as the National Highway Commission. The responsibility of the Department of Highways would be “to construct and maintain ‘a system of connected, main, inter-state, motor highways. . . .’” The purpose of the Act was “to produce and effect an alliance of all such highways in the United States as hereafter may be selected and designated as National Highways by the Department of Highways, such highways to be hereinafter referred to as National Highways and to comprise a whole, hereinafter referred to as the National System of Highways.” States would retain control of the highways and do the work of construction and maintenance. The costs would be borne by the federal government.

Debate about what was called the Townsend Bill continued in 1920 as Congress struggled to agree on a compromise that would link highways and broaden the focus of planning from county level to national level. In their own ways, the named highway associations kept the attentions of their constituencies on that national transportation landscape. The Bankhead National Highway Association, for example, reiterated the strategic military significance of the highway’s route. The Association sought to reinforce that perception, both with the War Department and Texas counties, by pressing for a military convoy in 1920 through the South that would mimic the one that had traveled over the Lincoln Highway in 1919. The War Department viewed the convoy, in part, as a way to assist in “the development of a system of national highways, by bringing before the public in an educational way, the necessity for such a system.”

The convoy was hardly an unmitigated success on its trip through Texas, thanks to drought-breaking rains that created seas of mud and impassable roads in West Texas. But the exercise allowed Rountree to reiterate the identity of the Bankhead as a highway having national significance. Similar efforts led officials to scout West Texas in 1920 for the most appropriate route for the Old Spanish Trail as it moved westward from the Hill Country to El Paso and beyond. Promoters of the Jefferson Davis National Highway also pressed their suit, receiving official designation by the Texas Highway Commission for
Debate about federal highway legislation continued unabated during 1921. Certain parts of what eventually became the Federal Aid Act of 1921 appear to have caught the attention of the Texas Legislature, which preemptively passed the Davidson-Perkins Patrol Act early in 1921. The focus of the Act was to rank roads within counties and establish a uniform system of maintenance. By definition of the Davidson-Perkins Patrol Act, first-class roads were those designated by the Texas Highway Commission and comprised of one road leading in the direction of the county seats of each adjoining county, and other roads subject to constant and heavy traffic. Second-class roads were the main arteries of travel leading to first-class and lesser used roads. Third-class roads were the lesser arteries connecting second- and first-class roads with all other roads designated not in classes one or two but designated public. Then, in late March 1921, the Commission voted to designate a number of state highways as “The Major State Highway System.” These included Highway No. 1 (the Bankhead Highway), the various routes of Highway No. 2 (the Meridian Highway), and the various routes of Highway No. 3 (the Southern National Highway, also known as the Old Spanish Trail), among others.

Concurrent with the actions of the Texas Legislature and Highway Commission, national debate occurred over provisions of two competing bills, the Dowell Bill and the Townsend Bill. The Dowell Bill was favored by agricultural interests because it focused more on the needs of rural communities. Farm interests objected to construction of a limited number of hard-surfaced transcontinental roads until after local farm-to-market highways were constructed. More to the point, the American Farm Bureau Federation characterized the Townsend Bill as providing “cross country trunk lines of boulevards for those who have
Debate concluded in November 1921, when Congress passed the Federal Highway Act of 1921. This new Act reiterated the basic principles of the 1916 Act, but addressed aspects of that Act that had permitted a wide dispersion of federal funds, resulting in a lack of connected arteries. To cure this problem, the 1921 Act required that the Secretary of Agriculture and each state highway department jointly “designate a system of important interstate and intercounty roads limited to seven percent of the country’s total road mileage.” This mileage would then comprise the Federal Aid Highway System, which would receive all future federal funding.272 (See Figure 46.) The Act also specified that the state had to have “direct control,” a requirement that was not allowed by the Texas Constitution in 1921. Because the state Constitution vested authority over highways in the counties, the Act required changes in the state’s laws and Constitution so that exclusive control was vested in the Texas Highway Department.273 Nonetheless, the authority to set priorities regarding highway construction was vested in the state, not in the federal government.

Figure 45. Photograph entitled “Cotton Bales on Truck,” 1920. Early road advocates in Texas and the rest of the nation often debated how and where roads should be built and who would benefit most from such networks. Some argued that transcontinental highways would be a major economic catalyst by enabling people to drive and tour the nation. Others contended that a road network that served local needs provided far greater economic advantages and development opportunities. Such a system, they stated, would be a boon to states with agricultural-based economies such as Texas. The availability of good roads that could be used year round would enable farmers to bring cotton (as depicted in the image to the right) and other crops to market more efficiently and profitably. Source: University of North Texas Libraries, The Portal to Texas History, crediting Taylor Public Library, Taylor, Texas, http://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth145843/citation/?q=truck (accessed February 24, 2014).
Figure 46. “The Federal Aid Highway System Progress Maps,” 1921, updated through 1928. Highways selected to receive federal funding are shown. Source: National Archives at College Park, College Park, Maryland, Record Group 30, Bureau of Public Roads, Series 20, Progress Maps 33 – Texas.
1921–1925

With passage of the Federal Highway Act of 1921, Texas found itself in jeopardy of losing federal aid. With a three-year grace period, however, concerned citizens organized to inform the general public and exert pressure on the Legislature to pass necessary legislation at its 1923 session. While that effort initially failed, legislation passed in 1925 enacted the laws necessary to retain federal funds.

The success of the effort was due largely to the work of the newly formed Texas Highway Association and to the Federation of Women’s Clubs. Private highway associations such as the Old Spanish Trail contributed as well. They also moved forward to promote continued construction funding and road extensions and improvements for each of the named highways. With the Federation, the associations focused on the public’s awareness of the benefits of highway amenities by encouraging installation of signage, camps, and landscaping while discouraging billboards that distracted from scenic values (Figure 47). They found a willing partner in the newly formed State Parks Board, whose first chair was the Good Roads promoter David E. Colp and whose secretary was Mrs. W. C. Martin, a member of the Federated Clubs with a particular interest in roadside landscaping. (Refer to Figure 29 in previous Section I.3. for details regarding Colp’s background.)

The 1921 Federal legislation granted a three-year grace period to the states, but concerned citizens knew that the date embraced only one legislative session in Texas. On April 17, 1922, approximately 300 people gathered at the State Capitol and, with the encouragement of Governor Pat Neff, organized the Texas Highway Association. The board of directors met in Waco the next month and appointed a legislative committee to work out a detailed plan that could be presented to the Legislature. They met again in August with the Federal District Engineer, State Highway Engineer, and members of the Texas Highway Commission. They adopted a legislative program and made plans for a program of public education.274

Assistance appeared in the fall from the Old Spanish Trail Association, which used its convention as a vehicle to educate members about the 1921 law and seven percent system. Members organized to assist the Highway Department to secure the necessary state laws and an adequate state highway fund.275 With the leadership of Decca Lamar
West, Chairman of the Good Roads Division, the Texas Federation of Women’s Clubs also recruited memberships in the Texas Highway Association to promote passage of necessary legislation. After the Association met, developed recommendations, and submitted them to the Legislature, West’s committee wrote more than 1,400 letters, released articles to more than 100 newspapers, and subsequently developed a model address that succinctly explained what was at stake if Texas failed to meet the requirements of the federal law.276

The Legislature passed bills that created a maintenance fund and theoretically relieved counties of that burden,277 but it failed to meet a deadline required to allow the necessary popular vote to amend the Texas Constitution. During the year that lapsed between sessions, the Texas Highway Commission took over general maintenance of all state highways on January 1, 1924, although some counties that owned equipment were permitted to perform their own maintenance (Figure 48).278 In November, the Commission designated State Highway Nos. 1, 2, 3 (Del Rio route), 5, 6, 12, 15, 16, 47, 50, and 54 as comprising the primary roads of the Federal Aid Highway System279 (see Figure 49), and in 1925 the Legislature enacted laws that relieved counties of construction and maintenance supervision. Under the statute, the Texas Highway Department was charged with direct control in making surveys, plans, and specifications for all highways. The duties of the counties were therefore limited to aiding the state in highway construction by agreed-upon contributions, thereby bringing Texas into conformity with the requirements of the Federal Highway Act of 1921.280
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Figure 49. Texas Highways of the Seven Percent System, 1924. The Federal Highway Act of 1921 provided matching federal funds for state highway construction for up to seven percent of the total number of road mileage in each state. This map graphically depicts the evolution of the rapidly improving highway network in Texas that utilized these funds. The map also indicates the highways that the Texas Highway Department considered to be the most significant at that time. Areas with the highest population densities, such as northeast, central, and southeast Texas, had the most intricate and developed network of roads. The numbers in bold and dashed lines note the 16 divisions within the Texas Highway Department that implemented the state’s highway program within their respective jurisdiction. Source: Daughters of the Republic of Texas Library at the Alamo, San Antonio, Texas.
While the state was struggling with the implications of the Federal Highway Act of 1921, and the legalities and requirements associated with the seven percent system between 1921 and 1925, the named highway organizations and Federation of Women’s Clubs, in cooperation with the new state parks board, were enjoying several years of success in their endeavors to build and promote their roads. There was a growing suspicion from the Bureau of Public Roads about the purposes and methods of the named roads promoters, and the American Association of State Highway Officials (a national organization comprised of transportation officials and professionals founded in 1914) met regarding trail marking. At their 1924 assembly, the officials admitted that there were reputable associations that had rendered a public service by “stimulating highway improvement, maintenance, and marking.” Unfortunately, there were others that capitalized on public demand for roads by organizing trails, collecting money, and were generally self-serving to the detriment of reputable organizations. However, the Association had no tools at its disposal to take action against rogue highway associations.

The challenging relationship between the official Texas Highway Commission and the named highway associations was highlighted by disagreements about route selection. For example, the Texas Highway Commission defined the Old Spanish Trail as strictly traveling along the route of State Highway No. 3, as defined by maps of the Federal Aid Highway System. (Refer to Figure 46 earlier in this section.) The Old Spanish Trail Association, on the other hand, considered its scope much broader, even stating in a brochure that the Old Spanish Trail was “no longer a single highway, but a system of highways, for the people are seeking to open the way to every alluring historic spot along the Southern Borderlands.” The profusion of routes led to conflicts with other routes, some of which were hard-fought, and others of which were amicable. One of the most bitter was between the Old Spanish Trail Association and the Lee Highway Association, which threatened to preempt, at different times, both the Bankhead and the Old Spanish Trail. Another conflict that persisted for years was between the Old Spanish Trail and the Jefferson Davis National Highway. On the other hand, the Old Spanish Trail Association’s chairman, Harral Ayres, was able to establish a cooperative relationship with John C. Nicholson, President of the Meridian Highway. In a series of letters and sometimes using frank language, they commiserated with one another over David Colp of San Antonio, who was involved with multiple highway associations, the Texas Good Roads Association, and the Texas State Parks Board. Unbeknownst to Nicholson, Colp had marked the Meridian Highway while simultaneously working for the Old Spanish Trail. Colp then had tried to get himself elected president of the Meridian Highway after being released by Ayres. By April 1924, Ayres noted that Colp was busy in South Texas promoting the Glacier to Gulf Highway. Ayres wrote that Colp used other highway routes but marked them as the Glacier to
Gulf. Ayres also noted that “[these routes] wobble around, perhaps wherever a bit of money is possible. That’s his type. He does have a rare facility for putting over bond issues, and this gives him recognition in my quarters.” Ayres and Nicholson agreed that it would be mutually beneficial to cooperate and promote one another’s highways by sharing maps and brochures.284

Like the Old Spanish Trail and Meridian Highway, the Bankhead Highway experienced continuous improvement between 1921 and 1925, thanks to the numerous projects the Texas Highway Commission approved along its main route, the willingness of counties to vote bonds, and the work of the Bankhead National Highway Association to keep the highway in the public eye. The identity of the Bankhead as the most important route in the Major State Highway System, as defined by the Commission on March 21, 1921, was affirmed in April 1924, when it was first in the Preferred System of Highways and on November 24, 1924, when it was designated a primary road of the Federal Aid Highway System.285 Funding flowed to State Highway No. 1 projects proportionately, and notable improvements followed. These included straightening and shortening of segments from the west Dallas County line through Arlington, a growing tendency to standardize the surface width to 16 feet, and building on a new location in El Paso.286 There were projects that specified expensive, durable paving materials in areas that experienced heavy traffic, such as the oil fields around Ranger (Figure 50). The Highway Commission also was interested in completing the highway entirely through counties and willing to work with counties in West Texas that sometimes had trouble passing bonds. The Commission was particularly willing to help counties that were the locations of roads that represented important links in transcontinental routes.287 Road types remained variable, with little consistency of materials (dirt, gravel, macadam, concrete, and brick). But by early 1924, Thomas MacDonald, Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads, could report good news to the Honorable Representative W. B. Bankhead (son of the late Senator John H. Bankhead) about the highway named after his father. A total of 350.2 miles had been completed in Texas with Federal Aid funding, and another 180.3 miles were under agreement, for a grand total of 530.5 miles.288

As with the other named highways, the question of routes on the Bankhead National Highway was a source of constant discussion and, sometimes, disagreement. Regardless of what the Highway Commission chose to fund, communities in the general area of the highway always

Figure 50. Photograph entitled “Ranger, Texas” showing oil development, ca. 1919. The city of Ranger was at the epicenter of an intense oil boom that brought rapid growth and prosperity to this small community in Eastland County. The discovery of oil nearby in 1917 brought many people to Ranger seeking to capitalize and profit from the oil boom. The influx of people, goods, and materials strained the city’s and region’s infrastructure, and the poor road quality hampered the development of the local oil industry. These conditions forced local and state officials to work to improve the road network as quickly as possible. The boom in Ranger was one of many such oil-related events that affected the development of the Bankhead and other named highways. Source: The Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Collection, http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2007661591/ (accessed February 24, 2014).
In one case, proponents of a route did not just request a modification but set out, instead, to create an entirely new branch. An association formed in Pittsburg, Texas, on May 26, 1921, for the purpose of charting an extension off of the main Bankhead route that would run from Mount Pleasant to Mexico City. The Texas–Mexico Branch would run to Pittsburg and then to Gilmer, Tyler, Athens, Kerens, Corsicana, Waco (where it would join the Meridian Highway route), Temple, Austin, San Antonio, and Laredo (Figure 51). Some Bankhead Association officers were supportive of the idea of a new branch route. But the Bankhead National Highway Association’s Midland director, J. M. DeArmond, was less enthusiastic. In June, he wrote to Rountree, “...I am not unmindful of the fact that the branches we have created thus far have caused all the fights and friction in the organization and I am not in favor of creating any more until we have properly received the recognition from the United State[s] Government and the respective State Governments of the Main Line and got it so well fixed that all the branches will not expect to be Main Lines at every Convention.”

In yet another case, the proponents of the Oklahoma route refused to give up their claims to the Bankhead. As late as 1921, representatives from that state attending the national Bankhead meeting attempted to recapture the main route from Texas. While their efforts proved unsuccessful, their support of road building and use of the Bankhead name resulted in official recognition by the Association of three major routes in 1925: the main line and branches from Texarkana to El Paso; the Texas–Mexico branch or division from Mount Pleasant to Laredo, and the Four States branch or division from Arkadelphia, Arkansas, to Durant, Oklahoma, and Marlow, Oklahoma, through New Mexico to El Paso, Texas. (See Figure 52.)

Disagreements about routing within the organization were accompanied by threats from other named highway associations, which declared their intentions to mark as their own a route that had been claimed by the Bankhead Association. The Robert E. Lee and Jefferson Davis Highway associations that had bedeviled the Old Spanish Road also drew the ire of the Bankhead. Rountree kept up a heated correspondence with and about representatives of the Lee Highway, enlisting the help of the former Senator Bankhead’s family and the AAA. His ire was directed, particularly, at Decca Lamar West, proponent of the Jefferson Davis Highway, who had alleged that her proposed route pre-dated the Bankhead. He dismissed the Jefferson Davis Highway as hoped that routes could be modified. In Texas, the town of Commerce pressed incessantly to be on the Bankhead, as did Breckenridge, where the city secretary sent a letter to Rountree asserting that the mileage from Mineral Wells to Abilene by the northern route (Breckenridge and Albany) was considerably shorter than the southern route (Ranger).
“simply a road on paper and . . . a beautiful sentiment,” but nothing to be taken seriously except for its possible usurpation of the Bankhead.²⁹⁵

All of the named highway association leadership realized that their claims to a particular route could be tenuous without visible markings on the landscape. One way to accomplish this was to erect signs that associated a particular route with a particular name. Throughout the early to mid-1920s, Rountree attempted to achieve a workable contract with a number of road signing companies that would install the markers designed by the Bankhead National Highway Association across the entirety of the route. He failed to meet with success, and so the Texas Auto Club undertook the task and finished marking the road from Texarkana to Dallas by the middle of February 1923. The markers would not have met with Rountree’s approval, because they consisted of a band around telephone poles marked “State Hy No. 1.”²⁹⁶ Through Senator Bankhead’s son, he did, however, manage to arrange a concession from the Texas Highway Department in May 1924. State Highway Engineer Gibb Gilchrist wrote to Representative W. B. Bankhead (Alabama) that the Texas Highway Commission had officially designated State Highway No. 1 as the Bankhead Highway. “We are at present arranging to mark out highways and will, of course, be glad to have the markers on our State Highway No. 1 read, ‘Bankhead Highway.’”²⁹⁷ (See Figure 53.) Rountree must have been pleased to inform Bankhead that, even if official markers were not in place, his father’s name was being memorialized in countless other ways on the landscape: “In Texas I counted along the route more than a dozen Bankhead highway filling stations. I found two hotels named ‘The Bankhead Hotels’ [sic]. I found three different automobile Companies named ‘Bankhead Automobile Company’. You can see that Texas is

---

Figure 52. Map of the Bankhead Highway. This map depicts two of the three Bankhead National Highway routes (the All Texas and Four States). The Texas–Mexico Division was acknowledged by the Bankhead National Highway Association but not usually depicted on their official maps. Source: Box 66.22.1, John Asa Rountree, Sr., Papers, Department of Archives and Manuscripts, Birmingham Public Library, Birmingham, Alabama.
Figure 53. Map of Auto Trails in Texas and beyond, published by Rand McNally, 1923. This map captures the rapidly evolving highway network in the south-central region of the United States at that time. The legend at the bottom right-hand corner shows the proliferation of the highways in the region and how complicated these “name highways” could often be to travelers. The complicated nature of this unregulated highway naming system was soon replaced with a federal system that standardized highway names based on numbers for routes that extended into multiple states.

Source: Texas Historical Commission, History Programs Division files, Austin, Texas.
perpetuating the name of ‘Bankhead’ and are [sic] proud of the same (Figure 54).” Rountree understood the value of making the presence and identity of the highway known through landscaping as well as through signage. He had identified the need for a beautification effort by at least 1920, when he proposed to form a Beautification Commission composed of 12 women – one woman for each of the states through which the Bankhead highway passed. In December 1920, the Association created the Commission, whose work would include “the prevention of the use of the right of way for advertising purposes, that would detract from the beauty of the landscapes or that would be otherwise undesirable; the planting of the memorial and food producing trees and flowers, the marking of historical sites, with suitable tablets, and the placing of a series of monumental mile stones along the way.” All of these aspects of highway landscape treatment were topics that had been defined and explored by the Federated Women’s Clubs for almost a decade.

In November 1923, Rountree took up the subject of appointing a Texas representative to the Woman’s Commission. J. M. DeArmond in Midland recommended Florence (Mrs. W. B.) Martin of Dallas, and she received an appointment in 1924. Rountree was immediately impressed, and in January, Martin announced her intention to attend the Good Roads Convention in Houston and inform delegates about the work that had been done to beautify the Bankhead Highway. She worked to appoint committees in counties along the Bankhead route that were charged with planting flowers, roses, shrubs, and trees in the spring. (See Figure 55.)

Rountree could not have chosen a more appropriate person to carry out highway beautification on the Bankhead Highway in Texas. Florence Martin was a long-time member of the Federated Women’s Clubs...
whose particular focus had been good roads and rural life. In 1923, she was appointed to the first State Parks Board by Governor Neff, and she became its vice president, serving under President Colp. The early idea of the Board was to acquire relatively small 50-acre parks as waysides for motorists driving from city to city. The Board soon went on extensive trips throughout the state, soliciting donations of parkland, usually adjacent to the highways that had been designated as part of the state highway system. Indeed, Colp fostered a close relationship among the Texas State Parks Board, Texas Highway Department, and named highway associations with which he was affiliated. He arranged for the State Highway Engineer to survey a potential park site and offered the donor a life membership in the Glacier to Gulf “motorway” for having given a park site along the highway. He frequently hosted meetings concerning parks that were attended by the State Parks Board and Highway Commission. Field trips in search of park sites often followed named highways, such as the Pat M. Neff or Bankhead Highways. Indeed, Colp had written early in his tenure as chair of the parks board that he hoped to get the parks system established quickly and then “turn it over to the State Highway Department to maintain.”

With the Old Spanish Trail and Bankhead Highway, the State Parks Board and Federated Women’s Club worked diligently during the early to mid-1920s to beautify areas adjacent to state highways and visible from them. In the absence of a Texas Highway Department-sponsored program, the work of these groups continued through the 1920s as they sought to provide motorists with the convenience of easily seen markers, comfortable camping grounds, and information about sites of historic or scenic note, all while promoting their own organizations.
One specialist in the administration and financing of highways in Texas, Frank Mann Stewart, has described the period 1925 to 1932 as the third significant stage of highway planning, funding, and construction in Texas. Until the early 1930s, it also was a period of significant prosperity in the state. The second half of the decade marked the conclusion of 10 years during which the state’s population grew by almost 25 percent. Cities also grew as rural residents increasingly moved to urban settings and became more mobile. The petroleum industry, which expanded with new strikes in West and East Texas, helped diversify the economy and supported an increase in automobiles: by 1929, one in every 4.3 Texans had an automobile (Figure 56). Increased prosperity brought greater opportunities for leisure as well, which helped spur the spread and growth of tourism. In some parts of the state where newly found oil discoveries spread broadly within the population, the wealth that accompanied the strikes lessened the effects of the Great Depression and provided opportunities for leisure activities.

The same period failed to result in development of an integrated, homogeneous state highway system that fulfilled the vision of the 1916 and 1921 federal highway acts, nor that of the state legislation of 1925. As a result, federal funding to Texas remained in jeopardy until at least 1927 because the state failed to maintain its highways adequately. Increases in taxes on gas were insufficient to create an adequate maintenance fund, and the state remained dependent in part on the success of county road bond elections to fund road construction and maintenance. Not until 1932, when the Legislature created a specific fund, were the counties at last relieved of their historic role in highway construction.
On a federal level, creation of a Joint Board on Interstate Highways resulted in debates about what constituted interstate as opposed to transcontinental highway systems and a decision to develop and impose a uniform numbering system for the highways that the Board identified as being transcontinental. Some scholars have argued that the imposition of a numbered system meant the immediate demise of the multitudinous named highway associations. However, some of them persisted into the late 1920s and early 1930s. They continued to promote not only their own particular organizations but also causes that the federal government was late to champion: highway beautification and restriction of billboards and other advertising.

Senate Bill No. 74 that passed the Legislature in 1925 appropriated to the Texas Highway Department all funds (less operating and maintenance monies) coming into the State Highway Fund that derived from registration fees and other sources. The funds were to be used for the establishment of a state highway system and its construction and maintenance. The law thus gave the Department authority to construct a state system of highways without depending on funds raised by the counties. In addition, the Department received authority to acquire additional right-of-way by purchase or condemnation, a necessary step if the Commission contemplated adding new highways or widening existing roads. Other road improvements not using federal aid could be made by the Department using county aid if it so chose. Regardless, all proposed projects had to be reviewed and approved by the State Engineer. Finally, the 1925 law defined the State Highway System as being comprised of all the highways included in the system plan that had been prepared by the highway engineer following the 1916 Federal Aid Road Act.

Technically, the 1925 legislation placed Texas in compliance with the 1916 Act. However, appropriated state funds were insufficient to meet demands for roads throughout Texas, and counties and road districts were still willing to tax themselves. As a result, the state-county partnership that had characterized road building continued for another seven years, and the Texas Highway Department received large amounts of local aid. By mid-1925, the Texas Highway Commission and its engineer were grappling once again with the implications of insufficient funds. In response, the Commission first recognized that work would have to continue occurring in a piecemeal fashion, with roads being placed on their proper locations first and then using available funds to grade and drain while waiting for the funds that were needed for surfacing. The Commission stated that its policy would be “to proceed as rapidly as possible with building the necessary earth works, culverts, and drainage on the main State Highways...” assuming that the plan would meet with the approval of a representative of the Bureau of Public Roads (Figure 57).
A lawsuit brought by Archer County that went to the United States Supreme Court threatened to complicate the issue of funding by introducing confusion about the legality of road districts and the associated great debt that counties had assumed for road building. The sale of bonds slowed considerably, as did highway construction work in 1925. Finally, the governor was forced to call the Legislature into special session in September and October 1926 to validate and legalize the state, county, commissioners’ precinct and special road district bonds and securities.312

Despite the lack of sufficient funding, highway projects let during fiscal year 1926 consisted of 1,059.15 miles of road and structures worth $1,094,354.14.313 (Refer to Table 4 earlier in this section.) In 1926, The Texas Almanac reported that the public road system in Texas embraced about 180,000 miles in 1926, of which approximately 20,000 miles were on the designated highway system. Of the 20,000 miles, 11,092 miles were on the federal designated system and consisted of 3,575 miles of primary and 7,517 miles of secondary highways. The approximately 160,000 miles outside of the two systems designated by the state and federal governments consisted largely of gravel and clay roads.314

Lack of adequate funding led the Texas Highway Commission to place specific responsibilities on the counties, which then assumed the associated costs. In July 1926, the Commission listed five requirements that governed acceptance of road designated as part of the State Highway System. First, the location and traffic count had to be made on the shortest and most feasible route with an eye to “eliminating all sharp turns, heavy grades and undesirable locations.” Second, the division engineer had to prepare a report that included a route map depicting the old road and proposed new location. Third, the counties through which a designated road passed had to provide adequate fenced right-of-way, which was a minimum of 80 feet and 100 feet on locations requiring heavy fills.315 Fourth, the road had to be sufficiently graded to be maintained with machinery in all weather conditions. Fifth, bridges on the roads had to be a minimum of 20 feet wide and culverts had to be a minimum of 24 feet wide. Guidance to the State Highway Engineer required that there be no sharp turns or right angles and, except under extraordinary conditions, no grades of over five percent or curves over six degrees.316 (See Figure 58.)

Lack of adequate funding also meant that maintenance was not being carried out as required, and federal aid was withdrawn from Texas between January and June 1927. The Commission then announced that it would not designate any new highways until the existing roads were improved sufficiently to meet the required standards. The ensuing political debate lasted five years and revolved around the problems associated with the burden of local highway taxes and identification of a solution in the form of state assumption of county and road district
A typical problem was that expressed by the county judge of Martin County, who wrote the Commission in February 1927 to request an inspection of State Highway No. 1 because it was “fast giving way to the heavy traffic due to the oil development in this part of the country.” A Commissioner responded that highway engineers would do an inspection, but the Commission lacked sufficient funds to make repairs. A stopgap measure in 1927 consisted of imposing a tax on gas of three cents a gallon until September 1, 1928, and using the receipts from automobile license fees. State Highway Engineer Gilchrist then worked during 1928 to rehabilitate hundreds of miles of road that had been neglected and poorly maintained.

Discussion about the sources of necessary funding revolved around raising them through taxes or through issuance of state bonds. The Highway Club of Texas, a private Good Roads association, favored a $100 million revolving fund bond issue for building “a connected and comprehensive system of durable state highways.”

Discussions by interested parties such as the Texas Highway Commission and numerous chambers of commerce continued through much of 1928 about methods of highway finance and construction, and in November, Governor Dan Moody appointed a citizens’ conference to prepare a legislative play for the 1929 session. During that session, Moody observed that Texas never would have a complete system of highways as long as it depended on local initiative. (See Figure 59.) Legislators were convinced to pass a bill that called for a four-cent gas tax. A final change to funding sources occurred in 1932, when the Legislature passed the State Assumption Highway Bond Law that provided funds to repay county and road district indebtedness. As a result, financing of construction of improvements at last became a wholly state-level responsibility with county participation consisting of providing right-of-way.
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Figure 59. Official Map of the Highway System of Texas September 1, 1930. A map published by the Texas Highway Commission depicted the numerous types of roads that comprised the highway system. Source: Dallas Public Library.
Strapped as the Texas Highway Commission was for money with which to execute maintenance and new construction between 1925 and 1929, commissioners still approved some number of projects that involved widening. They also provided funding to counties such as Mitchell to complete some of the only unimproved segments of important highways, or improving highways that received a relatively large amount of use, such as the one between Fort Worth and Abilene. In addition, the Commission undertook activities that had minimal financial impact on the Department. In March 1925, they voted to mark highways and contracted with H. Steckol to erect mile posts, sign posts, guide posts, and highway markers on and along the designated state highways. (Refer to Figure 41 earlier in this section.) They specified the locations where the signage was to be placed. Each sign was to have the number of the highway and the name (if there was one) painted in white. Additional information was to indicate distances to towns and have pointers and directions where two or more roads intersected or one diverged from another. The surface on which the information was painted had to be six inches long and made of 28-gauge sheet iron metal with a black or red background and white letters. Steckol was allowed to “place commercial advertising in uniform and artistic designs” on signs measuring a maximum of 2.5 feet wide and 4.5 feet long. He was to pay the Commission for the privilege of erecting the signs.

In October 1926, the Commission agreed to cooperate with the U.S. Department of War to install the “Harriman System of Road Marking” for the benefit of the Army. The system was to be installed on available road signs at highway intersections. Installation of signage in general appears to have been somewhat haphazard with local communities sometimes opting to erect their own. The Chambers of Commerce in Ranger, Eastland, Breckenridge, and Cisco, for example, erected signs on the Bankhead Highway that first were “large signboards” (Figure 60). These were replaced with presumably smaller signs that showed the
distance to the next town. Two years later, Department crews began “erecting signs and marking pavements in accordance with standards jointly set by the states through the American Association of State Highway Officials.” During the first year alone, the Department erected more than 100,000 signs.

While Texas Highway Department signage increasingly followed specific protocols, the Commissioners occasionally approved markers that catered to particular interest groups. The Commission voted to allow the United Daughters of the Confederacy (UDC) to place “suitable markers” on the Jefferson Davis Highway, which was described as running from the Sabine River near Orange to Houston over State Highway No. 3 (Old Spanish Trail), from Houston to Austin over State Highway No. 20, from Austin to San Antonio over State Highway No. 2 (Meridian), from San Antonio to Alpine over State Highway No. 3, from Alpine to Van Horn over State Highway No. 54, and from Van Horn to El Paso over State Highway No. 1 (Bankhead).

Confusion and conflict over highway names and general signage was pervasive, not just in Texas, but throughout the United States. Deciding that the variety created confusion for the traveling public as well as potential dangers, Secretary of Agriculture Howard M. Gore approved appointment of the Joint Board on Interstate Highways in February 1925. The Joint Board met first in April and decided to focus on the topic of selecting and numbering interstate routes. The first priority was to select a system of arterial highways in consultation with the state highway agencies and to designate no more than three percent of the total highway mileage per state for roads having greatest, secondary, and tertiary importance. A uniform shield design to be used throughout the country also was approved (Figure 61).

The named highway organizations had not been invited to the meetings because the Joint Board believed they might be hostile to substituting numbers for names. However, word about the Board’s deliberations leaked out. Initial reaction from the named highway associations was strong because they believed that the general public felt an attachment to the histories that stood behind the names. As one editorialist explained the choice, numbers were all very well for bureaucrats, but pleasure-bent tourists unconsciously absorbed “a vast amount of history and geography” on their trips. “The romance attached to such trips is what leaves the lasting impression and gives to the participant a definite, fixed and permanent element of education. . .” as opposed to a trip over U.S. Highway Nos. 11 or 60.

Private highway organizations, such as the Old Spanish Trail and Glacier to Gulf, informed their membership about the proposed changes. But it was the three percent restriction that raised the most competition. Colp wrote a letter to friends and officials in June 1925, informing them...
about the decisions of the Joint Board concerning selection of a system of arterial highways. He admitted that the Glacier to Gulf could not qualify 100 percent of its mileage, but he did think it merited recognition as a primary highway because it acted as a feeder to every other highway in the country except the Pacific Highway. He urged readers to forward endorsements so that the Glacier to Gulf would be included in the system.\textsuperscript{331} State highway departments also pushed strongly to have as much of their road mileage as possible included. As a result, the Joint Board’s early success with limiting the number of miles eventually turned to failure as the combined state agencies sought 132 changes in routing or numbering, and they pressed to have almost 100 percent more miles designated as part of the system than the Board recommended.

The Board also decided to assign odd numbers to north-south running highways and even numbers to east-west running highways. Whether or not the states chose to use the numbering system was up to each one. The Board acknowledged the work certain highway associations had done to interest people and communities along the routes to improve and maintain them. As a result, they assumed that some states would perpetuate highway names on the signs that carried the numbers adopted for highways extending into multiple states.\textsuperscript{332}

Unacknowledged was the leadership role that highway associations had taken for more than two decades in introducing the public to the vision of transcontinental, as opposed to local- or even state-level road systems. In 1925, the Joint Board members debated the subject of interstate vs. transcontinental. They did not define what they meant by “interstate,” but some members seemed to use the term in the sense of “intra-state.”\textsuperscript{333} Discussions of “transcontinental” were more tentative, and while the idea was not foreign to highway planners, they seemed to lack deep familiarity with a term that had pervaded thinking among the leadership of Good Roads leaders since Captain J. S. Daugherty had spoken of “annihilating space” in 1895. In fact, highway associations had always thought in the broadest and most adventurous geographical and historical terms. Members of such associations typically were knowledgeable, or at least curious, about local, regional, and national history, historic places, and historic figures. They embraced and promoted trails and roads that bridged state lines and crossed great amounts of geography. In the broadest sense, they thought and conceptualized across time and space, while also celebrating the specific places that embodied the identities of their particular road associations.

The federal government also lagged behind road associations and even states in other areas pertaining to roadside improvement. Congress did not pass an amendment to the 1916 Federal Highway Act until 1928, which permitted the federal government “to pay half the cost of
wayside planting along Federal-aid highways. . . .” That amendment mirrored and built on the work begun by the national Federation of Women’s Clubs in the early 1910s. By the mid-1920s, 23 states, including Texas, had laws governing tree and shrub planting along highways.334

During the first three decades of the twentieth century, Good Roads groups and named highway organizations had made significant contributions to highway planning, construction, landscaping, and associated local and statewide economies. However, scholars such as Weingroff have asserted that the creation of a numbered highway system in the United States in the mid-1920s “almost immediately render[ed] the named trails and their booster associations obsolete.” He pointed to the Lincoln Highway Association, which ended formal operations on September 1, 1928, as an example.335 A look at several of the highway associations active in Texas, however, indicates that their work persisted under their original or successor names throughout the 1920s and beyond. Two of them—the Bankhead National Highway Association and Old Spanish Trail Association—persisted at least until the end of the twentieth century.

Between 1925 and the early 1930s, the Old Spanish Trail, Bankhead, and Meridian highway associations worked to promote their respective highways as transcontinental routes. The Meridian Highway Association, for example, held its annual meeting in Salina, Kansas, in 1931 and adopted a guide that featured both the Meridian name and new U.S. highway designation (81). The guide touted the international route from Winnipeg, Canada, to Mexico City, Mexico; eventually the highway became a link in the Pan-American Highway system that stretched from Winnipeg to Tierra del Fuego, Argentina.336 The Bankhead similarly advertised its links with Mexico and its advantages as a transcontinental highway.337

Within each state through which the highways ran, the associations continued their work to remain visible and promote tourism as a positive financial boon to the towns and cities along their routes. The Old Spanish Trail Association regularly published travel logs based on meticulous field research (Figure 62). The staff talked to tourists about the information that would be most useful to them. The log portion of each publication provided travelers with information about road conditions, locations of tourist and auto camps, hotels, motor leagues and chambers of commerce, filling stations, garages, auto service and storage businesses, restaurants, restrooms, camp supplies and other provisions, and towing services. The businesses acknowledged in the guides, and those who chose to advertise, benefited from the Association’s work as increasing numbers of visitors used the Old Spanish Road, Bankhead, and Meridian guides and maps. In at least one case, an association established its own wayside park for the use of

travelers. The Old Spanish Trail acquired a plot of land where the Trail crossed Balcones Creek west of San Antonio at the line between Bexar and Kendall counties. There, the Beautification Committee planted 60 trees and shrubs, planted native trees along the roadway, and built large concrete pillars on the county line.338

By 1928, Harral Ayres had created a formal travel development program for the Old Spanish Trail. Underway since the organization moved its headquarters to San Antonio, the program included components that featured the usual guides, maps, publicity, and signage and route marking. It also included fliers targeting businesses along the trail, soliciting memberships in the Association, and explaining the financial benefits of membership. Because mileage changed “as the extensive construction program substitutes new roads for old. . .” the Association issued a Travel Bulletin that included updated mileage tables based on data obtained from the Automobile Club of Southern California in Los Angeles.339 The updates underscored the dynamic quality of road building and construction.

The Bankhead National Highway Association pursued a promotional program as well, but because of Asa Rountree’s distance from Texas, he had to depend on correspondents in remote and relatively isolated locations to keep him apprised of activities. Ongoing needs to improve the Bankhead Highway, especially in West Texas where oil-related activities took their toll on roads, required ongoing work by Good Roads proponents. Those advocates continued to lobby the Texas Highway Commission and pushed for passage of bonds by the counties. Chambers of commerce became increasingly outspoken on behalf of the Bankhead, and in 1927, political leaders from the counties between Big Spring and El Paso came together to form what they called the Bankhead Highway Association for the purposes of improving the road. They also sought to create an advertising campaign in the northern and eastern United States that would direct traffic onto the Bankhead. About the same time, a group of businessmen and farmers assembled in Mount Vernon to form the East Texas Bankhead Highway Association.340

The advertising effort culminated in a meeting in El Paso in November 1927. At that assembly, attendees created an advertising campaign for the Bankhead called “Broadway of America.”341 (See Figure 63.) By April 1928, supporters had come together to carry out what was acknowledged as an effective method of advertising and promoting named roads – the motorcade. Hoping to generate support for the use of the Bankhead, motorists in 27 cars set out from California and ended up in Memphis, Tennessee, with 635 cars, 1,598 delegates, bands, and groups of singers. (See Figure 64.) There, they voted to spend considerable funds to popularize the route. They decided to meet in Hot Springs, Arkansas, in April 1929.342
After 1927, the Bankhead Highway in Texas became better known as “The Broadway of America.” In Texas, the route followed SH 1, as the Bankhead Highway did. Outside of Texas, however, the route of the Broadway of America differed from the Bankhead Highway Route somewhat. For example, the Broadway of America veered northeast to travel through Memphis, Tennessee, to New York City, whereas the Bankhead Highway continued due east to Birmingham, Alabama. However, the significance of the Broadway of America is more closely related to its marketing efforts than the designation of its routes. In addition to the caravan that traveled from California to Memphis in 1928—creating a sensation along the way and generating newspaper publicity—the Broadway of America Association also organized what was, at the time, the largest regional press association meeting in history, held in Big Spring in July 1928. To maintain the momentum of marketing efforts, another motorcade trip took place in 1931. As the Broadway of America name moved to the forefront of tourists’ consciousness, many towns and cities changed the name of city streets to “Broadway” to attract tourists to local gas stations, restaurants, and lodging. These changing names over time underscore the fluid history of highway designations.

Asa Rountree was slow to embrace both the Broadway of America name and the new advertising methodologies, and the Bankhead National Highway Association met under that name in 1930. At the meeting in Oklahoma City, delegates heard a report on the state of the highway in Texas, where a hard surface road existed between Texarkana and Dallas. Eight months later, Rountree made plans to attend the Broadway of America meeting in Little Rock, apparently reconciled to the dual name. The delegates would have much to celebrate: Mitchell County, which had proved so problematic because its portion of the Bankhead had required special funding, had seen completion of 21...
miles of paving. The Bankhead at last was completely paved from Texarkana to El Paso.347

DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS ALONG HIGHWAYS

Response to Demographic Patterns

Texas’ population continued to grow in the period from 1917 to 1932, rising from 4,444,000 to 5,961,000.349 Unlike the era of railroad construction, few new towns were founded along newly constructed highways. Instead, cities with strategic economic locations prospered, while many rural areas and small towns plateaued or declined. Growth increasingly was concentrated in big cities. For example, between 1910 and 1930, the population of Dallas increased from 92,104 to 260,475.349 In cities, suburban growth continued to expand, now concentrated along highway corridors instead of along streetcar lines.350 As a result of this trend, the interurban rail line between Dallas and Fort Worth ceased operations in 1934.351

Transportation of People and Goods

This period witnessed the beginning of a comprehensive system of highways across Texas. At the same time, the state also began producing a wide variety of new goods and products that needed to be transported on these new highways. In addition to oil drilling, oil refining, cotton ginning, textile manufacturing, meat packing, dairy processing, and poultry processing all were growing industries. As the highway began to supplant the railroad as the primary mode of transportation for people and goods, the number of motor vehicles in the state grew rapidly, rising from 125,000 to 1,210,929. As commercial trucking became more important, the proportion of trucks grew as well, increasing from 2.4 percent to 16.68 percent.352

Oil Production

Agriculture remained a key part of the Texas economy, but oil- and petroleum-related products assumed greater significance and importance. Oil production in selected regions of Texas rapidly increased in the early 1920s. Highways were indispensable for bringing labor and supplies to oil wells and transporting oil to refineries and to market. As a result, the locations of the five most productive oil fields in 1922 correlated closely with highway development. For example, the Mexia oilfield was located near the Meridian Highway, the Burkburnett and Electra oilfields were near the North Texas Highway, and the Stephens County, Eastland County, and Mitchell County oilfields were along the Bankhead Highway.353 (See Figure 65.)
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Military Use

As the United States prepared for World War I, the military established a number of new Army camps in Texas near existing railroad lines. The subsequent construction of highways running parallel to these railroad lines provided vehicular access that relieved the strain on railroads during World War I.\(^{354}\) For example, Camp Bowie in Fort Worth was located near the Texas and Pacific rail line, and the Bankhead Highway later was constructed alongside it. In 1921, Congress codified the relationship between military installations and highways into law by creating the Federal Aid Highway System. Under this system, potential highway routes that provided access to existing military installations received priority for federal funding. As a result, three early state highways—the Bankhead Highway, the Meridian Highway, and the Old Spanish Trail—extended to the two most important military installations in Texas: Fort Bliss in El Paso and Fort Sam Houston in San Antonio.

Tourism

In 1917, many soldiers stationed in Texas during World War I joined the growing number of automobile tourists who were visiting tourist sites and creating demand for gas, lodging, and other amenities.\(^{355}\) Intercity bus lines also began to emerge after 1916, especially in West Texas, transporting soldiers and oilfield workers as well as tourists.\(^{356}\) By the late 1920s, commercial air travel began to supplement railroads and highways in the market for transporting tourists. Most civilian airports originated as Army airfields during World War I, and their locations along highways proved advantageous for transporting travelers between airports and their destination cities.\(^{357}\)

Prior to World War I, the condition of roads discouraged overnight travel via automobile. Those travelers who were adventurous enough to brave rough roads typically lodged overnight in downtown hotels that
had been constructed during the railroad era. Similarly, the “filling stations” that sold gasoline typically were preexisting general stores that simply installed a pump out front. As tourist travel increased during and after World War I, new building forms that were custom-designed to accommodate the automobile began to appear along highways. One of the earliest types of lodging was the tourist camp. During the era, many of the named highway routes passed through towns and cities that provided travelers with tourist camps. (See Figure 66 and Table 5.) Waco, for example, had such a camp, as did Houston. The camp in Navasota was 10 tree-shaded acres with shower baths, stoves, and other amenities half a mile from the business district.\textsuperscript{358} Through the 1920s, tourist camps began to evolve into tourist courts, which included permanent rooms or cabins arranged around a courtyard. Gas stations evolved too, as national corporations began to establish franchises with standard architectural plans that included features like drive-through canopies designed with automobiles in mind. (Refer to Section III.2 for a more detailed discussion of property types.)

Table 5. Typical Tourist Camps, 1926.\textsuperscript{359}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name of Camp</th>
<th>Amenities</th>
<th>Highway(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abilene</td>
<td>Green Gate Camp</td>
<td>Several houses built of fire clay</td>
<td>Bankhead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin</td>
<td>Deep Eddy</td>
<td>Cottages of various sizes, bathing beach; on Colorado River</td>
<td>Meridian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belton</td>
<td>Belton Park</td>
<td>Several cottages</td>
<td>Meridian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Camp on banks of Nolan Creek</td>
<td>Several cottages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Spring</td>
<td>Big Spring Camp</td>
<td>[not specified]</td>
<td>Bankhead</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
By the late 1910s, automobile culture participation also extended to African-Americans who purchased automobiles and traveled U.S. highways as tourists and vacationers as part of the post-World War I
racial uplift movement.360 Having had success with the participation of African-American soldiers during World War I, middle-class African-Americans—many of them professionals and veterans—sought equal status in all aspects of their daily lives. Black motorists, however, were not welcomed by groups such as the AAA. Further, they faced segregation on the road—with limited access to mechanical aid, medical assistance, shelter, and food361—just as they did in their communities across the nation. Still, tourist culture of the interwar years extended to African-Americans with an emerging black tourism in place by the early 1930s.362 In 1930, Colorado attorney, poet, and playwright Edwin Henry Hackley sought to aid black motorists with his publication of Hackley and Harrison’s Hotel and Apartment Guide for Colored Travelers (Figure 67). The booklet boasted board, rooms, and garage accommodations in 300 cities in the United States and Canada.363 El Paso and Fort Worth were the only two Texas cities along the Bankhead Highway listed in the guide and represented by hotels and tourist homes.364 While not always directly on the route, the lodgings were located within a few blocks of the highway and usually in predominantly African-American neighborhoods and on the fringe of downtown development. Six
Lodging establishments in El Paso were listed in Hackley’s Guide. Of these, however, only a tourist home operated by A. Winston in a commercial building was directly located on the Bankhead Highway.\(^\text{365}\) In Fort Worth, Hotel Jim was not on the Bankhead Highway, but located in the downtown area. Two women-owned tourist homes were located in the vicinities of various railroads southeast of Fort Worth’s downtown core.\(^\text{366}\)

**Land Development along Highways**

The routes of highways constructed in the 1920s traveled through the center of some communities but bypassed others, depending on the availability of right-of-way and the ease of construction. In either case, though, highway construction spurred new development and/or redevelopment. In Arlington, for example, the Bankhead bypassed the existing central business district, but new businesses thrived along the route.\(^\text{367}\) Even where highway routes entered historic downtowns, new businesses and suburbs were constructed at the periphery of town.\(^\text{368}\) The new highway strip often was less dense than the earlier downtown, allowing space for surface parking and drive-through canopies on businesses that catered to motorists (Figure 68). In the early 1920s, camp grounds and tourist courts opened to offer lodging to highway travelers.\(^\text{369}\) Toward the close of the decade, more permanent and elaborate complexes appeared, including lodging, gas stations, and restaurants.\(^\text{370}\) Auto-oriented businesses and commercial shopping centers also began to appear in outlying areas along the highway in the late 1920s, drawn by the availability of ample land to construct parking lots for patrons.\(^\text{371}\) Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps from the late 1920s show that residential development, commercial development, and auto-oriented businesses such as auto repair shops often were intermingled at the edges of town. In cities like Dallas, downtown business districts began to demolish buildings to provide parking to
As the era progressed, community groups and city governments attempted to beautify and organize highway development through roadside landscaping projects and urban planning measures.

**Roadside Landscape**

In the early 1920s, the Texas Highway Department minimized right-of-way acquisition beyond the roadway itself when constructing new highways. This practice limited the possibilities for landscaping along the roadside. In response, in many communities, civic garden clubs planted flowers and shrubs to “beautify” the roadside. However, around 1930, the Texas Highway Department began to realize that these narrow right-of-ways were undesirable for engineering and safety reasons as well as for aesthetic purposes. Steep terracing often was required to navigate grade changes on either side of the road, creating drainage and erosion problems. Roadside vegetation also obscured the view of oncoming traffic where the highway curved. As a result, the Texas Highway Department began to acquire wider right-of-way and implemented a statewide landscaping plan. Under State Engineer Gilchrist, the Texas Highway Department strategically preserved or relocated native trees to create shade and enhance scenery while removing brush to open safe vistas for drivers. Wildflowers and native plants also were added to the roadside landscape (*Figure 69*).

**Urban Planning in the Automobile Era**

Many of the urban planning ideas introduced by noted landscape architect and planner George Kessler and his colleagues in the early 1900s began to come to fruition in the 1920s. Kessler, for example, began working with the City of El Paso in 1907 and the City of Dallas in 1910, but he continued to work with both cities until his death in 1923. Kessler’s plan for El Paso was not published until 1925, after his death. The delay in the implementation of Kessler’s plans was due, in part, to the fact that the Texas Legislature did not pass enabling legislation granting zoning powers to municipalities until 1927. This legislation also allowed municipalities to regulate building line setbacks in cities with populations greater than 15,000 and to acquire park land by eminent domain (although in practice most park land was purchased). In Dallas, the zoning code that put many of Kessler’s ideas into law was not passed until the 1930s. Typical of zoning codes of the era, the Dallas zoning code separated areas for residential use from land devoted to commercial and industrial purposes. It also plotted where land should be developed beyond the current city limits and segregated residential areas by race. The 1930 “Map of the Tentative Zone Plan for Dallas” illustrates land-use patterns still seen along the path of the Bankhead Highway in Dallas today. (See *Figure 69*.)
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Figure 70. Map of the Tentative Zone Plan for Dallas, Texas, 1930. Source: Dallas City Plan Commission, A Zoning Ordinance: For the City of Dallas, Dallas, Texas, The Portal to Texas History, http://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth207134/ (accessed May 4, 2013).
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STATEWIDE HISTORIC CONTEXT

INTRODUCTION

While much of Texas’ economy was not affected as severely as that of other states in the nation, the Depression nonetheless triggered widespread hardship throughout the state, and various Federal Aid programs and other government sponsored programs provided greater employment opportunities. The Texas Highway Department, for example, was one such agency, and the influx of federal dollars spurred road construction and improvements that state and county governments financially could not undertake on their own. The increased federal funding for the highway system was coupled with greater federal involvement and oversight. Although states set their own priorities regarding highway construction, decisions about which roads could receive funding were subject to federal approval. (Refer to Figure 46 in previous Section I.4). Moreover, the nomenclature for highways continued to shift away from named highways and state highway designations toward U.S. highway numbering and standardized signage that was consistent across state lines. The use of the term Bankhead Highway or even State Highway No. 1, for example, waned in popularity with widespread acceptance of the federal highway designations. Within the federal highway designation, the Bankhead Highway was actually “split” into two U.S. highways; the segment of the alignment east of Dallas became known as US 67, while the route west of Dallas was known as US 80. Both highways extended along new alignments that differed somewhat from the historic route of the Bankhead Highway.

Continued federal funding during the era also enabled greater highway improvement and expansion. Between 1929 and 1934, Texas spent $165 million to build and maintain the state highway system. Despite ongoing political battles and controversies over funding, the Texas Highway Department continued to improve, enlarge, and maintain the increasingly complex highway system, even as debates over county debt and state funding persisted. In the late 1930s, the Department built new roads, upgraded existing ones, and improved traffic flow with the construction of bridges, viaducts, overpasses, and underpasses, as well as roadside parks. These new roads encouraged and facilitated an influx of automobile tourism—especially during the Texas Centennial celebration in 1936—as well as the development of roadside commerce along the highways. (See Figure 71.) Even so, the state highway system still contained 14,000 miles of unpaved roads.
During the 10 years before World War II, the Texas Highway Department expended an average of $42.5 million per year, primarily on new road and bridge construction.\(^{388}\) The state highway system steadily increased during this period from 19,913 miles in 1934 to 21,376 miles in 1936 to 22,058 miles in 1938.\(^{389}\) Material and manpower shortages during World War II put a halt to most work on the state highway system, except on roads that were considered essential to national defense. However, in the closing years of the war, the federal government looked toward a postwar road building program, which the Department readily supported and embraced.

**1933–1937**

During the mid-1930s (1933 to 1937), the Texas Highway Department undertook a significant construction campaign to combat the economic depression that gripped Texas and the rest of the nation at that time. Over this period, the Department received approximately 40 percent of the state’s share of relief funds from the federal government under the New Deal.\(^{390}\) Most of the Department’s work was conducted in rural areas that were isolated due to the lack of roads.\(^{391}\) New roads also benefitted the state’s economy in that they created jobs for contractors, laborers, and suppliers, and spawned roadside businesses such as hotels and restaurants.\(^{392}\) The early years of the Depression also included the completion of a new Texas Highway Department building in Austin in 1933.\(^{393}\) The building served as headquarters for the Department’s administrative offices and districts statewide. The same year saw an important event directly related to highway roadside infrastructure when the state’s first roadside park was built on U.S. Highway No. 71 in Fayette County between Smithville and West Point. (See Figure 72.)

In the 1930s, the Texas Highway Department took official steps to continue the work of beautifying Texas’ roadways that was initiated and emphasized by named highway associations and Federated Women’s Clubs in the 1920s. Painter and sculptor Gutzon Borglum, the man who the federal government contracted to carve the Black Hills Memorial (Mount Rushmore), moved to Texas in 1925 to complete a commission in San Antonio. There, he became interested in promoting local beautification and, thus, offered his services to the State of Texas and the Texas Highway Department.\(^{394}\) At the Texas Highway Commission meeting of January 11, 1933, commissioners approved the appointment of Borglum as State Chairman of a campaign to beautify the state’s highways, cities, towns, and homes in preparation for the Texas Centennial.\(^{395}\) In 1933, the Texas Highway Department established the Office of Landscape Architect to incorporate both aesthetics and safety into landscaping the state’s highways – the Department’s contribution toward Texas’ Centennial celebration.\(^{396}\) The Department’s campaign for Centennial-related beautification projects included the creation of roadside parks, planting of native shrubs and flowers along roadways,
and addition of granite markers to historic sites. 397 State Highway Engineer Gilchrist hired Jac Gubbels as Landscape Engineer to supervise roadside beautification and the creation of roadside parks. 398 Concerns were numerous for the creation of the landscape architect position: maintenance, water, supply and protection on public roads; replacement of trees and shrubs destroyed by previous years’ highway improvements; and landscaping needs of the state’s diverse planting zones. 399 In addition to addressing aesthetic issues, landscaping along the state’s highways also served environmental purposes such as erosion prevention. 400

The federal government took steps to combat the economic crisis and job shortages by continuing aid efforts for road construction after 1933. 401 The New Deal was geared toward road construction, allocating 100 percent of government funds to road projects since they were considered the best and most economical public work to create more jobs. 402 In addition to the existing Federal Aid Highway Program and Federal Aid Secondary Highway Program established in 1916, several federal programs funded road work in Texas during the Depression. The U.S. Congress passed the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA, Public Law 73-90), on June 16, 1933, authorizing the President of the United States to regulate industry in order to stimulate economic recovery. The law authorized the president to make grants to state highway departments “for emergency construction of public highways” on the Federal Aid Highway System, including surveys, plans, highway and bridge construction, railroad grade separation, and “the cost of any other construction that will provide safer traffic facilities or definitely eliminate existing hazards to pedestrian or vehicular traffic.” 403 (See Figure 73.) On July 5, 1933, the Texas Highway Commission prepared the preliminary assignment of funds for projects under NIRA. Under the Act, Texas received an allocation of $24,244,024. 404 The state planned to assign 50 percent to work on the existing Federal Aid Highway System (refer to Figure 46 in Section I.4), 25 percent to extend the system through municipalities, and 25 percent to undertake work on
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secondary roads in each of the state’s 254 counties. After going through the appropriate channels, the assignment was presented by Thomas McDonald, Chief of the Bureau of Public Works, to Secretary of Agriculture R. G. Tugwell and approved on July 18, 1933. By August, the Texas Highway Commission updated the preliminary assignment to include work in 127 counties to cost $12,291,253.

The Texas Highway Commission issued many orders as a means by which to allocate federal funds in increments for highway projects. One such example was Minute Order No. 8404. At its meeting on October 19, 1933, the Commission appropriated funds totaling $1,782,833.11 to be divided among various county projects. The roadways slated for improvements included segments of State Highway Nos. 1 (Hudspeth County), 3 (Terrell County), and 5 (Montague County), and a loop of State Highway No. 2 in McLennan County. At the same meeting, the Commission authorized the State Highway Engineer to execute agreements with municipalities or other political bodies for road maintenance and improvements on secondary roads on behalf of the State of Texas to fulfill requirements of NIRA. The Recovery Act earmarked funds for secondary road improvement, but most states including Texas lacked knowledge about the condition, use, and significance of their secondary roads (most of which were in rural areas) in order to determine what projects and monies were necessary for secondary road construction and maintenance. This dilemma led Congress to include a stipulation that states be allowed to use 1.5 percent of the amount apportioned to each “for surveys, plans, and engineering investigations of projects for future construction in such State” in the Hayden–Cartwright Act signed into law on June 18, 1934. This measure was to assist states in planning for secondary road development. The status and condition of primary roads, on the other hand, were well known. Maps published by the Bureau of Public Roads clearly depict Texas roads by region that were eligible for Federal Aid in 1934.

Federal monies also paid for beautification and construction projects. At the April commission meeting, the board granted $1,052,553.08 in State and National Recovery Fund appropriations for construction work on 17 projects on state highways in 19 different counties. The work consisted of grading, draining structures, paving, underpasses, viaducts,
At mid-year, highway beautification and construction agendas began to turn in earnest toward preparations for the coming Texas Centennial. The Texas Centennial Commission chose Dallas as the site of the exposition for several reasons – the city offered the largest cash pledge, had strong political and public support, and offered the greatest infrastructure from the State Fair grounds to hotels and highways; the city was served by 11 state highways and five U.S. highways, including the Bankhead Highway/SH 1/US 80 (Figure 74). Road improvements for the preparation of large numbers of motorists during the Centennial year was considered by the Texas Highway Department and Texans to be a “capital investment” that would “return a handsome dividend to the citizens of this state through the adequate promotion of tourist traffic from other sections of the country.” R. L. Thornton, chairman of the Centennial Corporation Executive Committee, encouraged individual Texans to promote tourism by engaging in letter-writing campaigns to out-of-state acquaintances. Among the state’s amenities, Thornton suggested these letter writers highlight Texas’ “system of cardinal highways which rank equal to or greater than the highway system of any other state.” The Texas Highway Commission quickly took up the mantle to encourage roadside improvement, especially in support of the statewide celebration. In August 1934, the Commission authorized the State Highway Engineer to receive donations of land for highway right-of-ways to erect fences and make the roadsides more attractive in preparation for the Centennial.

When James Allred was elected governor in 1934, he sought to reallocate highway funds to other state programs, such as an old age assistance fund. However, the Texas Legislature prevented this, and the
Highway Department forged ahead with its Depression-era road program. The types of work included regular Federal Aid, emergency work, Public Works Administration and Works Progress Administration (WPA) projects, work relief, and regular state construction (Table 6). In order to maximize availability of Federal Aid, the Texas Highway Department more or less halted construction on state projects, instead focusing on major highways—namely cardinal highways—that supported large volumes of traffic (Figure 75). Starting in 1935, the Department expended approximately $100,000 a day ($6,500 per mile) on road construction. They maintained this pace until 1939.416

Table 6. Breakdown of Funding for State Highway Construction from August 1934 to June 1936 (Source: Texas Parade, June 1936) 417

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Funding Program</th>
<th>Mileage of Texas Highways</th>
<th>Project Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First National Recovery Program</td>
<td>1,846</td>
<td>$26,666,267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second National Recovery Program</td>
<td>764</td>
<td>$12,969,886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Federal Aid Program for 1936</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>$10,401,620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Works Progress Administration</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>$10,797,781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Works Progress Administration (grade elimination)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>$3,390,119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Relief Program</td>
<td>1,415</td>
<td>$3,729,074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Flood Program</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>$363,362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Projects</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>$3,459,899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>5,756</strong></td>
<td><strong>$71,778,008</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the mid-1930s, the Texas Highway Commission devoted most of its meetings to the expenditure of federal funds and the improvement of the highway system. Commissioners also set aside valuable time to commemorate the efforts of one individual who supported the agency’s to commemorate the state’s centennial celebration. At a meeting in January 1935, commissioners approved the dedication of the Guadalupe
River Bridge carrying State Highway No. 2 in Comal County in honor of Houstonian Louis Wiltz Kemp for his “service to the Highway building program of Texas and to the remarkable work he has done in collecting and preserving historical documents and his contributions toward general preservation of historical spots in Texas.” Among other projects, Kemp worked on the compilation of the book *Monuments Erected by the State of Texas to Commemorate the Centenary of Texas Independence*. The publication included descriptions of markers placed along the state’s highways by the Texas Highway Department. In total, the Department placed 264 granite historical markers across the state in observance of the Centennial (*Figure 76*). In a similar vein, local and county organizations also erected commemorative structures on the state’s highways. Among the numerous other road beautification projects undertaken by San Antonio groups, the Alamo Mission Chapter of the Daughters of the Republic of Texas placed concrete and stone benches surmounting by iron grills with the letters "OST" honoring the heroes of the Alamo on Old Spanish Trail at Fredericksburg Road. Monuments such as these, along with the state’s vastly improved, federally funded roads, were part of a larger strategy to welcome Texans as well as out-of-state and international travelers to the state during the year-long Texas Centennial celebration.

The Texas Highway Department also prepared to serve large numbers of tourists by erecting 14 information bureaus on the main highways entering the state. (See *Figure 77.*) Newly constructed roadside parks were additional amenities planned by the Texas Highway Department for highway travelers. Because funds for roadside parks were limited, the Department encouraged local groups to donate time, labor, and supplies for roadside park development much in the same way they cooperated with private groups interested in highway beautification in the previous decade. Some federal assistance came in the form of the construction of the parks by the National Youth Administration such as one constructed in Bell County on the west side of State Highway No. 2. The Department’s Office of the Landscape Architect appointed Jeannette Sorrell of San Antonio as head of a citizen’s beautification organization that encouraged local groups to promote highway improvement at the local level. Women’s groups contributed to highway improvement and beautification in various ways. As they had done in earlier decades, they promoted roadside parks and lobbied to restrict billboard advertising and livestock grazing along state highways. For example, a member of the Garden Club of Royse City (Rockwall County) took steps to contact Thomas H. McDonald, Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads in Washington, D.C., regarding possible aid. In her letter, she appealed directly to McDonald to ask if “[the Garden Club of Royce City] may secure some Federal Aid or assistance from the Highway Commission. Bankhead [H]ighway No. 1 passes through our little city...as we are making plans for the 1936 Texas Centennial.”
The highway was on the Federal Aid System, the garden club asked whether any federal and state funds would be available to assist with beautification. It is unknown whether this request was fulfilled. The Citizens’ Highway Beautification Organization also contributed to statewide efforts with plantings of various species and trees as well as development of roadside parks in chapters’ respective counties. The Highway Department conducted regional beautification projects at entrances to the state on major highways. Interestingly, “road beauties” potentially included landscaped bridle paths along highways outside areas such as to Nacogdoches and Beaumont to decrease accidents between horseback riders and motorists.

Strategies to improve the experience of highway travelers to and from the Centennial included making travel more efficient on the state’s highways. By this time, sections, if not all, of these historic roads were identified with portions of numbered state or U.S. highways, including four of the best known historic trails in Texas: the Old San Antonio Road, the Old Spanish Trail, the Butterfield Trail, and the Chisholm Trail. The goal of the Texas Highway Department was to re-identify the disparate sections of the historic trails for the benefit of travelers and tourists as part of Centennial celebrations. (See Figure 78.)

Another major initiative of the era was the improvement of railroad grade crossings due to safety concerns. In 1935, for example, President Roosevelt approved a list developed by the Bureau of Public Roads (no doubt with assistance from the Texas Highway Department) allocating $5.1 million to grade crossing elimination projects in Texas. Table 7 below presents a select list of some of those projects that were located on roadways in the federal highway system that were eligible for such expenditures, many of which were along historic named highways.
Figure 78. Official Map of the Highway System of Texas corrected to March 1, 1936. The Texas Highway Commission approved the preparation and publication of the map to help the many out-of-state tourists expected to visit Texas during the centennial celebration. The map includes a number of photographs intended to arouse interest in the state and identify popular tourist destinations. The map also shows how the evolution of mapping had progressed and presented a more sophisticated look, compared to the maps from as recent as the 1920s (see Figure 37 in previous Section I.4), published by T. A. Dunn for the Bankhead National Highway Association. Source: Map Collection, Texas State Library and Archives Commission, Texas State Archives, Austin, Texas.
Table 7. List of 1935 Railroad Grade Elimination Projects (Grade Separation or Highway Relocation) along Historic Named Highways in Railroad/County/Rural/City order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U.S. Highway</th>
<th>Railroad</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>County</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81 (Meridian)</td>
<td>Fort Worth &amp; Denver City</td>
<td>1 mile south of Bowie</td>
<td>Montague</td>
<td>$49,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82 (North Texas)</td>
<td>Fort Worth &amp; Denver City</td>
<td>near Oklaunion</td>
<td>Wilbarger</td>
<td>$87,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81 (Meridian)</td>
<td>International-Great Northern (INGN)</td>
<td>3 miles north of Pearsall</td>
<td>Frio</td>
<td>$55,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81 (Meridian)</td>
<td>International-Great Northern</td>
<td>1 mile north of Derby</td>
<td>Frio</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81 (Meridian)</td>
<td>International-Great Northern</td>
<td>1 mile north of Devine</td>
<td>Medina</td>
<td>$55,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81 (Meridian)</td>
<td>International-Great Northern</td>
<td>Near Webb</td>
<td>Webb</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81 (Meridian)</td>
<td>Missouri, Kansas &amp; Texas</td>
<td>near Ringgold</td>
<td>Montague</td>
<td>$101,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67 (Bankhead)</td>
<td>St. Louis &amp; Southwestern</td>
<td>2.8 miles east of Mt. Vernon to Titus Co. Line</td>
<td>Franklin</td>
<td>$41,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67 (Bankhead)</td>
<td>St. Louis &amp; Southwestern</td>
<td>Franklin County Line to Mt. Pleasant</td>
<td>Titus</td>
<td>$35,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 (OST)</td>
<td>Texas &amp; New Orleans</td>
<td>Near Lobo</td>
<td>Culberson</td>
<td>$45,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 (Bankhead)</td>
<td>Texas &amp; Pacific</td>
<td>18 miles east of Big Spring</td>
<td>Howard</td>
<td>$41,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 (Bankhead)</td>
<td>Texas &amp; Pacific</td>
<td>west of Weatherford</td>
<td>Parker</td>
<td>$111,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (North Texas)</td>
<td>Texas &amp; Pacific</td>
<td>1 mile west of Annona</td>
<td>Red River</td>
<td>$69,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Within Municipalities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U.S. Highway</th>
<th>Railroad</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>County</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81 (Meridian)</td>
<td>Fort Worth &amp; Denver City</td>
<td>Alvarado</td>
<td>Johnson</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (East Texas)</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern</td>
<td>Port Arthur</td>
<td>Jefferson</td>
<td>$99,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82 (North Texas)</td>
<td>Missouri, Kansas &amp; Texas</td>
<td>Muenster</td>
<td>Cooke</td>
<td>$118,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (Bankhead)</td>
<td>Missouri, Kansas &amp; Texas</td>
<td>Cisco</td>
<td>Eastland</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 (OST)</td>
<td>Panhandle &amp; Santa Fe</td>
<td>Alpine</td>
<td>Brewster</td>
<td>$120,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Franklin Roosevelt to The Secretary of Agriculture, November 15, 1935, Box No. 3010, Bureau of Public Roads Classified Central File, 1912–50, Record Group 30, Bureau of Public Roads, National Archives at College Park, College Park, Maryland.

The Texas Highway Commission meeting of February 26, 1936, proved busy. The board prepared to award contracts for road improvements totaling $1,011,476.43 (See Figure 79.) Costs for new projects to be advertised the following month amounted to $2,175,000. Despite the significant amount of work to be done, Commission Chairman Harry
Hines attributed delays on some projects to waiting on action from Congress on President Roosevelt’s recent budget message. In his statement, the President recommended discontinuation of federal funding for the federal highway system in 1937. He deemed the previously authorized amount of $125 million expendable, given that $60 million remained available under the General Works Program from the 1936 appropriation, which he claimed “would be sufficient for work in 1937.” He also noted that emergency funds for highways and grade eliminations were available as well as other funds specifically earmarked for construction of farm-to-market and secondary roads.

Otherwise, the business of highway construction and the promotion of the state highway system continued. The Texas Highway Commission issued a special Centennial edition, *Official Map of the Highway System of Texas*. (Refer to aforementioned Figure 78.) The map indicated U.S. highways in red and state highways in black. Even newly completed sections of roads planned as part of the highway department Centennial program were shown. In addition to brief historic narratives and illustrations of the six flags that have flown over Texas, the full-color map featured views of tourist attractions and historic, industrial, agricultural, educational, and scenic points of interest across the state.
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such as the San Jacinto Battlefield (Houston), LaBahia Mission (Goliad), the Alamo (San Antonio), Lake Waco (McLennan County), Spindletop Oil Field (Jefferson County), Rock Canyon (Mitchell County), a wheel thresher in the Texas Panhandle, and a ranch in West Texas.

The Dallas Exposition of the Texas Centennial opened on June 6, 1936. Centennial supporters, including the Texas Highway Department, encouraged vehicular travel to the exposition and around the state. One brochure available to Centennial visitors targeted motorists and emphasized the “smooth, paved” highways over which they would travel while visiting Texas. Interestingly, in direct contrast to these efforts, none of the exhibits in the Centennial’s Transportation Building highlighted the state’s expanding highway system. Instead, they focused on railroads and travel by that means.

The same month that the Centennial Exposition opened, the Texas Good Roads Association began publishing Texas Parade, a monthly periodical aimed at presenting Texans (and visitors to Texas) with a “picture of Texas” and at furthering the mission of the organization to publicize the state’s “beauty spots, recreational facilities, natural resources and industrial opportunities to stimulate interest among Texans in their state and to tourists and investors to Texas from other states.” The magazine’s contents supported of the organization’s efforts to promote:

- Preservation of gasoline taxes and motor vehicle registration fees for highway construction and maintenance;
- Beautification of roadsides; and
- Continuation of the educational campaigns for highway safety.

Through the magazine, the Texas Good Roads Association also promoted travel to and from the Centennial on Texas highways. Other organizations and businesses used the publication to promote highway travel. An advertisement by the Texas Light and Power Company clearly underscores the company’s promotion of electricity used at the exposition, but the headline is an invitation to “Ride Texas Highways to the Centennial Exposition” and highlights the types of sites along the way (Figure 80).

Consideration of international travel was also on the Texas Highway Department’s mind. In an effort to boost travel and tourism between the United States, specifically Texas, and Mexico, a U.S. delegation, including State Highway Engineer Gilchrist and his assistant H. H. Allen, traveled a newly completely section of the Pan-American Highway from Laredo to Mexico City before its official opening. For Gilchrist and Allen,
the trip underscored the importance of highway engineering and the reality of a highway from Canada into South America through Texas. In fact, the idea of the Pan-American Highway was an outgrowth of the Meridian Highway, which was originally conceived in 1911 and was envisioned to extend from Winnipeg, Canada, to Mexico City, Mexico. The Meridian Highway extended through Texas and its route generally followed what the Texas History Department designated as State Highway No. 2. It was later designated as US 81 and was the state’s major north-south conduit of traffic. The opening of this new segment of the Pan-American Highway in Mexico occurred as the Texas Highway Department continued work on the construction, maintenance, and expansion of the state highway system, notably State Highway No. 2 (the old Meridian Highway) that was part of the Pan-American Highway. The trip along the Pan-American Highway also emphasized the lure of Mexico and the permanent importance of scenic motor routes. These themes extended into and beyond the Centennial year.

With the Centennial underway, the Texas Highway Department finally took advantage of the provisions of the Hayden–Cartwright Act (now two years old) and established a new branch within the Department, the Texas Highway Planning Survey, to conduct a survey with four primary foci: a rural road inventory survey, traffic survey, financial survey, and road life survey. Among the many survey tasks spearheaded by C. G. Edwards, Construction Engineer and Chief of the Road Planning Survey, was the cataloguing of the state highway system in order to classify the roads according to use and importance, as well as the investigation of the state’s tax system as a way to provide better and more reliable highway financing. Although the results of the extensive survey would not come for another two years, new problems posed by the changing nature of the state-maintained system began to come to light, including:

- Maintenance costs,
- Rerouting and reconstruction of the existing system,
- Addition of rural routes to the state system,
- Relief of congestion in urban areas (see Figure 81),
- Improvement of highways of military importance, and
- The need for new sources of funding.

Otherwise, 1936 was a productive year for development of the state highway system. During the year, on average, 26,300 laborers worked on highway projects per month. With assistance from the WPA, local agencies built or improved 6,233 miles of highways. Roadway projects under construction at the year’s end amounted to 3,724 miles. Of all the work completed or under construction in 1936, 9,507 miles were on farm-to-market roads, improving access between rural areas and commercial centers.
1937–1939

The years 1937 through 1939 witnessed a continuation of the shift away from state- and local-level highway priorities to broader, national highway planning. In some ways, this shift was a return to the grand visions that the named highway associations had set forth prior to 1917. By the time Texas Highway Department Engineer Gilchrist resigned in 1937, the Department had completed all of the goals set forth when the agency was formed in 1917. With the help of county bonds and Federal Aid funds, the Department was able to establish a network of statewide highways. As part of this effort, in 1937 the Texas Highway Commission also continued its authorization of road beautification projects to make highway travel more enjoyable when it approved projects in 32 counties to cost $269,500. State Highway Nos. 1 (Bankhead), 2 (Meridian), 3 (Old Spanish Trail), and 4 (Del Rio-Canadian) were among the almost two dozen roadways to receive landscape work.

Taking a more comprehensive view, the Bureau of Public Roads first proposed an interstate highway system after being authorized by the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1938 to prepare a feasibility study for a six-route toll network as envisioned by President Franklin D. Roosevelt. As opposed to the three east-west and three north-south super highways, the report, *Toll Roads and Free Roads* (1939), proposed an interregional highway network of 26,700 miles. After the report was published, President Roosevelt formed a National Interregional Highway Committee (1941) to investigate the feasibility of a system of national highways despite critics of a massive highway program. Part of the president’s support included the idea that construction of an interregional system could prevent the country from experiencing another financial crisis by “utilizing some of the manpower and industrial capacity expected to be available at the end of the war.”
Recognizing the increasing importance of the U.S. highway system, the Texas Good Roads Association published a brochure in 1938 entitled *Looking at the Highway System from All Angles* that promoted continued expansion of the state highway system. It presented facts and figures that would be of interest to a variety of users utilizing the state’s roadways—farmers, schools, manufacturers, motorists, and tourists. The publication noted that the number of registered motor vehicles in Texas had grown from 194,720 in 1916 to 1,590,375 by 1937. These vehicles traveled on 223,289 miles of roads, of which 21,225 were on the state system. The primary aim of the brochure was to educate and garner more support from Texans about the economic benefits of a comprehensive and safe state highway system and, ultimately, to encourage funding for the continued development of the system (*Figure 82*).

In September 1937, the Texas Highway Commission received bids for projects to commence the following year under the regular Federal Aid program. On the agenda was work on 1,373 miles of the Federal Aid

---

*Figure 82. Graphic documenting the economic return generated by road construction. This graphic illustrates the ongoing effort to justify the expenditure of public monies for road and highway construction. Similar arguments were made for other public works projects during the severe economic hardships of the 1930s. Most of the historic named highways that had been absorbed into the federal highway system were subject to numerous improvements during this period. Using federal monies for road construction helped stimulate local economies along these routes. Source: Looking at the Texas Highway System from All Angles (San Antonio, Texas: Good Roads Association, 1938), from the Center for American History, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas.*
system and construction of 12 bridges with total funds available of $15,915,220 (one-half state; one-half federal). The Commission also approved $3,183,044 (one-half state; one-half federal) to spend on a secondary road program pending approval from the Bureau of Public Roads. This appropriation was significant in that it was higher than the amount originally allowed to Texas under the regular aid program. A 1938 grade-separation program to cost $2,724,825 would be fully funded by the federal government. At its meeting of May 25, 1939, the Texas Highway Commission made special allotments totaling $506,178 for 76 maintenance and improvement projects to highways throughout the state, in addition to more standard appropriations for road construction and improvement and traffic light projects.452

Meanwhile, the practices of Texas Highway Department Landscape Engineer Jac L. Gubbels not only proved beneficial to the state highway system, but also were shared at a federal level. In 1937, the Department published *Suggested Plantings, Preservations & Arrangements for Highway & Roadside Improvements*, which illustrated various schemes for using roadside landscaping to enhance erosion control and grading (Figure 83).453 In 1938, Gubbels went on to author *American Highways and Roadsides*, a volume that discusses roadside landscaping, roadside park development, highway location and alignment, right-of-way, bridges, and grade separation.454 Along with other concerns for the appearance of the state’s roadsides, the Highway Department considered how the commercialization of rural and country roads encouraged greater proliferation of signage and commercial enterprises that might be unsightly. The department suggested that zoning might prove necessary in rural areas, just as it existed in many urban areas, as a tool to preserve the natural beauty of the rural landscape in the face
of the highway system’s expansion. As a way to make road travel more enjoyable, the Commission established a policy prohibiting counties from placing signs within 300 feet of the right-of-way during beautification projects. The new rule also allowed for the removal of existing signs. These principles were defined further in the Department’s 1939 publication entitled *The Aesthetics of Highway Location*. This document discussed how engineering factors and aesthetic motivations could be better integrated when plotting the location of new road alignments, arguing that scenic vistas should be placed within the head-on view of the motorist to enhance safety, and that distractions like billboards should be eliminated (Figure 84). These publications, shared with the Bureau of Public Roads in Washington, D.C., enabled the Texas Highway Department to influence highway design nationwide. In an era when increased federal funding carried the risk of usurping the state’s autonomy, the Texas Highway Department learned that they could retain autonomy by leading the way in advancing highway design.

1940–1944

The role of the federal government in highway planning increased further as the United States began to prepare for the possibility of entering into World War II. By November 1940, when the Texas Highway Department published the results of its statewide planning survey in *Texas Highway Facts*, the improvement of highways of military importance was identified as a key issue. While the United States was not actively engaged in the conflicts in Europe, Asia, and the Pacific at the start of World War II, the federal government recognized the need

**Figure 84.** Illustration of a direct approach designed to maximize the driver’s appreciation of the scenic quality of the landscape while enhancing safety. As the publication states, “A full view is more valuable than a side glimpse; a glance to the side is frequently the cause of accidents.” Source: *The Aesthetics of Highway Location* (Austin, Texas: Landscape Division, Texas Highway Department, September 1, 1939), Box 3022 - Corresp. Gen. Texas., 1939, Record Group 30, Office of Public Roads, National Archives at College Park, College Park, Maryland.
for military readiness. Following the enactment of the Federal Highway Act of 1940, Congress rededicated federal funds to planning and building highways for defense. The Act provided, among other things, $160.5 million for fiscal years 1942 and 1943 to improve highways designated of strategic importance to national defense. The monies could be used to pay entire costs for surveys, plans, specifications, estimates, and construction supervision of national defense highways. In Texas, 6,375 miles of roadways were designated as having “prime military importance” and placed on the nation’s “Strategic Military Network” primarily because of the number of existing military installations and the state’s vast oil reserves and refining facilities. The Texas Strategic Military Network included several old named highways including the entire routes of the Bankhead (SH 1/US 67/80) and Meridian (SH 2/US 81) highways and Old Spanish Trail (SH 3/US 90) as well as portions of the North Texas (from Bowie northwestward) (SH 5/US 82) and Del Rio–Canadian (between San Angelo and Del Rio) (SH 4/US 277) highways. (See Figure 85.) With that mileage, Texas contained one-twelfth of the national network. The roads also supported 55 percent of existing peacetime traffic. In order to support both current and projected wartime loads, it was necessary for the roads on the network to be reconstructed to modern standards, with 22-foot-wide pavement, and for bridges on the network to be replaced with those providing proper clearance of 26 feet with nine-inch flexible bases. The poor state of the strategic roadways and necessity for funds to improve them was underscored when portions of State Highway No. 21, a strategic roadway in East Texas, were destroyed by the movement of light equipment and vehicles during Army maneuvers conducted in the spring of 1940. These exercises supported mobilization efforts to gauge the nation’s military preparedness as hostilities in Europe, Africa, and Asia escalated.
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Figure 85. "Highway Map Showing Principal Routes of Military Importance and Military Reservations Under Study," October 1940. This map shows those highways deemed to have the greatest military strategic significance. The maps show the locations of the existing military installations just before the United States officially entered World War II. Most "first priority" roads in Texas followed the routes of the historic named highways that dated to the 1910s, when the highway associations and the Texas Highway Department promoted and established the state’s highway network. This map was part of the nation’s efforts to mobilize and prepare for war prior to the bombing of Pearl Harbor. Source: Record Group 30, Historic Map Collection, National Archives at College Park, College Park, Maryland.
While the Texas Highway Commission appropriated $15 million for highway construction in support of the national defense program at its March 1, 1941 meeting, delegations from four counties were informed that, even though their projects would be considered, they would probably not be financed due to a “shortage of funds,” as reported in an unidentified newspaper clipping in the Dallas Public Library vertical files. Throughout the war years, precedence was given to roads of military importance in Texas that provided access to the U.S. border or coastline, transported materials and goods to support war industries, or connected military bases in and out of the state (Figure 86). Support for financing the strengthening, widening, and improving of these roads was garnered by promoting their value beyond wartime. As most of these roads were historic named highways, this practice harkened back to earlier attempts by highway associations to gain recognition for their highways by arguing that they had national military significance.

With the United States’ entry into World War II in December 1941 came a cessation of road construction as the Texas Highway Commission canceled non-strategic highway work – the work not on federally designated roads of strategic or military importance. The amount of road construction and maintenance work also decreased due to labor shortages and rationing of asphalt, tar, gasoline, and other materials and products. In order to keep workers employed, the Texas Highway Department volunteered entire efforts of construction crews to support the war effort.

In recognition of the importance of state-maintained roads during wartime, Robert Lee Bobbitt, a member of the Texas Highway Commission, made a statement to the House Roads Committee at a hearing in Washington on a bill to authorize Federal Aid for highways for fiscal year 1942–1943. In his speech, Bobbitt noted that the state of Texas contained 6,180 miles of military importance and 15 Army posts, forts, flying fields, and harbor defense points. Many of these were located along the historic named highways. Military installations and
military-industrial plants in the Dallas area (Figure 87), were among the many military installations that relied on the Bankhead Highway as a transportation link, as well as Army air fields in Abilene, Big Spring, and Odessa-Midland. In addition, the military facilities in the San Antonio area benefitted from improvements to the Meridian Highway, and the shipbuilding facilities in Beaumont, Orange, and Port Arthur benefitted from improvements to Old Spanish Trail. Due to the already considerable expense of constructing and reconstructing highways, Bobbitt advocated that the additional funds needed to accommodate military traffic come from funds specifically allocated by Congress for military roads “to be expended with, or supplementing, regular Federal Aid funds or state funds.”
The Texas Highway Department successfully combined efforts to reduce traffic in urban cores while also improving and expanding roads and highways to service the many new military installations established just before and during the war. For example, in Dallas, US 80 was expanded to provide access to the Naval Air Station and weapons plants in Grand Prairie. State Highway Loop 13 in San Antonio (1939) was designed to ease traffic congestion between US 81 and the military facilities on the south and west sides of the city that might otherwise impede travel in the city center.469 The bypass was expanded in 1940 and 1941 based on plans and surveys by San Antonio District Engineer Frank S. Maddox.470 Likewise, in preparation for the planning, design, and construction of bypass routes around Austin, the Department authorized surveys, preparation of right-of-way, and “delivery of deed” to areas adjacent to and outside of the city limits.471 Along these lines, the Landscape Division published *Urban Highway Routes and Parking Facilities* in 1942, which was an illustrated bulletin with schemes proposing off-street parking solutions and bypasses around commercial centers in urban areas.472

As the war ensued and the nation focused on supporting the war effort, the Texas Highway Department also began planning and preparing for continued expansion of the highway system after the eventual conclusion of the conflict. To fund this campaign and keep department staff employed during the war, State Highway Engineer Gilchrist invested revenue from the State Highway Fund in government securities. One of the projects in which the Department was involved in 1943 was a master plan in Dallas for the expansion of Central Boulevard (present-day Central Expressway) and an outer loop.473 The idea was a bold undertaking and illustrated the state agency’s innovative planning efforts at a time of war. By the beginning of 1944, the Department and the Bureau of Public Roads also initiated efforts to build both an east-west interregional express route (along U.S. Highway Nos. 67 and 80) that intersected in Fort Worth and a north-south interregional highway (along U.S. Highway No. 81).474 The selection of these two highways/paths reinforced the continued significance of the historic Bankhead and Meridian routes as the primary and most important highways in the state. These plans signaled a major turning point in the history of these highways, as new ideas in the design, construction, and location of roadways began to take shape in the postwar period.

During 1944, the Public Roads Administration continued to receive numerous requests for changes to the Texas portions of the Federal Aid system, as the State debated the relative importance of different highway segments. In April, the Texas Highway Commission approved minute order no. 20527, which called for transfer of all or parts of 33 routes from the Federal Aid primary system to the Federal Aid secondary system.475 The Commission took this measure in order to “coordinate the Federal-aid and Federal-aid secondary highway systems..."
on the basis of volume and character of traffic using the several roads in accordance with Public Roads Administration memoranda and correspondence relative to selection of the Federal-aid secondary systems.”

Over the course of the remainder of the year, more requests for additions to the Federal Aid system from the Texas Highway Commission were presented to the Public Roads Administration via J. A. Elliott, who was the agency’s regional district engineer overseeing federal highway projects in Texas. In June 1944, Elliot forwarded the Texas Highway Department’s request to add two portions of US 80— from Weatherford to Highway 16 east of Ranger and an alternate location of US 80 from El Paso to White Spur—to the Federal Aid system. The district office favored these revisions to the system. In July, Elliot informed Commissioner McDonald of the Department’s desire to add State Highway No. 67 from Eastland to Breckenridge to the system. He cited the thoroughfare’s importance as a route from rural areas to commercial centers and the increase in traffic on the road since 1941 as justification of its importance. Furthermore, State Highway No. 67 from Waco to Eastland was already on the Federal Aid system.

Other very forward-thinking and ambitious ideas about highway planning and programs also began to take hold during the latter stages of World War II. Specifically, the National Interregional Highway Committee produced a report in 1944 that supported the creation of an interstate system of 33,900 miles with an additional 5,000 miles of roadway for auxiliary urban routes. The report led Congress to begin considering the creation of such an interstate system. Of more immediate importance, however, was the creation of H.B. No. 4915 as a result of debates over the interregional survey in the House of Representatives. The bill delineated the proposed amounts of federal money that would be appropriated for postwar road construction as soon as the war ceased. On July 15, 1944, Texas Highway Department Chief Engineer Greer explained the bill, and the figures enumerating both Texas’ and the federal government’s share for road construction for the three-year program appropriating a total of $167,433,000 for the Federal-Aid roads and secondary-aid roads programs after the end of the war (Table 8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Federal Aid Roads</th>
<th>Secondary Aid Roads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal Contribution</td>
<td>Texas Contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$13,297,000</td>
<td>$8,865,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$13,297,000</td>
<td>$13,297,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$13,297,000</td>
<td>$13,297,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Given those numbers and the already approved projects on the Texas Highway Department’s books for the next three years, Greer noted that the Department could only add an additional $6 to $8 million in projects on the rural primary system and $20 million in projects on the secondary (farm-to-market) system. A significant amount of additional funds would be necessary to complete the state’s urban roads program. After debates in the House and Senate, Congress increased funding and appropriated (for a three-year period) $225 million per year for primary roads, $150 million per year for secondary and feeder roads, and $125 million for urban Federal Aid construction. President Roosevelt signed the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1944 (Public Law 78-521) into law on December 20, 1944. The law authorized the creation of 40,000 interstate miles, with Congress designating a system “so located as to connect by routes, as direct as practicable, the principal metropolitan areas, cities, and industrial centers, to serve the national defense, and to connect at suitable border points with routes of continental importance in the Dominion of Canada and the Republic of Mexico.” This measure did not provide for construction funds or commit the federal government to constructing the system, however. The legislation was also problematic in that it sparked contention between the federal government and states over authority, between the states over route apportionment, and between urban and rural interests within the states.

One major accomplishment of Federal Aid Highway Act of 1944 was the provision for postwar appropriations to fund projects on the Federal Aid secondary system, a system of principal and secondary feeder routes such as farm-to-market roads, rural mail routes, public school bus routes, local rural roads, county and township roads, and their urban extensions. The development of the farm-to-market system would be an important aspect of the Texas Highway Department’s mission to improve and expand the state highway system in the decade following World War II.

With the end of World War II, Texas and the rest of the nation made a rapid and largely successful transition to a peacetime economy. Although the war effort diverted so much of the nation’s energy, resources, and attention to support the military, the end of hostilities enabled a refocusing of priorities. The rebuilding of Europe created demands for American-made goods, which contributed to the rise of the middle class that, in turn, spurred still more demand for consumer goods. The success of the GI bill enabled many returning veterans to obtain better educations and jobs. These and other factors contributed to a period of unprecedented wealth and prosperity. The war had continued to demonstrate the importance of a well-maintained highway system for strategic military needs; however, a rapidly expanding and more affluent middle class exerted still more pressures and demands on the highway infrastructure and heralded a new era in highway planning,
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design, and construction that directly affected the role of the named highways and land uses and the kinds of buildings and businesses abutting them.

DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS ALONG HIGHWAYS

Response to Demographic Patterns

Between 1933 and 1944, the population of Texas grew modestly from 6,014,000 to 6,876,000.483 In the Texas Panhandle, the population declined sharply due to the Dust Bowl, and an estimated 34 percent of farmers left the area from 1935 to 1937 alone.484 Many of these farmers migrated west along Route 66, as well the Bankhead and the North Texas highways. This migration was part of a continuing widespread pattern that had begun earlier in the twentieth century, as much of the state’s and nation’s populace moved from rural to urban areas. Cities accounted for Texas’ population growth during the period stemmed, in part because of preparations for World War II that stimulated defense industries.485 The population of Houston, for example, grew from 292,352 to 384,514 between 1930 and 1940, driven largely by the growing demand for petroleum products for military readiness. Shipbuilding centers also experienced rapid increases in population. The city of Orange, for example, nearly tripled its population due to the shipbuilding industry during the 1940s, growing from 7,472 to 21,174.486

Transportation of People and Goods

By the period 1933 to 1944, motor vehicles already were well established as the primary mode of transportation for people and goods in Texas. During this period, the number of vehicles registered in Texas rose from 1,216,535 to 1,573,502. The percentage of trucks in those totals continued to rise as well, growing from 16.47 percent to 18.91 percent.487 Although the transportation of agricultural goods was a key motivation for highway building early in the Good Roads movement, by the 1930s and 1940s, urban traffic surpassed agricultural traffic. Statistics released by the Bureau of Public Roads in 1939 estimated that 71 percent of traffic on primary roads within the Federal Aid system originated in incorporated cities and towns, suggesting that farmers and ranchers were not the primary users of these roads.488 (See Figure 88.) Complementary statistics from 1940, document that the automobile was far and away the most popular form of transportation within urban areas: “...during 1940, 498,000,000,000 passenger miles were traveled by automobile; 26,780,000,000 passenger miles on electric railways; 23,826,000,000 passenger miles on steam railways; 21,000,000,000 on motor buses; and 1,041,000,000 passenger mile on airplanes.” 489
Figure 88. Traffic Flow Chart of the United States, 1938. This map provides graphic documentation that confirms the ongoing importance and significance of US 67/US 80 (the Bankhead Highway) and US 81 (the Meridian Highway) as the highways with the highest volumes of traffic in Texas. Other highways with high traffic volumes included US 75 between Dallas and Houston and segments of US 90 (the Old Spanish Trail/Southern National Highway), especially those in Southeast Texas that supported expanding petroleum and refining operations in the region. Source: Map Collection, Record Group 30, National Archives II, College Park, Maryland.
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The location of jobs at defense industrial plants in outlying urban areas that were accessible by car was noted as a contributing factor in the rise of automobile use. A number of these plants were located on the Bankhead Highway, including the North American Aviation Plant adjacent to Naval Air Station Dallas and the Consolidated Vultee Plant near Carswell Air Force Base in Fort Worth.

Military Use

In the early 1940s, the federal government began providing direct funding for military access roads. Highways that the War Department designated as strategically important to the military would be used to transport men, munitions, and supplies. (Refer to Figure 87 earlier in this section.) The roads were improved to meet the clearances, road widths, and load requirements demanded by military use. The War Department and the Texas Highway Department worked together to determine which roads would be designated as strategically important and therefore become eligible to receive federal funding. Factors influencing this determination included the location of active military installations, potential use for military movement, and potential use for training during peacetime. In Texas, the Bankhead Highway (US 67/US 80), the Meridian Highway (US 81), and the Old Spanish Trail/Southern National Highway (US 90) all were given “First Priority” on maps showing highways of military importance. The portion of the North Texas Highway (US 82) between Bowie and Amarillo also was given “First Priority,” as was the segment of the Del Rio–Canadian Highway (US 277) between Del Rio and Sonora. The segment of the Del Rio–Canadian Highway between Sonora and San Angelo was given a “Third Priority” designation.

Tourism and Tourist Attractions

Despite the economic hardships of the Great Depression, the tourism industry in Texas boomed during the 1930s. The Texas Centennial celebration in 1936 was the first large-scale event planned to attract tourists in the state’s history, and the Texas Highway Department published a variety of maps and marketing materials to inform and attract visitors. The main Centennial Exhibition was held at Fair Park in Dallas—at the confluence of railroad lines and also right along the path of the Bankhead Highway—and the construction of gas stations, tourist courts, and other amenities accommodated the influx of visitors. (Refer to Figure 74 near the beginning of this section.)

Amid the bleak economic realities of the Great Depression, tourists sought to capture a spirit of romanticism in their travel. Historical sites and scenic natural parks were the most popular tourist attractions of the day. As WPA and Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) projects focused on enhancing parks and restoring historic sites, these public locations
further aroused the interest of tourists (Figure 89). For instance, along the general route of the Meridian Highway (US 81), the federal government began to fund restoration work on the missions in San Antonio in the 1930s, and by 1941, they were designated as National Historic Sites by the Department of the Interior.494 Near the route of the Old Spanish Trail (US 90), the Davis Mountains State Park was established in 1933, and the CCC constructed the Indian Lodge to attract and accommodate tourists.495 The Texas State Parks Board worked closely with the Texas Highway Department when planning the location of new parks to ensure tourist access via highways.

Roadside amenities that catered to tourists expanded rapidly during this era. While grand downtown hotels continued to operate, tourist courts cropped up at the edges of towns, consisting of permanently constructed cabins arranged around a central courtyard. (See Figure 90.) Garages or carports often accompanied each cabin, providing safe and secure lodging for automobiles overnight. Many tourist courts also were accompanied by restaurants or gas stations.

While tourism flourished during the period, equal opportunities did not exist among all citizens. Longstanding segregation practices and policies prohibited African Americans and people of color the ability to tour the state and other parts of the country, especially in the South. The Jim Crow era limited the availability of many tourist-related activities. By the 1930s, segregation extended to public bathrooms and water fountains, sporting and cultural events, restaurants, and hotels. A tourist court owner in Marshall, Texas, for example, noted his

---

*Figure 89. Photo of a tourist court located on US 80 between Dallas and Fort Worth, taken by photographer Arthur Rothstein in January 1942. Increasing tourism by automobile contributed to the development of a lodging industry that catered directly to motorists. This tourist court is an example of the kinds of businesses that lined many of the major highways that extended through Texas and provided temporary living accommodations for travelers. These tourist courts contributed to a more linear pattern of roadside development that was part of a decentralization of commercial activities in urban areas of all sizes. Source: Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/fsa2000006386/PP/ (accessed September 6, 2012).*
reputation for maintaining a “quality” establishment acceptable to white travelers, “[s]ince I positively do not allow negroes, the tourist is certain he is not renting a cabin recently occupied by one.”496 Segregated (or inaccessible) facilities extended to other roadside establishments such as gas stations, restaurants, hotels, and motels.

As a result, Black Texans and people of color traveling through the state were discouraged or outright prohibited from using roadside establishments. Several East Coast publishers began producing guides listing businesses that catered solely to black travelers or provided separate accommodations for them. By the mid-1930s, the U.S. Travel Bureau’s Depression-era tourism promotion campaigns cooperated with publishers to produce guides listing overnight accommodations, dining establishments, and tourist attractions that welcomed black travelers on the nation’s highways in order to promote employment and spur the economy. The Bureau served as a clearinghouse for African-American publishers like Hackley and Harrison Publishing Company; A. Wendell Malliet and Company (New York); and Victor H. Green and Company (New York), to produce race-specific travel guides.497 In Texas, the most popular and longest-running guide was Victor H. Green’s Green Book. (See Figures 91 and 92 and a detailed sidebar below).

In Texas, the Green Book and other race-specific travel guides for Black Americans listed roadside lodging and dining establishments on or near major highways in most metropolitan areas. Along or in the vicinity of the Bankhead Highway, at one time or another between 1930 and 1964, these cities included Abilene, Dallas, El Paso, Fort Worth, Midland, Odessa, Sulphur Springs, and Texarkana. Most establishments advertised for blacks were not located directly on the Bankhead route.
The Negro Motorists Green Book and Race-specific Travel Guides

The Green Book, the longest-running publication geared toward black travelers, was founded by New Jersey postal worker and civic leader Victor H. Green. During his career as a mail carrier, Green collected information on New York area businesses that accommodated black travelers. With this information, he founded the Victor H. Green Publishing Company in New York City and first published The Negro Motorist Green Book in 1936. So that motorists of color might avoid potentially tense and dangerous encounters while traveling the nation’s highways, the guide offered suggestions for lodging, eating, and leisure establishments that welcomed black patrons. The Negro Motorist Green Book was influenced by similar guides published in the first half of the twentieth century for Jews faced with anti-Semitism when traveling. The first issue covered only Metropolitan New York. The next year, Green expanded the guide to include the continental United States. The Green Book contained short articles on traveling tips and advertisements, it focused primarily on the state-by-state lists of businesses that would serve the black traveler as recommended by travel agents and, later, by the general public. By 1942, the Green Book’s Texas listings on the Bankhead Highway included El Paso and Fort Worth, as well as Dallas and Texarkana. The resources consisted of hotels and motels within short distances of the highway.

In 1947, the Victor H. Green Publishing Company established a Vacation Reservation Service to help black travelers book accommodations at any hotel or resort listed in the publication. Two years later, the guide expanded to include listings in Bermuda, Mexico, and Canada. In 1952, the publication’s name was changed to The Negro Travelers Green Book in recognition of those African-Americans traveling by means other than the automobile. The types of establishments discussed also expanded from hotels, tourist homes, and restaurants, to doctor’s offices, pharmacies, and grocery stores in black communities. Unlike other travel guides geared toward blacks, the Green Book survived into the 1950s and 1960s under the helm of Victor Green’s wife, lending the publishing company additional uniqueness as a black-owned and all-female operated enterprise. The title of the guide changed to reflect the decrease in racial discrimination — to The Travelers’ Green Book in 1961 and to the Green Book Guide for Travel and Vacations in 1962. The Green Book began as a 16-page pamphlet covering the continental United States, and expanded to a 128-page book including businesses in Canada, Mexico, and the Caribbean by the time publication ceased in 1966.
Instead, they were within a few blocks of the thoroughfare on the fringe of historic downtown development or within black neighborhoods that were formerly on the periphery of larger cities. For example, in Abilene in the 1940s, the four accommodations for blacks listed were clustered in the northeastern area of the original town settlement. In Dallas, the bulk of resources listed in race-specific travel guides were concentrated in the Freedmen’s Town neighborhood just north of downtown in North Dallas.

In the Jim Crow Era, many roadside establishments in Texas cities, and across the country, combined several functions in one building to accommodate lodging, dining, entertainment, and social needs for black residents and travelers. In cities on the Bankhead Highway, these included venues that are no longer extant such as the 20 Grand Hotel Cocktail Lounge and Grill, the Ross Avenue Motel (Figure 93), and the Powell Hotel in Dallas (refer to aforementioned Figure 92 in the Green Book sidebar), as well as the Jim Hotel of Fort Worth. In the case of the Jim Hotel, the hotel clientele was black, while white patrons frequented the establishment during evening hours to listen to jazz and blues performers. Based on the numerous listings in several race-specific travel guides, however, tourist homes were particularly appealing to black travelers. Historian Henry Lyell notes that tourist homes were more common in small towns with no motels and hotels, but during the Jim Crow Era, tourist homes for blacks were located in cities of various sizes.

The segregation of highway businesses and their availability to black travelers reflected national trends regarding highway travel. The Green Book and other guides for African-Americans advertised essentially no hotels, restaurants, or other businesses in small American towns. But,
like other urban areas in the South and the Border States, major Texas cities such as Dallas, Fort Worth, and El Paso had several that accommodated blacks.511

Land Development along Highways

Roadside Landscape

During the period from 1933 through the war years, the Bureau of Public Roads and the Texas Highway Department made a number of policy changes that affected roadside landscaping. Beginning in 1933, federal funding was allocated specifically for roadside landscaping. The Bureau of Public Roads adopted a policy that aimed to improve the most mileage at the lowest cost by utilizing local plants and materials and salvaging existing trees and vegetation wherever possible (Figure 94).512 The Texas Highway Department embraced a similar philosophy as it implemented a comprehensive policy for landscaping roadsides from 1932 to 1936. Texas Highway Department maintenance laborers were personally trained by Landscape Engineer Jac Gubbels, who advocated using local and native plants (Figure 95). The Department would relocate or salvage trees and shrubs to reduce costs, but they also would purchase nursery-raised plants when necessary. The Department’s engineers emphasized erosion control as a greater priority than beautification, but they also were motivated by the upcoming centennial in 1936 and presenting an attractive appearance for tourists coming to Texas.513

The Texas Highway Department further codified its roadside landscaping philosophy by publishing standardized designs for roadsides and roadside parks in the late 1930s.514 Again, utilitarian goals such as


Figure 95. (Right) Photo of Jac Gubbels caring for newly-planted roadside landscaping, ca. 1932. Source: Dallas Morning News, “Tree Planting Adds to Charm of State Roads,” June 24, 1932, from Box 3012 - Corresp. FAS (Federal Aid) Texas, 1934–35, Record Group 30, Office of Public Roads, National Archives at College Park, College Park, Maryland.
providing clear vistas to enhance safety were emphasized over beautification. In 1937, the Department also began to leverage local government controls to regulate billboards and advertising signage, requiring that local governments prohibit advertising signage within 300 feet of the right-of-way in order to receive funding for roadside beautification. In 1940, the Department extended its philosophy regarding the incorporation of native vegetation along roadways to the use of local building materials in roadside parks as well, training laborers to use locally quarried rock for benches, tables, and other features.

Urban Planning in the Automobile Era

On a nationwide scale, regional plans were gaining popularity, recognizing that, with the growth of highways and development of suburbs, the need for planning often extended beyond the city limits of a single municipality. The Texas Highway Department and municipal planning officials began to recognize that highways could have a negative impact on both city aesthetics and human health and safety, and during the 1930s, they began to implement plans and regulations to manage these effects. In 1936, the Texas Highway Commission funded a statewide survey and inventory of highways to set priorities for funding based on citizens’ needs. In a 1938 article in Texas Parade, the Department advocated the use of zoning at the local level to regulate the appearance of roadside commerce and advertising. In addition, the Texas Highway Commission funded a master plan of Austin in 1940 prior to obtaining new right-of-way for proposed bypass routes.

During the 1930s, highway alignments still typically extended through the centers of towns. Such a pattern proved to be a boon to local business owners, who drew customers from highway travelers. As the volume of traffic and the speed of cars increased, though, highways through downtowns threatened the safety of pedestrians and contributed to greater traffic congestion. Around 1937, urban planners and highway engineers began proposing to separate highway traffic from local traffic, either by constructing grade separations or by re-routing highways so that they bypassed downtowns. Worldwide, architects and urban planners designed potential solutions for this problem, including some far-fetched proposals. French architect Le Corbusier, for example, proposed a “City of Tomorrow” where all building entrances and sidewalks were elevated above the ground, creating an elevated pedestrian zone and allowing uninterrupted automobile travel at the ground level. In America, industrial designer Norman Bel Geddes constructed an exhibition called “Futurama” at the 1939 New York World’s Fair that included a model of a city with grade-separated expressways, but also plans for automating traffic in order to eliminate human error that could interrupt the flow of traffic. Bel Geddes’ ideas made their way into the consciousness of engineers at the Texas Highway Department, where they were cited in the May 1940
issue of *Texas Parade (Figure 96).* However, preparations for World War II diverted funding and materials away from highway construction, and grade-separated expressways did not become a reality in Texas until after the war.
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I.6. POSTWAR ROAD EXPANSION: 1945–1956

STATEWIDE HISTORIC CONTEXT

INTRODUCTION

By 1945, the Texas Highway Department reported that it oversaw 28,007 miles of state highways to support its share of the nation’s vehicular traffic. This complex network relied principally on the increasingly congested historic highways that dated to the agency’s creation in 1917; however, the network also included other federally designated and funded highways that augmented the system. Despite the agency’s successes, many parts of the state remained underserved by the highway system, and the postwar years ushered in a new era of highway construction. The funding for this effort stemmed from the enactment of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1944. This legislation approved a Federal Aid Secondary system of 482,972 miles of farm-to-market roads or “feeder roads linking smaller communities and distribution outlets to the primary system.” The Act also authorized a 40,000-mile “National System of Interstate Highways” to link all major U.S. cities, key industrial centers, seaports, and international boundaries. The vision for a comprehensive, integrated, nationwide system of highways dated back to the Good Roads movement in the late nineteenth century, but it was not formalized in federal policy until 1944. The Act defined the Interstate Highway System as a network “so located as to connect by routes, as direct as practicable, the principal metropolitan areas, cities, and industrial centers to serve the national defense and to connect at suitable border points with routes of continental importance in the Dominion of Canada and the Republic of Mexico.” This ambitious highway network aimed not only to serve long-distance interstate traffic, but also to reduce congestion within the urban areas it transgressed. The network was based upon earlier designations of roadways that were part of the Federal Aid system and Principal Routes of Military Importance. (Refer to Figure 46 in previous Section I.4.)

Initially, most states experienced a slow process of postwar highway construction, since highway contractors that had largely redirected their operations to support the war effort were slow to make the transition back to their peacetime endeavors. The delay in highway construction also stemmed from labor shortages of former construction workers who were reluctant to return to low-paying jobs, as well as scarcity of materials and inflated prices. Texas, however, was among the first states to forge ahead with the federal-aid highway programs of the late 1940s as well as to initiate a system of interstate highways.
Fortunately for Texas, State Highway Engineer Dewitt C. Greer’s planning efforts during World War II provided much of the groundwork for postwar improvements and expansion of the state highway system (Figure 97). With Greer’s careful administrative and financial skills, the Texas Highway Department’s wartime plans began to be realized. By 1950, the state-maintained system contained 41,673 miles of roads, which represented an increase of 67 percent from immediately after the war. As with the other states, however, Texas suffered from an inadequate and overburdened network of rural (farm-to-market) and urban roads; even though rural roads carried 81 percent of the nation’s traffic, they comprised only 19 percent of road mileage. The Texas Legislature’s passing of the Colson-Briscoe Act in 1949 placed particular emphasis on farm-to-market roads and continued to transform the state’s secondary highway system.

By the early 1950s, all 22,000 miles of the system that were designated as part of the state highway system when Dewitt C. Greer became Chief Highway Engineer in 1940 were paved. This mileage was of particular use in heavily traveled urban areas. By 1955, 60 million vehicles utilized the nation’s highways. The postwar boom also affected Texas, and the state experienced unprecedented growth and prosperity. Continued demographic shifts from rural to urban areas changed the character of Texas and its rapidly expanding population centers. As a result, vehicular traffic in urban areas doubled in Texas between 1940 and 1960. To address the growing burdens on the existing highway infrastructure and road network, the Texas Highway Department promoted urban expressways and bypasses in major metropolitan areas to reduce traffic congestion. (See Figure 98.) This transitional period of the postwar era closed with the passage of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 (also known as the National Interstate and Defense Highways Act, Public Law 84-627), which provided the necessary funding to enact, build, and maintain the new Interstate Highway System that transformed the nation and marked the decline of many sections of the named highways as the major transportation routes in Texas and other states. This transformation affected not only roadways, but also development patterns in cities and towns, bypassing dense traditional downtowns and fostering decentralized commercial development and new types of roadside commercial buildings that catered to the automobile.

1945–1950

After passage of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1944, each state had until July 1, 1945, to submit an initial designation of routes proposed for the interstate system. Suggested highways were to be consistent with the legal limitation of 40,000 miles, with interstate and international route connections, and with national defense needs. In some instances, the Texas Highway Department reached agreements with
bordering states regarding crossings of the interstate system via Texas roads over state lines. On February 26, 1945, the Texas Highway Commission acted to comply with provisions of the Act and selected the following segments of US highways in Texas as part of the interstate system (see Figure 99):

- US 80 (Bankhead Highway west of Dallas) from the New Mexico state line north of El Paso to the Louisiana state line east of Marshall
- US 67 (Bankhead Highway east of Dallas) from Dallas to the Arkansas state line at Texarkana
- US 81 (Meridian Highway) from Laredo to U.S. Highway No. 77 at Hillsboro; thence US 77 to the Oklahoma state line north of Gainesville
- US 81 (Meridian Highway) from Hillsboro to Fort Worth; thence U.S. Highway No. 377 from Fort Worth to US 77 at Denton
- US 290 at US 80 to US 27; thence US 27 to US 87 at Comfort; thence US 87 to US 90 in San Antonio; thence along US 90 (OST/Southern National Highway) from San Antonio to the Louisiana state line east of Beaumont
- US 66 from the New Mexico state line to the Oklahoma state line; US 75 from Galveston to Dallas.

While the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1944 made no new appropriations for implementing the interstate highway program, the Act made available federal monies that could be used with matching state funds to improve roads to be integrated into the Interstate Highway System.
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Figure 99. Official Texas Highway Department map, 1945. This map documents the general condition of the state’s highway system at the close of World War II. The map depicts an intricate web of highways that served the state’s major urban areas, as well as smaller sized cities and communities and many rural areas. In the intervening years, this highway system changed dramatically, affecting not only trends in transportation, but also patterns of development, especially in urban and suburban areas throughout the state. Source: University of North Texas Libraries, The Portal to Texas History, http://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth193703/ (accessed March 24, 2014), crediting University of Texas at Arlington Library, Arlington, Texas.
In addition, many people (especially on farms and ranches in more remote locations) considered this inaugural portion of the Interstate Highway System to favor urban areas at the expense of rural areas. Such a perception stemmed from the reliance of the Interstate Highway System upon earlier designations of the Federal Aid Highway System and Principal Routes of Military Importance. Yet much of Texas’ population at that time still remained rural; the census reported that 54.6 percent of the state’s population lived in rural areas.538 To address these inequities, the Texas Highway Department and state elected officials began planning an ambitious program of farm-to-market road construction concurrent with interstate highway construction that addressed such perceived imbalances. For the farm-to-market road program, Texas allocated $30 million in state funds from the gasoline tax and vehicle registration fees to cover construction during the first three years after World War II. These monies were to be equally matched by a federal allotment. The Texas Highway Department informed the public that sound construction of the roads was assured with state supervision and federal approval of plans.539 The farm-to-market road selection and funding process was as follows:

- Joint selection of routes to the system by the Texas Highway Department, local officials, and the Public Roads Administration540 giving priority to “community importance;”
- Texas Highway Department selects roads for improvement with the approval of the Public Roads Administration;
- Construction details determined jointly by the Texas Highway Department, local officials, and Public Roads Administration.541

States employed varying mechanisms as to how federal monies were divided between projects. In Texas, funds allocated to the state were converted into mileage and divided amongst the farm-to-market roads on a county-by-county basis. When projects were completed, the mileage was then incorporated into the State Highway System.

On September 19 and 20, 1945, Greer and other Texas Highway Department officials hosted a conference in Austin with Bureau of Public Roads officials to discuss several issues related to the expansion of the State Highway System and Interstate Highway System.542 Key discussion points of the conference included:

- Designation of state highways on Texas’ Federal Aid Secondary System not on the Federal Aid Primary System, plus an additional 7,200 miles of county roads slated for construction;
- Use of low-water “structures” and culverts on farm-to-market roads not in danger of severe or prolonged flooding;
- Consideration of a highway routed through El Paso not as part of the Interstate Highway System but as a regular federal aid project;
Postponement of construction and design on proposed sections of the Interstate Highway System in rural areas; and

Consideration of the fact that construction of proposed urban projects in Fort Worth, Dallas, Houston, and San Antonio would exceed the available urban fund allocations already available by $6 million.

Preparation for postwar construction and maintenance programs—including the regular State Highway System, interstate roads, farm-to-market roads, and urban expressways—received a major boost in 1946 after the 49th Texas Legislature passed a constitutional amendment that proposed a dramatic change to the way the State funded highway construction and maintenance. After much debate, the Legislature passed a bill to submit a constitutional amendment for popular vote whereby monies from the key components of the State Highway Fund—gasoline tax, driver’s license fees, vehicle registration fees—would no longer have to be allocated by the Legislature on a year-to-year basis. As such, the legislation made these auto-related revenues less vulnerable for exploitation by politicians for other purposes. All road-user taxes, except for the one-fourth of the gasoline tax for schools, were earmarked for highway building, maintenance, and policing. Further, the amendment gave the Legislature the authority to raise and lower motor vehicle fuel rates and vehicle registration fees without direct voter approval. The law also authorized perpetual use of the funds for roadway construction and for the enforcement of laws to make roads safer. Texans passed what came to be called the “Good Roads Amendment” on November 5, 1946.

Passage of the “Good Roads Amendment” allowed for the Texas Highway Department to spend the $174 million available at the end of the war (with the federal government and the State of Texas each contributing half). The allotment was divided into three funds: $50 million on the primary system, $17 million for expressways, and $10 million for “future expenditure.” Postwar plans for highway improvement included implementing roadways with direct alignments, easy grades, proper sight distance, wide right-of-way, safe and sloping shoulders, shallow ditches, and railroad crossing grade separation. The Landscape Division of the Highway Department published a booklet titled Illustrated Studies of Controlled Access Highways. The aim of the publication was to promote various methods of limiting the ability to enter and exit a roadway. This design concept had far-reaching consequences that affected developmental patterns along highways in rural and particularly suburban and urban areas; furthermore, it allowed the highway to accommodate increased traffic volume. Among the controlled-access features considered were those providing entry to increasingly common roadside business and amenities such as service stations and tourist camps (see Figure 100) that took advantage of the
In August 1946, State Engineer Greer published an article in Texas Week describing the Texas Highway Department’s imminent plans. Among them was the announcement of contract lettings for the beginning stages of expressway projects in Dallas, San Antonio, and Houston.548 (Figure 101.) Texas continued to make “Road-Building History” during 1946, when the paved mileage in the state increased from 25,088 to 27,150.549
The rapid expansion of the farm-to-market road system in the postwar era complemented the existing highway network and contributed to rising profits and productivity of agricultural yields. These secondary roads also added to the significance of the principal highways as an increasingly important mode of transporting locally produced goods and commodities. These major highways linked major cities and processing centers within Texas and neighboring states, and made new markets available to agriculturalists in the state (Figure 102). The growing numbers of trucks and other motorized vehicles in the postwar period further contributed to a transportation system that relied less on fixed rail and the companies that owned them. The farm-to-market roads also afforded new economic development and employment opportunities for the citizens of Texas, especially those in rural areas.

By 1947, in cooperation with the states, much of the nation’s Interstate Highway System had been designated and specific highways targeted for improvement and upgrade. (See Figure 103.) However, construction on the highways within the system proceeded at a slow pace because Congress did not appropriate funds specifically for new highway construction, even though it made available matching funds for primary and urban highways. Provisions for the construction of secondary roads, on the other hand, were clear. On June 2, 1947, the Texas Highway Commission approved Minute No. 23476, which allowed the Texas Highway Department to supplement county or local funds for farm-to-market roads meeting certain conditions. As a result, the State Highway System grew. On July 1, 1947, the Texas Highway Department reported 25,734 miles of paved mileage, including county-maintained roads. The Department had spent $934,197,811.55 between 1929 and 1947 to increase that amount four-fold since the 6,061 miles of paved highways that the Department reported in 1929 when Department engineers made the first accurate count of paved mileage in the state.
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Figure 103. National System of Interstate Highways, August 2, 1947. This map notes the highways considered to be among the most significant within the nation. Although the map was prepared shortly after World War II, it largely predicted where the Interstate Highway System of the 1950s would be established. Most of these routes extended along alignments that followed exactly on or ran near the named highways that had existed for several decades. This trend underscores the continued significance and relevance these highways have had on vehicular transportation throughout the nation. Source: Record Group 30, Series 5, Maps of Highway Systems ( Interstate and Defense Highways ), National Archives at College Park, College Park, Maryland.
In its final session during September 1947, the Texas Highway Commission appropriated $2,293,707 for 51 projects, mostly farm-to-market roads. The Commission also approved designation of the Blue Star Memorial Highway, as requested by Texas Garden Clubs, Inc., and the installation of commemorative markers. The designation was part of a nationwide effort of Garden Clubs to commemorate and pay tribute to military personnel who served the country during World War II. The memorial highway in Texas followed U.S. Highway No. 77 from the Oklahoma state line to Denton, then U.S. Highway No. 377 to Fort Worth, and, finally, U.S. Highway No. 81 (Meridian Highway) to Laredo. Dealing with matters of highway safety, the Commission also authorized $48,000 to implement new no-passing measures approved by the American Association of State Highway Officials. The new system called for long, white dashed lines separating traffic lanes. In areas where passing was prohibited, lanes would have solid yellow lines on the driver’s side. The first state highways on which the new no-passing zones were tried were on some of the state’s most important roadways and included the following segments.

- U.S. Highway No. 67 – Greenville to Dallas
- U.S. Highway No. 75 – Denison to Corsicana
- U.S. Highway No. 77 – Gainesville to Hillsboro
- U.S. Highway No. 80 – Dallas to Wills Point
- U.S. Highway No. 81 – Hillsboro to San Antonio
- U.S. Highway No. 87 – Kendall and Bexar counties
- U.S. Highway No. 90 – Luling to San Antonio

In November, the Texas Highway Department announced tentative plans for a new east-west expressway connecting Dallas and Fort Worth parallel to, but north of, present U.S. Highway No. 80 (Figure 104). The plans would radically transform a stretch of road that, historically, had been part of the Bankhead Highway. This measure, favored by the Department, was to alleviate traffic congestion on U.S. Highway No. 80 near Commerce Street at the Triple Underpass in downtown Dallas. Previously, US 80 followed city streets that directly fronted local businesses, but the new expressway would be a grade-separated, with overpasses at intersections, and limited-access, with entrance and exit ramps only at select cross-streets. The consequence of removing stops at intersections would be that traffic would be diverted away from local businesses. Property owners and the City of Dallas preferred other options such as street widening or a new underpass so that area commercial enterprises would not lose business or properties would not decline in value. (See Figure 105.)

As the Texas Highway Department moved forward with its efforts to build expressways in urban areas, the agency’s decisions regarding the locations of these improved and more efficient roadways reveal much
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about the evolving road network, demographic shifts, and greater diversification of Texas’ postwar economy. In addition, they also demonstrated the enduring influence of the named highway from the early period of highway development and how they continued to shape and influence the road network and associated patterns of development. The first highways slated to be developed into four-lane divided expressways were:

- U.S. Highway No. 66 at Shamrock and Amarillo;
- U.S. Highway No. 67 (Bankhead) through Greenville;
- U.S. Highway No. 75 from Denison to Galveston;
- U.S. Highway No. 77 through Gainesville;
- U.S. Highway No. 81 (Meridian) between San Antonio and Fort Worth and between Fort Worth and Cleburne;
- U.S. Highway No. 83 (Del Rio–Canadian) at Abilene;
- U.S. Highway No. 87 at Lubbock; and
- U.S. Highway No. 90 (Old Spanish Trail) between Houston and Beaumont and from Beaumont to Sabine River.

The agency cited several portions of U.S. Highway No. 80—at El Paso, between Midland and Odessa, between Sweetwater and Abilene, and between Abilene and Cisco—as currently under construction or needing expansion. State highways also received attention. The Texas Highway Department planned improvements for State Highway No. 73
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between Houston and Port Arthur and for State Highway No. 183 between Fort Worth and Dallas. In East Texas, work was to be completed on major roadways in Lufkin, Tyler, Longview, and Kilgore. In order to facilitate traffic further, the Department planned loops to connect highways converging on major cities at Houston, Dallas, Fort Worth, and San Antonio. As the “backbone of the overall modern urban pattern,” the urban expressway supported interregional development for Texas cities with “growing industry, a rising population, and an expanded activity in cultural commercial fields.” Work on Texas’ first freeway began on the stretch of U.S. Highway No. 75 between Houston and Galveston. In December 1948, the name “Gulf Free-Way,” submitted by a local bank employee, was selected by the City of Houston as the official name of the new superhighway (Figure 106).

While so much effort was devoted to urban expressways, many Texans as well as local and state officials did not overlook the necessity of having improved and well-maintained rural roads within the state’s highway system. In March 1948, individuals from 11 statewide groups formed the Texas Rural Roads Association to “campaign for a comprehensive farm road program and a tax bill with which to finance it.” The association represented farmers, laborers, local officials, and schools. Their efforts bore fruit when State Senator Esther Neville Colson and State Representative Dolph Briscoe co-sponsored and co-authored the Colson-Briscoe Act of 1949 (S.B. 287) under the slogan “Get the farmer out of the mud.” Passing almost unanimously in both houses of the Texas Legislature, the bill guaranteed $15 million annually of permanent funding for new farm-to-market and ranch-to-market
roads. Under the Act, the Texas Highway Department received monies from the Omnibus Tax Clearance Fund. The Colson–Briscoe Act only covered new farm-to-market road construction but did not provide for the perpetuation or maintenance of farm-to-market roads. According to the Texas Highway Department, the Colson–Briscoe Act was perhaps the “most dramatic rural highway expansion program in history,” making Texas the only state in the union to have farm-to-market roads as a part of the state’s system of secondary and connecting routes. In October 1948, the writers at Texas Parade magazine remarked that a “complete list of the cities and towns sure sooner or later, to be involved in the highway department’s vast municipal highway program would seem like a transcription for the U.S. postal guide.”

At the federal level, the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1948 appropriated $450 million nationwide in annual highway construction funds for fiscal years 1950 and 1951, which was comparable to the three-year program created following the passage of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1944. Under the 1948 Act, Texas received just over $25.57 million in federal funds for highway projects, a sum slightly smaller than appropriations under the previous highway act (Table 9).


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>Primary System</th>
<th>Secondary System</th>
<th>Urban System</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>$14,258,270</td>
<td>$10,043,311</td>
<td>$4,454,068</td>
<td>$28,765,649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>$14,263,977</td>
<td>$10,047,099</td>
<td>$4,464,068</td>
<td>$28,775,144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>$14,097,513</td>
<td>$9,929,186</td>
<td>$4,406,836</td>
<td>$28,433,535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>$12,679,694</td>
<td>$8,930,900</td>
<td>$3,966,153</td>
<td>$25,576,747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$55,299,454</td>
<td>$38,950,496</td>
<td>$17,301,125</td>
<td>$111,551,075</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a new decade dawned, the Texas Highway Department could reflect on a period of remarkable achievement and success. Over a five-year period, the agency had allocated $270 million in highway projects for construction between August 14, 1945 and January 10, 1950. During that time span, the Department also let contracts valued at $22 million in federal aid farm-to-market projects. At the January 10 and 11, 1950 meeting of the Texas Highway Commission, contractors bid on an additional $4.5 million of work on 300 miles of roadways across the state. To maintain the momentum of road construction for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1950, the federal government allotted almost $25.6 million to Texas with almost $12.7 million set aside for the primary system, $8.9 million for the secondary system and feeder roads, and almost $4.0 million for urban highways. According to acting Highway Commissioner W. J. O’Leary, the Department improved 4,309 miles of highway in 1950. This work set the stage for the
transformation of Texas’ highway system in the coming years, when interstate highways would bypass downtowns across the state.

1951–1956

By 1951, Texas boasted approximately 38,000 miles of paved state highway, all of which was built without the need for the Texas Highway Department to issue any bonds. As part of that effort, in August 1951, the first major section of the Gulf Freeway was dedicated, which marked an important milestone in the development of the expressways in the state. The 50-mile stretch in a populated and rapidly developing area of southeast Houston cost $28.5 million and had the distinction of becoming Texas’ first urban expressway. Central Expressway, routed on U.S. Highway No. 75 north of Dallas, was also completed about the same time when Highway Department workers were installing the new speed limit signs. In other parts of Texas, however, highways continued to travel along city streets through downtowns, and automobile congestion remained a problem. Photographs of San Angelo in 1951, for example, illustrate the type of inner city traffic congestion that showed the growing need to continue with the development of urban expressways in the state’s larger cities (Figure 107).

Also in 1951, the updated Bond Assumption Act (H.B. No. 285) redistributed the gasoline tax surplus. For the first time, the Act committed a specific amount to farm-to-market roads, stating that a portion of one-fourth of the tax was to go into the State Highway Fund solely for the “construction and improvement” of farm-to-market roads. This new legislation significantly increased funds for the farm-to-market program. Consequently, the state’s goal for farm-to-market road mileage increased to 35,000. When county judges and commissioners complained at their annual convention in the fall of 1951
that the state’s secondary road system was being overshadowed by primary highways, Governor Allan Shivers countered that the state’s total investment in farm-to-market roads would be $244 million by 1953.\textsuperscript{577} While county officials touched upon a long-standing issue regarding the allocation of funds for road construction, the effectiveness of the secondary road system still remained largely dependent on the primary highways that functioned as major arterials that linked major markets within Texas and in other states.

The Texas Highway Department was well aware that major arterials in urban areas and farm-to-market roads in rural areas were interdependent. For the system as a whole to function efficiently, neither could be neglected. The postwar mission of the Texas Highway Department was reinforced by Texas Highway Commission Chairman E. H. Thornton, Jr. in mid-December 1951. At a meeting with various city, county, and chamber of commerce officials in Tyler, Texas, Thornton cited the age of highways and problems with construction, maintenance, and funding among the acute problems of the State Highway System.\textsuperscript{578} Despite the 10-point list of problems that he presented, however, Thornton was optimistic that the state’s road system could be great if attention continued to be paid to farm- and ranch-to-market roads, expressways, and primary roads.

This accomplishment came at a time when agencies in other states began assuming responsibility for the publication and distribution of state highway maps to promote tourism and natural resources.\textsuperscript{579} The Texas Highway Department was no exception; the 1951 \textit{Official Travel Map} featured a “photo album” of campfires, cattle, beaches, and missions encouraging Texans to visit attractions in their home state.\textsuperscript{580} At the same time, various auto clubs were encouraging Texans to “See Texas First.” This tourism campaign promoted various scenic routes for residents of the state. For example, the Dallas Automobile Club developed a driving tour by spring 1952 that extended through Southeast, South, and Central Texas. The organization suggested that tourists could make the trip by traveling on U.S. Highway No. 75 from Dallas to Galveston (partly on the new Gulf Freeway, which had been part of the Meridian Highway), then continue via State Highway Nos. 6 and 35 to Gregory. (See \textit{Figure 108}.) Drivers were then to take U.S. Highway No. 181 to Corpus Christi, State Highway No. 44 to Robstown, and U.S. Highway No. 77 to Brownsville. From there, the scenic route led from US 281 to McAllen and San Antonio then on U.S. Highway No. 81 (the Meridian Highway) through Austin to Waco, where the traveler picked up U.S. Highway No. 77 for the final leg of the trip back to Dallas.\textsuperscript{581}

Throughout the 1950s, farm-to-market road construction continued to be partially funded under the Federal Aid Secondary program. Under the program approved in 1952, for example, $38 million in work on
farm-to-market roads was completed with $27 million coming from federal and state matching funds and $11 million in bond surplus. The Federal Aid Highway Act of 1952 (Public Law 82-413) authorized $25 million for interstate highway construction for each of fiscal years 1954 and 1955, with a 50 percent federal share. These funds enabled construction to finally start on the Interstate Highway System in Texas in 1954. A survey of the nation’s roads by the Bureau of Public Roads found that a 10-year project to modernize roads—not with new alignments but through widening, modernizing, and repairing existing routes—was needed and would cost over $101 billion nationwide. In 1954, a new highway act (Public Law 83-350) provided for $175 million (60 percent federal share) to address the immediate needs of state highway construction and maintenance in Texas.

In 1955, the Texas Legislature authorized the first increase (from four cents to five cents per gallon) in the state’s gasoline tax since 1929. On a national level, resolution of highway-related funding issues was not so straightforward. During the First Session of the 84th Congress, the House and Senate rejected several proposals for continued Federal Aid highway funding and financing of the Interstate Highway System. At the center of the controversy was the significant increase in federal appropriation for highway construction and concerns as to where the money would come from.

Despite a political log jam in Congress, public demand for accessible and efficient transportation networks persisted. In 1955, the American Automobile Association noted that the rise in vehicular travel was 10 percent higher than the previous year. Organizations such as the Dallas Automobile Club showed a marked rise in membership and services offered by the mid-1950s as a result of increased motor vehicle and tourist travel. At this time, many Americans from all income brackets increasingly took family vacations by automobile. The fact that more travelers and vacationers were on the road seeking inexpensive

Figure 108. Photograph of the Gulf Freeway near League City, 1956. With separate roadways of one-way traffic, wide medians, and controlled access, the Gulf Freeway marked a new chapter in highway design and construction in Texas. It was the first of several such expressways constructed in the mid-1950s, just before President Dwight D. Eisenhower signed the pivotal Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956. The Gulf Freeway had a profound effect on land-use patterns and development in the Houston area. Source: TexasFreeway.com, http://www.texasfreeway.com/houston/historic/photos/images/i45_league_city_july_1956.jpg (accessed March 24, 2014), crediting the Texas Department of Transportation archive library, Economic Evaluation of the Gulf Freeway, and the City of Houston.
accommodations resulted in a rise in requests for campsites and trailer parks (Figure 109). The primary destinations for these travelers, according to the Dallas Automobile Club travel bureau's manager, were national parks and forests. \(^{587}\) State parks were popular destinations as well, although an intense drought in the early 1950s deterred tourists from visiting many of the lakes and rivers in Texas' state parks. \(^{588}\)

With this public demand, support for an improved highway system continued to mount. As Congress struggled to find a solution to funding such a program, highway planners continued to develop long-range plans that would be ready to implement once Congress reached a compromise. In 1955, the Bureau of Public Roads published *General Location of National System of Interstate Highways*. \(^{589}\) The book featured maps of 100 urban areas that showed where interstate mileage would be located. Texas cities included Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston, and San Antonio. (See Figure 110.) A quick inspection of the map shows how these routes were based on many of the named highways that dated to (and even pre-dated) the founding of the Texas Highway Department in 1916. Specifically, the new interstate highways closely followed the routes of the Bankhead Highway, Meridian Highway, and Old Spanish Trail/Southern National Highway, which had functioned as the state’s principal roadways for a half century. However, while the older named highways traveled through the centers of cities, the proposed interstate roads often included loops around the cores of these metropolitan centers that would be developed in the 1960s and beyond.

By 1956, Congress finally reached a compromise over funding and passed the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956, which President Dwight D. Eisenhower signed on June 29, 1956. This landmark piece of legislation transformed the nation’s highway program and initiated the expenditure of $25 billion and the construction of 41,000 miles of

---

Figure 109. Advertisement for a De Soto station wagon in 1956, illustrating the popularity of camping at the time. Source: Camping in the Old Days, http://mredsewingroom.blogspot.com/ (accessed March 24, 2014).
interstate highways throughout the nation for fiscal years 1957 through 1969. The Act also gave the federal government an increasingly important role in the planning, design, construction, and maintenance of highways. Furthermore, it provided a funding formula that provided a steady and reliable source of monies for highways. Unlike previous funding efforts, the 1956 Highway Act enabled the federal government to pay 90 percent of the construction cost and the states to pay the remaining 10 percent. Such a state-friendly formula proved to be a boon to state highway departments across the country and resulted in a

dramatic building program that literally and figuratively transformed the nation’s landscape and character.

As the Act progressed through Congress toward eventual passage, the Texas Highway Department began to prepare for the far-reaching effects that the Act’s passage would bring to Texas. In a letter dictated on May 10, 1956, Chief Engineer Greer informed the Highway Commission that federal appropriations for interstate construction under the Act would amount to $754 million over the next 13 years. With a requirement of $83 million in state matching funds, total appropriations for the state amounted to $837 million. Thus, the passage of the 1956 Highway Act marked a turning point in the history of highway construction in Texas and ultimately relegated many of the historic alignments of the named highways to a lesser role in the transportation of people and goods in the state’s highway system.

DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS ALONG HIGHWAYS

Response to Demographic Patterns

Between 1944 and 1956, the population of Texas grew from 6,876,000 to 8,830,000. Suburbs were the fastest growing areas in Texas and across the nation. Jobs in the postwar industrial-military economy moved to the suburbs, where the population also relocated in new suburban neighborhoods and subdivisions. For instance, Garland, located just outside of Dallas and close to a North American Aviation plant founded during the war, grew from 2,233 in 1940 to 10,571 in 1950, and would continue to grow to 38,501 in 1960. As described by the National Park Service publication Historic Residential Suburbs, suburban growth was “fueled by increased automobile ownership, advances in building technology, and the “Baby Boom.” A critical shortage of housing and the availability of low-cost, long-term mortgages, especially favorable to veterans, greatly spurred the trend toward home ownership.” In the postwar era, businesses also increasingly moved to the suburbs, where parking was ample and downtown traffic and associated congestion could be avoided. Developers began to plan and construct suburbs at a community level, with schools, community centers, and shopping centers. As a result, suburbs became more self-sufficient over time, with less necessity to travel back and forth between traditional urban population centers and outlying residential areas. However, the highway network remained an important and vital link between these new suburban areas and central business districts.

Transportation of People and Goods

Motor vehicles continuously increased as a vital mode of transportation for people and goods during the period from 1944 to 1956. In response
to continuing high demand, automobile manufacture remained intensely productive despite the fact that the war efforts diverted materials and labor away from production of many other commercial goods. In Texas, the number of motor vehicles registered in 1944 was 1,573,502; by 1956, that number had climbed to 3,938,402. Once again, trucks accounted for an increasing share of motor vehicles — 20.38 percent by 1956. This increase may be explained, in part, by the fact that highways took on an increased military significance during World War II as a way to transport troops and materiel. Highways with connections to military installations, ports, and international airports all became strategically important to the U.S. military. Movement of gasoline for aviation was a military priority for road construction, especially where gasoline could not reach military installations via rail. In turn, commercial imports and exports took advantage of improved international transportation routes. For example, the availability of air shipping allowed perishable fruits and vegetables to reach far-flung markets. Within Texas, this trend had important implications for the truck crop farmers in the Rio Grande Valley, whose products reached markets via transport along the Meridian Highway and the Old Spanish Trail/Southern National Highway. Yet rail lines, which had long provided connectivity to ports and to Latin America, continued to move a significant share of freight. As late as 1950, trucks on highways carried only about 70 percent of the amount of freight that rail lines carried along the same route. (In other words, trucks carried about 40 percent of all freight, while trains carried the other 60 percent).

Although the movement of goods began to take on a wider circumference, the movement of most passenger vehicles along highways was local. (See Figure 11.) A 1943 article in the journal Landscape Architecture stated that:

“Averaged facts show the radius of local traffic influence increases with the population of the city. Roughly, this range of city influence varies from six to nine miles in the smaller cities of around 24,000 population and runs upward to as much as 25 or 35 miles in metropolitan centers over one million population. Traffic studies have shown that upwards of 80 to more than 90 per cent of the vehicles moving toward these cities on main approach highways are bound to points within the cities themselves. Since more than three-fourths of vehicle traffic is for short trips within the general radius of the population’s influence on cities, only a fraction of the trips being over 50 miles, the urgency of need for improvement in the post-war period to correct critical traffic congestion in and near cities is obvious.”
Tourism and Tourist Attractions

During World War II, rations placed on gasoline and tires severely restricted auto tourism. Intercity bus tourism picked up some of the slack from the decline in personal automobile touring, and buses were an important form of transportation for soldiers. Yet the overall volume of tourist traffic did not rebound until after the war. With the prosperity and increased leisure time of the postwar era, automobile tourism boomed. However, this boom coincided with a time of transition for the highway system; some new expressways were under construction in major cities, but throughout most of the state, older...
highways still were used by tourists. Because the postwar tourism business was so lucrative, many new motels, gas stations, and restaurants continued to be built along older alignments in the postwar era, despite the expectation that they soon would be bypassed by the expressways on new alignment. The tourism-related commercial buildings of this era were situated at the edges of towns, took on more sprawling forms, and provided parking and canopies to accommodate the automobile (Figure 112). (Refer to forthcoming Section III.2 for a detailed description of commercial property types.)

The postwar years also saw an increase in the number of race-specific travel guides and the number of cities and types of establishments they listed. In 1947, the Green Book was joined by Travelguide which offered African-Americans “Vacation & Recreation Without Humiliation” through its comprehensive listings (see Figure 113). 602 (Refer to the sidebar detailing the Green Book in previous Section I.5.) In 1952, the publishers of The Negro Motorist Green Book changed the guide’s name to The Negro Travelers Green Book in recognition of those African-Americans traveling by means other than the automobile. Nationwide Hotel Association, Inc. (NHA) founded in 1953 to “contribute to the success of those engaged in the business or housing, feeding and servicing transient and permanent guests and assisting in the solution of problems affecting the hotel, motel and tourist home industry” began printing the Go: Guide to Pleasant Motoring that was marketed specifically for African American travelers. 603 Among the officers of NHA’s Region Six was the owner of Green Acres Courts, a motor court in Dallas. 604 As a sign of changing times, the Go: Guide to Pleasant Motoring did not contain a mention of race in its title and boasted listings where “owners and/or managers have agreed to accept as guests all well-behaved persons regardless of race, creed or color.” 605 In 1954, the landmark Brown vs. Board of Education Supreme Court case declared that “separate but unequal” laws nationwide were
unconstitutional, but segregation endured for many years after and continued to inhibit African Americans and other minorities in Texas and elsewhere.

Between 1949 and 1956, cities along the historic Bankhead Highway route discussed within the Green Book, Travelguide, and Go: Guide included Abilene, Dallas, El Paso, Fort Worth, Midland, Odessa, and Texarkana. Travelguide listed Mineral Wells as a point of interest despite the fact that the city did not offer any highway lodging, dining, gas, or other services for black travelers.\textsuperscript{606} While all three guides included lodging and eating accommodations, drug stores, barber shops, and beauty parlors, Travelguide also specifically listed professional (i.e. doctors and lawyers) offices and professional organizations. The increased availability of Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. facilities, particularly in larger cities, and their use for travel lodging is indicative of their listing under the Dallas and Fort Worth entries. The guides' publishers recognized the expanded needs of African-American travelers with the inclusion of businesses such as South Side Service Station in Fort Worth, Buster and Bates Service Station and Johnnie’s Taxi Cabs in Midland, and a Gulf service station in Texarkana.\textsuperscript{607}

**Land Development along Highways**

During World War II, limited access to labor and construction materials severely curtailed any sustained development along highways, and this trend stemmed from the nation’s all-out effort to support the military, its installations, and related industrial operations. Although these military-related facilities often abutted the highway, they typically were on large parcels of land, with buildings set back from the highway and access restricted to authorized personnel. After the conclusion of the war, pent-up demand generated a boom in construction of housing and commercial development. The bulk of this development occurred in the suburbs. Street layouts in new subdivisions typically followed the pattern of the postwar curvilinear suburb, with limited points of access from the highway, few arterial streets, curving secondary streets, and cul-de-sacs.\textsuperscript{608}

Urban redevelopment attempted to retain residents and businesses within downtowns despite the pull of the suburbs. Parking structures and surface parking lots began to emerge in downtowns, as illustrated on fire insurance maps published by the Sanborn Map Company.\textsuperscript{609} However, as the construction of expressways bisected existing urban neighborhoods and limited access to downtown businesses with grade-separation structures, these efforts were not sufficient to curb the tide of suburban growth.\textsuperscript{610} (See *Figure 114.*

---

*Figure 113. Cover of the 1952 Travelguide. Source: Cotton Seiler, “So That We as a Race Might Have Something Authentic to Travel By,” American Quarterly, vol. 58 (December 2006): 1091-1117, on file at the Texas Historical Commission, History Programs Division, Austin, Texas.*
Urban Planning in the Automobile Era

The construction of expressways in the postwar era drew a philosophical division within the planning profession. On the one hand, planners argued that the construction of expressways could alleviate blighted conditions within cities (see Figure 115). The Texas Highway Department typically advocated such an approach, as noted in a 1948 article in *Texas Highways*. The author of this Highway Department periodical pointed out that, “[e]xpressways are routed through slum areas or undeveloped sections of cities whenever possible, because right-of-way costs are less.” Furthermore, the article argued that the redevelopment of properties along the new highway right-of-way would increase tax revenue and compensate for the cost of acquiring right-of-way. 611

However others, including city and urban planners, community activists, and downtown business alliances, took a contrary view of this practice and argued that construction of expressways tore apart neighborhoods and hurt local businesses. 612 Demolition of housing for highway construction was especially controversial after World War II because of the housing shortages faced by returning veterans. In El Paso, for example, where construction of federal aid road projects threatened demolition of homes along Davis and other streets, a veterans committee wrote to President Truman and to the Public Roads
Administration to protest such a highway project. In response, the Public Roads Administration wrote:

“Highway construction throughout the nation was deferred for the several war years, but traffic congestion and the economic needs of the cities now make it desirable to begin such construction as expeditiously as possible. It is expected that where the construction of highways might cause the demolition of existing home units every effort will be made to schedule the
work so that no hardship will be experienced by residents along the right-of-way.614

Roadside Landscape

The trend toward attempting to regulate the aesthetic and visual qualities of roadside development that had begun years earlier continued into the period from 1944 to 1956. Across the nation, highway departments acquired wider right-of-ways, in some instances even acquiring scenic easements beyond the right-of-way.615 Local governments also continued to regulate billboards and the aesthetics of roadside development.616 Within the right-of-way, the Texas Highway Department embarked on an ambitious program of constructing roadside parks and scenic turnouts. (Refer to Appendix A – Physical Evolution for a detailed discussion.) This increase necessitated the use of more man-made materials such as metal and brick, based on the belief that they would be less expensive to construct and maintain than local materials like wood and stone that had been used earlier (Figure 116).617

Figure 116. Photograph of a roadside park along US 80 (formerly the Bankhead Highway) in the vicinity of Palo Pinto, Palo Pinto County. Note the brick and metal construction materials. Photo by HHM.

---
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STATEWIDE HISTORIC CONTEXT

INTRODUCTION

Since the late 1950s, many of Texas’ historic named highways continued to be developed into early freeways and expressways and ultimately were absorbed into or replaced by the new Interstate Highway System President Eisenhower established in 1956. The development of this program, however, initiated a conflict between the primary highway system and the precedence of the interstate system over the state’s named highways. The 1950s saw significant changes to the state highway network and the effects of the interstate system to the character of the named highways. Within the span of the decade, routes such as US 80, US 81, and US 90 rapidly expanded along previously completed interregional highways segments to become extensive stretches of unimpeded and controlled-access interstate highways. While improvements in the highway system eased traffic congestion and helped to stimulate the economy of the nation, state, and local communities, these innovations came at a price. For example, the interstate highways diverted much traffic away from the historic roadways, which had a devastating effect on the owners of many small businesses on once-popular named highways. Many of the buildings that once housed businesses that catered to tourists and the traveling public began to be used for new commercial operations geared to locale clientele. In addition, the trend of interstate highways to draw people, business, and traffic out of urban areas led to increased suburban development, more decentralized shopping patterns, and urban sprawl. Interstate construction also often accompanied urban renewal efforts that razed and redeveloped “blighted” urban areas, amplifying the trend toward urban decentralization. This trend also spurred passage of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, which encouraged preservation of historic properties and archeological sites and placed new regulations requiring the federal government and state highway departments to consider the effects of their projects. By 1970, statistics showed that while the Interstate Highway System comprised only slightly more than one percent of national road and street mileage, it carried more than 20 percent of all traffic.618
By 1957, segments of five of the proposed interstate highways through Texas were planned to parallel or follow exactly the historic alignments of several of the state's named highways, including the following (see Figure 117):

- IH 10 – US 80 (Bankhead Highway) from El Paso to Reeves County; US 90 (Old Spanish Trail) from San Antonio to Houston and from Beaumont to Orange
- IH 20 – US 80 (Bankhead Highway) from El Paso to Dallas
- IH 30 – US 67 (Bankhead Highway) from Texarkana to Dallas
- IH 35 – US 81 (Meridian Highway) from Hillsboro to Laredo
- IH 35W – US 81 (Meridian Highway) from Hillsboro to Fort Worth

Other segments of the above-named interstates as well as IH 35E (King of Trails), IH 37 (Puget Sound to Gulf), IH 40 (Route 66), and IH 45 (Exall Highway) were to parallel or follow other major U.S. or state highways. (See Figure 118.) The old Bankhead and Meridian highways, the
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state’s primary east-west and north-south through highways, respectively, featured prominently in the interstate system. At the time, US 90 was the major route between El Paso and San Antonio; highway planners hoped that the more northerly IH 10 would divert the traffic from that route. Construction on and improvement of these routes commenced even though they had not yet been officially designated by the federal or state governments as interstate highways. No interstate highways, or portions of interstate highways, were routed along the other named highways (Del Rio–Canadian Highway, East Texas Highway, or North Texas Highway) that are featured in this study.

As many of Texas’ U.S. and state highways were gradually absorbed into the new Interstate Highway System, farm-to-market road development progressed at a more rapid pace. By July 1957, the farm-to-market road system contained 30,019.64 designated miles. An editorial in the Houston Chronicle criticized the Texas Highway Department’s emphasis on farm-to-market road development that underscored the simmering and long-standing differences over the priorities of when and where to improve the state’s highways. The article argued that the primary road and urban road networks suffered and that the “amount spent on farm-to-market roads is ridiculously out of proportion...” and that “the imbalance [of vehicle use and monies spent] become preposterous.” The article noted that in fiscal year 1955, the Texas Highway Department spent $50 million constructing farm-to-market roads, keeping pace with a current rate of 2,000 new roads per year. The agency also spent $12 million to repair those roads. On the other hand, the Department spent $174 million on all highway construction and $35 million on maintaining highways, hence the noted “imbalance.” Since funds appropriated through the Colson–Briscoe Act only covered farm-to-market road construction, the maintenance costs were covered by funds that, according to the editorial, would otherwise be spent on the primary highway system. The author expressed the frustration of many Texans over the agency’s trend to commence building urban expressways and allowing them to languish when funds for their construction could come from the amount of funds spent building and maintaining farm-to-market roads.

On August 15, 1957, the AASHO adopted official route numbering for the Interstate Highway System (Figure 119). As planning for the new interstate highways system continued, some of the previously funded controlled-access highways or expressways began to be completed and supplemented existing highways. For example, the new the Dallas–Fort Worth Turnpike opened to traffic on August 27, 1957, soon after passage of the “National System of Interstate Highways” bill and enactment of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956. The turnpike provided an alternative to the heavily used and frequently congested US 80 between the two cities. Whereas other expressways in Texas were
built by the Texas Highway Department entirely with public monies, the turnpike was a private endeavor funded by the Texas Turnpike Authority. The Texas Legislature authorized the Authority’s creation in 1953 to construct and oversee the project. The tollway served as the Dallas-to-Fort Worth segment of IH 20 until a more southerly route of that interstate highway opened in 1964.\textsuperscript{625} It subsequently was incorporated into IH 30 in 1977 and taken over by the state after the bonds sold to fund its construction were paid off, in compliance with the legislation that created the Turnpike Authority.\textsuperscript{626} Though this effort was indeed successful, it was not the model that the Texas Highway Department ultimately adopted for the subsequent planning, construction, and maintenance of the state’s interstate highway program.

In October 1957, the U.S. Secretary of Commerce announced a “second helping” of 2,102 interstate miles to be distributed among the states. Of the 41,000 miles originally called for by the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956, 1,000 remained undesignated and 1,102 miles had become available when other routes were shortened. Texas received about seven percent of this additional mileage – 143 miles between Corpus Christi and San Antonio that became IH 37.\textsuperscript{627} (See Figure 120.) While the federal government did not give a specific reason for its choice of the Texas addition, the fact that military and naval bases were located in the two cities would have played a major role in the selection, since national defense needs were the federal government’s top determining factor for interstate highway placement. These factors remained consistent with federal and state governments’ highway selection and funding practices for defense needs that were implemented during the World War II era. This highway generally followed the alignment of the southeast terminus segment of the Puget Sound to Gulf Highway, yet another one of the early named highways dating to the creation of the Texas Highway Department in 1917.

In July 1958, one of the first sections of IH 20 was nearing completion, subsuming US 80 (Bankhead Highway/SH 1). The new interstate highway occupied a 17-mile stretch from Colorado City to the Mitchell–Howard county line. The progress on this portion of the highway was attributed to the hard work of Texas Highway Department District 8 Engineer Jake Roberts. The District—covering 13 counties—was to contain 158.9 miles of the new interstate to be built at a cost of $44,644,000. The 1958 article of Texas Good Roads Association publication entitled Texas Parade that highlighted the District 8 interstate work described it as the “Broadway of West Texas,” harkening back to the days when a large segment of US 80 was called the “Broadway of America.” The article also noted that, two years into the interstate program, more than half of the interstate miles in the state of Texas were complete.\textsuperscript{628}
Figure 120. Map entitled “Routes to be Added to the National System of Interstate and Defense Highways,” showing the proposed additions to the system, October 1957. This map depicts the specific locations of new highways that supplemented the initial Interstate Highway System. Texas was one of the few states to receive additional mileage. The new highway became IH 37 and linked San Antonio and Corpus Christi, both of which had important military bases. The ongoing nature of the simmering hostilities between the United States and Soviet Union during what became known as the Cold War likely played an important role in the construction of this new element of the Interstate Highway System. Source: http://www.ajfroggie.com/roads/yellowbook/additions-1957.jpg (accessed March 27, 2014).
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Statewide Historic Context | 1957–1980
Figure 121. Detail of map entitled “National System of Interstate and Defense Highways: Segments of the System with Construction Completed or Under Way,” December 31, 1958. Source: Record Group 30, Bureau of Public Roads, Prints: Highway Transport, Box 366, NARA.
Maps dated to December 1958 depict the construction status of the Interstate Highway System and elucidate the manner in which the federal and state governments prioritized, funded, and built those early segments of the system. (See afore mentioned Figures 121 and 122.) Much of the interstate mileage on three of the oldest and most important named highways (Bankhead, Meridian, and Old Spanish Trail/Southern National Highway) was completed, under construction, or was being surveyed, designed, and acquired. Segments either completed or under construction included IH 10 between Beaumont and Orange, the aforementioned section of IH 20 from Colorado City to the Mitchell–Howard county line, and IH 20 from Toyah to Van Horn. Most of IH 35 from Hillsboro to Laredo was complete or in progress because of previous efforts under the interregional highway system. The Waco–San Antonio stretch of the new interstate—dubbed a “major funnel between North and South Texas”—was featured in the May 1959 issue of Texas Parade (Figure 123). IH 35 through San Antonio was called the Pan-American Expressway because it lay along the United States’ unofficial route of the Pan-American Highway. The improvement of the various segments of named highways into interstate highways was funded through a combination of federal and state interstate funds and other public monies, and toll road funds.

The Texas Good Roads Association continued its mission to promote the state’s highways and keep the public informed about its status and importance. In 1959, the group published the Texas Highway Fact Book. The volume noted that, at that time, Texas contained 59,711.92 miles of roads (27,958.42 on state and U.S. highways, 31,753.50 on farm-to-market roads). The book also outlined the Texas Highway Department’s goals to continue to overcome the deficit in road construction from the World War II years and to provide high-volume facilities for heavily concentrated traffic. The Association also provided the source and breakdown for every dollar received for highway funding – gasoline tax (37.15¢), federal aid (35.46¢), auto license fees (20.95¢), county aid (0.20¢), and miscellaneous (6.24¢). In addition, the group analyzed every dollar spent on Texas highways – construction (76.77¢), maintenance (15.60¢), miscellaneous (6.58¢), and administration (0.78¢).

The Bureau of Public Roads, the federal agency still in charge of highways (until the passage of the Transportation Act of 1966 created the Federal Highway Administration [FHWA]), officially approved Texas’ interstate mileage on October 1, 1959. The Texas Highway Commission acknowledged the approval with designation of the routes in an administrative circular two weeks later. In addition to the nine primary interstate routes previously proposed, the federal and state governments also approved four interstate loops (410, 610, 635, and 820) and two interstate spurs (110 and 345).
In August 1961, the Bureau of Public Roads reported that over two-thirds of the 10,800-mile Interstate Highway System was completed or under construction, an impressive achievement given the scale and relatively short period of time. Of the 3,023 miles within the system at that time, 905.9 miles (almost 30 percent) were located in Texas – more mileage than any other state. Of the interstate mileage in Texas, 292.9 miles were under construction with 1,110.9 miles under right-of-way negotiations. The federal agency also projected that the planned interstate system of 41,000 miles would be completed by 1972.

State Highway Engineer Dewitt C. Greer believed that the state’s highways were for the benefit of local Texans in addition to out-of-state travelers and commercial drivers. As such, he ensured that Texas’ interstates had more points of access than any other state. (Refer to Figure 118 earlier in this section.) Tourism bureaus were constructed at the state line, providing information about Texas’ historic and scenic landmarks, as well as advertisements for roadside businesses (Figure 124).

Despite improving safety and traffic flow and spurring commercial development along highway right-of-ways, the interstate system also hurt some communities and small businesses throughout the state. The routes of interstate highways often bypassed the central business districts of small towns, drawing away roadside commerce. In Gainesville, for example, the development of IH 35 bypassed several local businesses. Without direct access, they suffered financial losses.
and were forced to close (Figure 125). After a delegation from Cooke County presented an appeal to the Texas Highway Commission in 1961, Texas Highway Department engineers made modifications to the location of the access ramp. The Bureau of Public Roads initially refused to accept the changes, but was convinced otherwise with intervention from Texas Governor Price Daniel and Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson.638 In his opinion on the issue, Highway Commissioner Herbert C. Petry, Jr. noted, “I recognize that oftentimes these new highways affect some economic development on the old road which has been there for a long time. There are several ways of looking at it. But, on a situation where ramps alone can save a business, it seems to me that they can be so designed as not to damage someone’s investment, as long as you keep in mind the safety of the traveling public.”639 On the other side of the argument, proponents of tourism pointed out that better highways brought more tourism, and more tourism benefitted the economy overall. (See Figure 126.)

In 1962, the Abilene News-Reporter highlighted the one-third point in the 15-year interstate highway road building program.640 The article noted that slightly over 33 percent of Texas’ allotted mileage was complete, under construction, or “adequate for present needs.” Of the $1.75 billion apportionment for the state, $546 million had been expended (at the standard 90:10 ratio between federal and state funding). At that time, the Interstate Highway System was slated for completion in 1972, with Texas containing 3,023 miles of the entire 41,000-mile system. Of this completed mileage were two major segments of IH 35 (US 81/Meridian Highway). On March 29, 1962, the

Figure 125. View of businesses closed on former US 80 as result of interstate bypass. This exemplifies a common trend that affected the owners of many small businesses in Texas and the rest of the nation whose establishments were bypassed by the new interstate highway construction. This resulted in new types of business that operated from the former tourist-related buildings. Adaptive use of these kinds of buildings signaled the new role that property fronting on the historic named highways played during the interstate highway era. Typically, these businesses catered to local residents and had less to do with tourism and out-of-state travelers. Source: Texas Highway Department Records, Archives and Information Services Division, Texas State Library and Archives, Austin, Texas.
“Interregional Highway,” as IH 35 has been called through Austin because of its association with the immediate postwar highway construction program that constructed discrete segments of controlled-access highways along major routes, was dedicated. (See Figure 127.) IH 35 in Bexar County, along much of the existing alignment of US 81, became Texas’ first interstate route to open from county line to county line through a large metropolitan area; the roadway was officially opened on May 3, 1962.641

By 1964, the Texas Highway Department was spending more than $460 million on the construction, maintenance, and operation of the state’s entire highway system, including interstate and U.S./state-numbered highways.642 By January 1966, the Texas highway system included approximately 67,000 miles, including an estimated 3,000 miles of interstate and about 26,000 miles of primary (U.S./state-numbered) highways.643 The farm-to-market road system, provided with construction funds but no maintenance monies, was given $23 million for road construction and $18 million for maintenance in new legislation in 1966.644 In January 1966, the state had approximately 38,000 miles of farm-to-market roads with about 1,000 miles added annually toward to the ultimate goal of 50,000 miles.645 The state’s extensive farm-to-market road system exceeded farm-to-market road mileage in all but three states.646
Increasing automobile tourism encouraged the renewal and expansion of highway infrastructure throughout the nation. The state of Texas was no exception. The incorporation of the state’s highways into the interstate system spurred developments in road beautification and tourism just as the improvement to and expansion of Texas’ named and other highways did in previous decades. In 1959, the Legislature delegated responsibility of advertising and promoting travel to and within Texas to the Texas Highway Department via Senate Bill 152. The law allowed funds from the State Highway Fund to be used for most tourism promotion with the exception of media advertising. From 1959 to 1962, the state experienced a decline in income from tourism. The Texas Tourist Council was instrumental in the Texas Legislature’s establishment of the Texas Tourist Development Agency. The Council also supported the “See Texas First” campaign. The group’s promotion of tourist travel along the state’s major highways continued through the late 1950s and 1960s via that campaign. In the early 1960s, various entities called for the General Fund to support media advertising in an effort to increase the declining tourism industry in the state. In 1963, the West Texas Chamber of Commerce initiated a “See West Texas, Too!” program in connection with the Department’s primary ad campaign. In 1965, the Department introduced the first travel promotion films produced entirely by a Texas state agency. With increased in- and out-of-state inquiries about overnight camping facilities, the Travel and Information Division of the Department planned to compile a camping directory covering the entire state. Texas Highway Commission Chair Petry noted that 12 million of the 14 million tourists that came to Texas in 1965 did so by automobile. While
tourism was the third-ranked industry in the nation, tourism ranked only 13th in Texas. As such, the Department’s travel and information division teamed up with the Texas Tourist Development Agency and the Texas Tourist Council to encourage visitorship to the “far reaches of Texas.” Petry noted that adequate highway transportation provides access to all parts of the state and are a key to industrial development. The Texas Tourist Development Agency concurred that Texas’ “standing as [a] foremost highway state” was appealing to travelers, especially family groups, whose primary choice of vacation travel was via automobile.

1966–1980

As of March 1966, Texas had a total of 66,500 state-maintained highways. Included in this count were 25,362 miles of in-service U.S. and state highways; 2,303 miles of in-service interstate highways; and 35,568 miles of in-service farm-to-market roads. Despite the many improvements to state highways and the establishment of the Interstate Highway System, however, the Texas Highway Department argued that postwar highway development did not keep up with the state’s population growth, in-migration, and suburban development. In a report on the present and future needs of the highway system, the Department noted, “Highways in Texas and throughout the nation in a sense were casualties of World War II. Development was pinched off during the wartime years and the roads in place then were considered expendable to the total war effort. Now more than two decades after V-J Day, wartime losses in highway development have barely been...
overcome.” In order to support ongoing and future work to the state highway system, the Department promoted keeping intact the financing that was currently in place.

In 1967, the Texas Highway Department celebrated the 50th anniversary of its establishment. At that time, the Department had jurisdiction over 28,000 miles of farm-to-market roads, and Texas had completed 60 percent of its allocated interstate mileage, making it the state with the second most interstate mileage in service after California. Various publications and newspaper articles highlighting the Department’s anniversary also noted the interstate system that had absorbed or superseded the state’s named highways.

Just as the newer interstate system overshadowed historic named highways and bypassed small towns and metropolitan cores, it also unintentionally circumvented the state’s historic sites and attractions. In 1966, a total of 19.2 million out-of-state visitors came to Texas, but they only stayed an average of 5.8 days as opposed to 6.1 days in 1965. Starting in 1967, Governor John Connally “felt that Texas, a land of great contrast, would be more attractive to visitors if they knew what to expect to see in the various areas of the state.” Connally appointed the Texas Travel Trails Committee, comprised of five individuals from various state agencies, which solicited information on sites that should be included on the trails from Texas residents and community officials, including county judges. The committee specifically sought information on sites of unusual scenic, geological, and geographic interest; recreational sites; and cultural attractions. In January 1968, Governor Connally designated 10 “Texas Travel Trails,” which he announced at the annual Governor’s Tourist Development Conference that month. One newspaper covering the establishment of the program noted, “Governor Connally has expressed hope that the Travel Trails program will induce tourists to remain in the state longer by opening up tours through the countryside and smaller communities which have been bypassed by super highways.” As the purpose of the trails was to get tourists off the beaten path, with few exceptions, their routes rarely included major highways or interstates. These Travel Trails were heavily advertised editions of the Texas Almanac from the late 1960s and early 1970s. The Travel Trails followed lesser traveled highways though; not the major named highways like the Bankhead, Meridian, and Old Spanish Trail, which had largely been incorporated into interstates by the late 1960s and early 1970s. Segments of named highways included in the trails program included:

- Texas Forts Trail—Bankhead Highway on US 180, SH 16, and IH 20 between Mineral Wells and Ranger as well as Del Rio–Canadian Highway from Nolan–Runnels County Line to Bronte and from San Angelo to El Dorado
- Texas Hill Country Trail – Old Spanish Trail on US 90 between Castroville and Hondo and between Knippa and Uvalde
- Texas Independence Trail – on Old Spanish Trail on US 90 from southwest Houston to Rosenberg
- Texas Mountain Trail 669 – Old Spanish Trail on US 90 from Marfa to Van Horn; Bankhead on IH 10 from Kent to El Paso
- Texas Pecos Trail – Old Spanish Trail on US 90 from Bracketville to Sanderson; Bankhead on IH 20 from Pecos to Midland
- Texas Plains Trail – North Texas Highway on SH 354 from Channing to US 287

The Texas Travel Trails program was complimented by the efforts of private organizations, like the Texas Travel Council and the West Texas Chamber of Commerce, to promote travel and tourism in Texas. These efforts were fruitful; between 1962 and 1969, the number of annual out-of-state visitors to Texas increased from 9.6 million to 22.3 million, and the size of the state’s tourism economy increased from $471 million to $1.57 billion.

Texas’ named highways continued to play an increasingly important role in the tourism industry into the next decade for out-of-state visitors as well as Texas residents. In 1972, the Discover Texas Association (formed in 1969 to “promote the state within its boundaries”) utilized Texas Highway Department publications to promote “mini-vacations,” which were loop route descriptions for close-to-home, three-day trips from major Texas cities. The first “mini-vacation” that the group developed was called “Dallas South” and took visitors to various attractions in Dallas, Fort Worth, Weatherford, Glen Rose, Hillsboro, Corsicana, Athens, and Canton in time for the Memorial Day weekend.

Meanwhile, with the passage of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and the Environmental Protection Act of 1970, highway planners began to consider an array of competing priorities. Issues of traffic congestion and tourism promotion had to be considered in concert with historic preservation, environmental protection, and social justice issues. Another significant piece of legislation passed about the same time was the Transportation Act of 1966, which created the Department of Transportation, as well as the Federal Highway Administration as the federal agency in charge of overseeing the planning, funding, construction, and maintenance of highways. The elevation of a program that began as a tertiary function within the Department of Agriculture to cabinet-level agency symbolized (belatedly) the prominent role transportation had to the country’s economic foundation and national security.

By the early 1970s, the Interstate Highway System in Texas was largely complete. Moving forward, though, the state committed itself to complying with these new federal programs. As part of that effort, in
March 1972, the U.S. Department of Transportation gave the Texas Highway Department tentative approval of a proposed highway beautification bill that would allow Texas to comply with the Federal Highway Beautification Act by removing billboards within 660 feet of right-of-way on highways funded with federal monies, and relocating junkyards or screening them from view. Otherwise, if the state did not comply with the act, it would lose 10 percent of its Federal Aid highway money.

Also in 1972, Texas roadways were improved with international traffic signs. The new signs were adopted by a revision of the “Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways” and incorporated universal symbols, shapes, and colors in lieu of words. Remaining in compliance with laws that affected highway funding was important for continued highway development. The Federal Aid Highway Act of 1976 provided funds for resurfacing, restoring, and rehabilitating lanes on the interstate system that had been in use for more than five years. This allocation would have provided funds, if needed, for improvements on older sections of the interstate system that had been completed on named highways.

While named highways such as the Bankhead and Meridian highways and the Old Spanish Trail largely were absorbed into the interstate system and retained some prominence, others were largely forgotten despite attempts to incorporate segments into tourist routes. The Texas Highway Commission continued to recognize segments of some named highways, however, when it designated nine additional stretches of Texas roads as Blue Star Memorial Highways between 1971 and 1988. Among them was US 59 from Houston to Texarkana, which included a segment of the old East Texas Highway.

The era of the interstate highway construction between 1957 and 1980 dramatically changed the character and quality of highway transportation in Texas and the rest of the nation. Although early attempts to improve highway safety and traffic flow with superhighways date to the late 1930s, the passage of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956 provided the necessary funding and institutional structure to support full-scale implementation of the Interstate Highway System envisioned by President Eisenhower. The construction of strategically placed and interconnecting superhighways that crossed the nation had a profound effect on the nature of highway planning and construction, and dramatically changed patterns of development in urban, suburban and rural settings. Vast stretches of the most important named highways in Texas including the Bankhead, Meridian, and Old Spanish Trail/Southern National Highway were literally absorbed into and became part of the Interstate Highway System. These roadways were enlarged and improved and generally followed the exact road alignments that had been in place for decades. The construction of the
interstate highways spurred a construction boom on adjoining land that catered to a new generation of tourists. In other locations, especially in urban areas, sections of the old named highways extended through cities that were too densely developed to justify new right-of-way acquisition. The state highway department subsequently re-designated these sections as less significant roadways within the state’s highway system. Interstate traffic largely bypassed these segments, and they assumed a new, more locally oriented role within their respective communities. Many of the buildings and businesses that had once been so vital to travelers and tourists were abandoned or closed. In some cases, they were repurposed, but, in other cases, they were demolished or left to decay as a symbol of their past significance within the history of highway transportation in the state.

**DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS ALONG HIGHWAYS**

**Response to Demographic Patterns**

The new expressways and interstate highways constructed from 1956 through 1980 facilitated the development of the sprawling urban areas, with suburban growth blurring the boundaries between cities. During this time span, the total population of Texas grew by more than 60 percent, from 8,830,000 to 14,229,191.67 By 1960, 75 percent of the state’s population lived in urban or suburban areas, and by 1970 that number had increased to nearly 80 percent. Between 1970 and 1980, this percentage remained relatively constant. Metropolitan areas with connections to the Interstate Highway System experienced the most rapid development, while growth stagnated in rural areas bypassed by interstate highways. The population of Houston, for example, grew from 596,163 in 1950 to 1,594,086 in 1980. Within the Dallas–Fort Worth metropolitan area, the population of Arlington grew from 7,962 in 1950 to 160,123 in 1980 – a 20-fold increase. In rural areas, though, many young adults moved to urban areas seeking new employment opportunities, as agricultural jobs became scarcer because of mechanization and as oil production in rural settings began to decline after its peak in 1972.

The postwar baby boom contributed to population growth, but so did the influx of people who moved to Texas from elsewhere in the United States, primarily to take advantage of the booming economy. Immigration played a relatively minor role in population growth during this period, which was consistent with the decline in the number of foreign-born persons in the United States that lasted from 1930 until 1970. In 1960, only 3.1 percent of the population of Texas reported in the U.S. census was foreign-born; however, that number began to grow after 1970 due to increasing immigration from Mexico and Latin
Transportation of People and Goods

While the automobile had served as the primary mode of personal transportation in Texas since the 1930s, the railroad had continued to play an important part in the shipping of agricultural and commercial goods. The trucking industry made significant gains, however, and it became indispensable for commerce between 1956 and 1980. During this period, the number of motor vehicles registered in Texas exploded from 3,938,402 to 10,474,816 (Figure 129). Trucking increased as well, with trucks composing 28.24 percent of all motor vehicles by 1980. The construction of the Interstate Highway System aided the rise in commercial trucking by allowing rapid speeds with few stops. In 1957, only about one percent of motor vehicle traffic traveled on interstate highways, but, by 1980, that number had increased to almost 20 percent. The introduction of containerization in the late 1950s further maximized the efficiency of truck transportation. Trucking on the older highway routes declined, though, as the Interstate Highway System created a faster and more efficient way of transporting goods by avoiding traffic signals, railroad crossings, slower speeds, and other impediments that hampered the traffic flow in the more congested areas along the older highways.

In turn, beginning in the 1950s, new industrial developments were located along interstate highways rather than just rail yards, like the Great Southwest Industrial District in Arlington. When it opened adjacent to US 80 in 1956, the Great Southwest Industrial District was the largest planned industrial development in the nation. Similarly, although the Industrial District along the Trinity River in Dallas was...
initially designed with rail access, it was largely rebuilt to accommodate trucking after the Stemmons Freeway (later part of IH 35) was completed in 1959 (Figure 130). The redeveloped Industrial District featured one-story warehouses with large overhead doors and loading docks to facilitate trucking.\textsuperscript{687}

**Tourism and Tourist Attractions**

In the late 1950s, the rise in automobile ownership combined with increased leisure time and the rise of the paid vacation caused an upswing in tourism nationwide.\textsuperscript{688} In 1958, Americans spent approximately $30 million on travel annually. In Texas, however, tourism was on the decline in the late 1950s. Attempting to draw tourists back to the state, in 1960 the Texas Legislature changed an outdated clause in the state constitution that intended to discourage carpetbaggers by prohibiting the state from spending tax dollars to attract tourists.\textsuperscript{689} With this change, the Texas State Tourist Development Agency was founded in 1963 to publish promotional materials, organize exhibits, and advertise the state’s tourist attractions.\textsuperscript{690} (Refer to the statewide context above for details regarding tourism promotion in the 1960s.)

To compete for tourism, the state government began upgrading tourist facilities in state parks, constructing more permanent cabins and clubhouses, and adding running water.\textsuperscript{691} At the same time, cities across the state began to invest in constructing convention centers, coliseums, sports arenas, amusement parks, and museums – all with easy access to highways.\textsuperscript{692} For example, Six Flags over Texas was constructed in
Arlington on the Dallas–Fort Worth Turnpike (IH 30) in 1961, the Astrodome opened in Houston on Loop 610 in 1965, and the Amon Carter and Kimbell museums opened in Fort Worth on the Bankhead Highway and near IH 35W in 1961 and 1974, respectively. The pinnacle of this trend was marked by HemisFair in San Antonio in 1968 near the convergence of IH 10, IH 35 and IH 37 (Figure 131). The City of San Antonio devoted $75 million to the construction of the fairgrounds, including the iconic Tower of the Americas. Promotional materials were distributed nationwide by the Texas State Tourist Development Agency, bringing record attendance to the fair.

Increased tourist traffic coincided with the postwar realignment of highways and construction of expressways. Most new tourist-oriented development occurred along the new interstate highways rather than on the old U.S. highway alignments that followed the named highways more closely. Tourist amenities like gas stations, restaurants, and lodging along the old highway alignments were hard hit by the loss of traffic. In many instances, these businesses were forced to close their doors. In order to survive, many businesses adapted to serve local customers rather than tourists. For instance, many gas stations were reused as floral shops or cafés. Other gas stations were remodeled to have a more residential appearance in an attempt to reach out to neighborhood customers. Along the interstate highways, new building forms emerged. Unlike the older highways, the new expressways had limited access to roadside commerce. New gas stations, restaurants, and lodging were clustered at entrance and exit ramps of controlled-access highways rather than strung out along the roadway as had been common prior to World War II. Corporate chains began to dominate roadside commerce as well. While gas stations used a corporate franchise business structure and standard architectural plans as early as the 1920s, most motels and dining establishments remained...
The Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s and 1960s helped to slowly end wholesale racial segregation against African-Americans. In anticipation and as a result of legal measures improving racial equality, later editions of the *Green Book* began providing black tourists with information on individual states’ anti-discrimination laws. (Refer to the sidebar in previous Section I.5 for a detailed history of the *Green Book* and other race-related travel guides.) In 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court case *Brown vs. The Board of Education* overruled *Plessy vs. Ferguson*, making segregation in public establishments illegal across the United States. The 1962 *Go: Guide* noted that it was “A Directory of Accommodations for All Travelers” and included letters of welcome from city and state officials. The Texas section features a letter from Governor Price Daniels who was known for ignoring laws that the state legislature passed in opposition to federally-ordered school integration. Daniels exhorted, “Texas takes its name from the Indian word meaning ‘friendly,’ and I am sure you will find a friendly welcome here.” Among other major forms of discrimination, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 signed by President Lyndon B. Johnson of Texas made racial segregation in public accommodations illegal. As integration became a fact in institutions across the country, the need to race-specific travel guides ceased.

These race-specific accommodations also were able resist the trend toward corporatization. Many new motels and hotels made their appearance in the guides from the late 1950s to the mid-1960s, undoubtedly due to the decrease in segregation and prejudice in travel. One such establishment was the La Luz Motel in El Paso (*Figure 132*). The hotel complex, consisting of a main office with an adjoining café, swimming pool (now infilled), and two linear blocks of motel rooms survives on Alameda Avenue/SH 20, the original alignment of the Bankhead Highway through the city. Other newly listed establishments likely were older motels seeking to expand their clientele after business shifted toward the newer corporate chains along the interstate.

Despite efforts to promote tourism in the 1960s, by the late 1970s, travel and tourism decreased due to gas shortages and rising gas prices. Long-distance, inter-city trips experienced the sharpest decline. In 1977, the Federal Highway Administration conducted a survey to determine trends in household travel across the United States. (These surveys continued in 1983 and 2009.) Short trips (less than five miles) accounted for the majority of personal travel, and most of those trips were to work and back. Even for vacations, the average trip was only 95.4 miles. Tourism in remote, rural areas was hit hardest, and the National Park Service reported falling visitor volumes in remote parks.
like Big Bend. As a result, few roadside visitor amenities were constructed during this period.

**Land Development along Roads and Railroads**

The construction of limited-access interstate highways drastically changed roadside development patterns. With fewer entrance and exit ramps, gas stations and other auto-oriented businesses, like fast food restaurants, drive-in banks, and motels, developed in clusters, rather than being strung out along an extended segment of the roadway. New residential suburbs also had fewer entrance points, and the road network within residential suburbs seldom was linked to the adjacent commercial development. With these changes in traffic patterns, many of the gas stations and auto repair shops along the old highway alignments went out of business. (Refer to *Figure 125* earlier in this section.) Where the surrounding neighborhood remained vital, the buildings often were adaptively reused as restaurants or for other neighborhood commercial activities. In communities where neighborhoods along the old alignment were depopulated, often these older gas stations were left vacant. Lodgings along the old routes were able to stay in business in some locations where parks or scenic amenities drew tourists off the interstate, but new motels and hotels along the interstate captured the bulk of tourist business. In urban areas that had growing populations and housing shortages, tourist courts and motels were converted to longer-term housing, renting rooms by the week or by the month.

In cities, the Texas Highway Department typically tried to route interstate highways along the edge of the downtown rather than bypassing the downtown completely. This policy was motivated by statistics showing that up to 90 percent of highway traffic was local. Obtaining right-of-way adjacent to an urban area often entailed demolishing existing buildings, although the Department attempted to limit demolition to “blighted” or flood-prone areas whenever possible. Yet interstate highways had limited access through downtowns, with few points of entrance and exit. As a result, existing downtowns adjacent to the new interstate highways survived with relatively little re-development stemming from transportation-related activities.

**Urban Planning in the Automobile Era**

As late as 1956, urban planners frequently discussed planned decentralization to relieve overcrowding in cities. By the 1960s and 1970s, though, the combined forces of suburban growth and interstate highway construction wrought massive changes in the traditional urban core. Many municipalities suffered drastic losses of property tax dollars as residents moved out of the inner core of most cities into the nearby suburbs. Meanwhile, downtown businesses declined, not only
because their neighborhood clientele was moving to the suburbs, but also because interstate highways provided limited access to downtown streets. Even urban industrial districts were becoming obsolete, as increased research and development hastened product obsolescence. The new emphasis on research and development favored large companies over small ones and necessitated decentralized clusters of labs and factories, prioritizing proximity to universities and highly skilled staff above proximity to railroad connections.705

Urban planners referred to the resulting depopulation and economic decline as “urban blight.” Planning recommendations seeking to revitalize the urban core ranged from discouraging auto-oriented developments that created pedestrian “dead-zones,” to encouraging high-rise housing developments that would create density, to integrating highway systems into urban mass transit systems, and even demolishing “blighted” areas for the construction of new highways.706 In some smaller cities that had been bypassed by the interstate, local government officials tried to revitalize the downtown by demolishing and reconstructing public buildings like courthouses, city halls, schools, and libraries (Figure 133).

Simultaneously, recognizing that suburban growth was a reality, planners sought to regulate the aesthetic qualities of suburbs and highway roadsides. Because highway-oriented suburban developments typically extended beyond the boundaries of the central city, cooperative regional planning authorities were established.707 Zoning codes that prescribed the appearance of gas stations and other auto-oriented developments were considered especially important when they were adjacent to suburban developments and might threaten to have a negative economic impact on adjacent homeowners.708 (See Figure 134.) With the Federal Highway Beautification Act of 1965, states were required to implement legislation controlling billboards and junk
yards along federal highways. In turn, the federal government allocated funds for obtaining wider rights-of-way, which the Texas Highway Department could landscape according to state standards.  

CONCLUSION

The story of historic named highways in Texas was influenced by many factors that began with the development of a numbered state highway system, continued with the implementation of U.S. highway numbering, and peaked with the completion of the Interstate Highway System. Named highways that generally followed paths from Texas’ days as a colony as well as those from the auto trails period of the 1910s and 1920s laid the foundation for the state and federal systems that survive. Whether Texas-based roadways such as the North Texas and East Texas highways, or multi-state, cross-country roadways like the Bankhead, Meridian, and Del Rio–Canadian or Old Spanish Trail, named highways were important routes transporting people and goods, supporting the national Interstate Highway System, and aiding the tourism industry. The trend for naming highways in Texas has been a cyclical one. Before 1917, road names were often associated with colonial names or with the geographic or locational routes that they followed. Auto organizations and named highway organizations used nostalgia and memory and even strategic military significance to promote these roads.
and to secure funding for their construction, expansion, and eventual absorption into the Texas highway system as major routes. Local governments, as well as the Texas Highway Department, exhibited a tendency to name early freeways and expressways (many already aligned with historic named roads or state and U.S. highways) before they were incorporated into the Interstate Highway System. The standardization that occurred with the creation of a highway department and development of state and U.S. highway systems essentially erased the practice of providing highways with non-numeric names.

To date, the Texas highway system contains only one officially designated named highway—State Highway Old San Antonio Road (SH OSR)—which was designated in 1942. In 1995, the Texas Transportation Code prohibited the naming of any part of the highway system with any other designation than a regular highway number unless otherwise provided by a statute. The code provides for memorial or historical designations under special circumstances with limited signage that does not overshadow or confuse the official numbered highway name. In 2009, however, the State of Texas created a Historical Roads and Highways Program administered by the Texas Historical Commission and Texas Department of Transportation (House Bill 2642, signed June 19, 2009) to “identify, designate, interpret, and market historic roads and highways in Texas.” On June 19, 2009, the Texas segment of the Bankhead Highway became the first roadway designated as a Texas Historic Highway. The program and designation is another step toward recognizing the value that historic named highways have within the state highway systems.
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